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Hello there, and welcome to the year of 2015. I was wondering if it would be appropriate for you to
give us a message, as to what YOU see this coming year holding for us?
In greatest of Loving Energy Dearest Souls, we join in communion with you all once again. In the
passing of the old year into the new, there has been an exchange of Energy between that which no
longer served … and bringing through that of a New Energy. A Higher Energy that you shall discover … to
your delight … assists you greatly in the lifting of your spirit -self into a place that brings much joy.
Along with the festivities of your Christmas time … which can create a tiredness, due to possible
indulgence of many things … this exchange of Energy has also brought a tiredness as it makes its ‘swap’.
In the letting go of the old … it is allowing the body to release toxins and certain biological deformities
that must be rid from your immediate inner functionings.
When you say ‘swap’ … what exactly do you mean?
We mean that you are ‘swapping’ this Energy for that which serves you … to a much Higher benefit.
Yet, who/what/where/when are we swapping this Energy with?
You are sending it back into a ‘place’ where it can once again be renewed into a finer source. Therefore,
it is not discarded … simply recycled, if you like … and re-energised, so that it is once again of use.
How is this done?
It is a blending/merging with Energies that are Higher than itself. A gradual remixing. Rather attune to
adding a mixture to a cake … a little at a time … in order to get the exact consistency, so that it may
rise.
So, with these Higher Energies ... what can we expect?
You can expect a FEELING of elation that has not yet been experienced. You are moving into the next
phase in this year ahead. Much preparation has been worked upon and much commitment of mind,
body and soul has led you to the entrance of a Higher doorway … of which you are able to enter at
any given point … that you feel ready to do so.
Could you expand on this? Am I even in the right street? Let alone at the right door?
This doorway will take you through to a Higher understanding of yourself. It is of a Brighter degree of
Light/Love … accessible only THROUGH this door way.
When we enter through … is this via meditation?
Certainly. Yet, in doing so … you will find that the YOU, you become … remains with you … to a certain
degree … when applying that which you experience ‘within’ it … to that which you are doing ‘without’ it.
If we are making sense?
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Yes, to me you are. Meaning, we will ‘bring back’ on a soul level, some of that which we experience
when BEING the other side of the doorway. Do we need a special meditation for this?
No. You need only to TRUST WHO YOU ARE. The intention is the key. Your intention in ALL things is the key
to discovering the ‘righteousness’ of your experience upon Earth.
The experience of this meditation when repeated more and more … shall flow into deeper places as
one re-enters time after time.
What sort of thing can we expect?
To meet up with many likeminded souls, both of Earth and non-Earth … and for many to meet up with
the next phase of themselves.
You are ready now to ‘OPEN UP THE ENVELOPE’ and receive your instructions!
WOW! That is very exciting. White Cloud has often spoken of this. Can you speak of it now? ... for those
who are saying ‘Envelope? What envelope? Does it come in the mail? I haven’t received mine?’ Etc.
We understand your point. We would explain it this way.
Those of you that volunteered for this unique expression of self upon the Earth plane at this time …
those who KNEW that coming to Earth NOW… would be the greatest mission they could experience
… and we would add … ‘Endure’ … were EACH given a certain ‘role’ to play. To ‘act out’ certain given
experiences that would lead to the unfolding of particular gifts … that in turn would allow the unfolding
of gifts by many others to occur.
In other words … instructions … on how to assist in the Awakening of many upon the planet. Each
envelope is derived for Each individual to interpret and make use of.
Many have often expressed of the KNOWING they are here to do something … here for a purpose … yet,
unsure of what it is. By accessing these envelopes … a greater clarity is grasped.
So, are you saying … one just meditates and ‘Boom’ … There we have it! The answer to our individual
purpose on Earth at this time.
Yes … we are.
Far out. To be honest … I thought you were going to say ‘possibly’ or, beat about the bush in some way.
Yet, nope! Straight to the point … Nice! I am getting the feeling that you may be able to assist with this
meditation … are you about to bring one through?
(I felt then, this was the case, so I turned on my recorder and went straight into this guided
meditation. As it was spontaneous, please allow all outside sounds of planes, birds, frogs etc., to
enhance the experience rather than take away! I tried adding background music, yet it seemed to
distort the voice somehow. So, Here it is. In the raw! (17mins)
Click here: Meditation
Thank you. That was beautiful. What PEACE you brought through to my Being. Anything to say about it,
to finish off?
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Indeed. We give Gratitude for allowing this to come through. We would remark only ... that the
‘absorption’ of ‘instructions’ within the envelope shall take time to ‘open up’ into its KNOWING. Keeping
in mind also … that although we use the word ‘instructions’ … these are ‘plans’ made by YOU for YOU. In
the knowing that EACH ONE can assist fully in bringing forth their gifts in/of creative form that shall be as
a key to unlock many doors ... for many souls.
This is indeed a most exciting time for THINGS TO GET UNDERWAY.
This is a time when all that has been spoken of in past times shall ‘fall into place’.
This is a time when YOU shall UNDERSTAND the makings of YOU and comprehend on a deeper level the
reason you have come and why.
Dearest souls ... Be of the greatest cheer.
You are walking deeper into the forest of Light and Love and the trees exude a Higher Energy than ever
before … for the very oxygen that is served … is of a Higher level ... in order to accommodate the Higher
level of Love that you are allowing yourself to become.
WE LOVE YOU.
WE ARE EXCITED ABOUT ALL YOU SHALL DISCOVER OF/FOR YOURSELVES …
And in doing so … watch … just watch, how quickly the changes within and without shall come about.
They shall delight the soul … as a child opening a present under the tree … and in discovering the
‘present’ … the NOW of WHO YOU ARE shall ‘present’ itself to you in a manner that could not have even
been dreamt of.
In deepest Gratitude to All of Earth who have remained steadfast in faith and have continued forth
under circumstances that at times have been less than pleasant.
WE HONOUR YOU … ENJOY YOURSELVES …
Oh, we will. In Love and thanks to you my friends.

*Here is the audio for this channell including the meditation:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a1QNPTAiNlM
Many thanks to Joe Pena.
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Hello my friends. Straight to it, if I may? A video has been put out, of a Lightship and 5 orbs descending
from it. First of all, are you there?
Welcome in Loving arms to you and your dilemma.
Indeed, it is a dilemma … for as you know, secondly I am going to ask … is this for real or is this a hoax?
We would say to you in all OUR TRUTH that this Light show is not one from which we would take our name
upon.
In other words it is a hoax?
A very clever one at that … is it not?
Indeed. Ok … so, I was thinking about this, depending on what your answer would be. A part of me could
allow myself to be annoyed at the prankster. Another part of me thinks … ‘Oh well, it certainly uplifted so
many while it lasted’ … judging by my inbox. So … to say to you … if a hoax can cause so much upliftment
(only to be thwarted, once Truth discovered) … do you not see how uplifting a REAL LIGHT SHOW from
YOU would be? You know … THE ACTUAL REAL THING. I was SO excited going to bed last night … imagining
more and more of this kind of thing happening. I FELT it would make such a difference to the Planet and
its Vibration. Just saying! Just repeating what I always say … ‘SOMETHING LIKE THIS … EVEN BIGGER MAYBE …
FROM YOU … WOULD DO US ALL … THE WORLD OF GOOD!’
We accept that which you are saying.
No point in stirring it all up. We’ve been down this road too many times. Yet please, take note of how
excited AND READY everyone was about this. Just before we move on, I would like to thank you for this
answer. I, for obvious reasons, was a little apprehensive going into the questioning.
Yet, we can FEEL in you … your True disappointment.
Yep. Actually, after being so High about it, I now feel REALLY low. I shouldn’t be attached and to be
honest … I had to do a long meditation before I began, as I was a little stressed anyway this morning. I
guess this has just added to it. So, onwards to Brighter stuff!
And there is much of that to be had. We ask you not to let someone’s fun and games bring your Vibration
down. For Each One of you KNOW that you are above allowing this to be. You can, without doubt … FEEL
THE CHANGE IN ENERGY THAT IS STRONGLY TAKING HOLD UPON YOUR PLANET to the delight of many. You
are aware that, that which is to come shall be so very heart lifting.
You stated the obvious to us … regarding the upliftment this particular video brought to one’s hearts …
and indeed, we reiterate that there is more of the same to come … yet, in a position that is of TRUTH.
The facts are Blossom … this coming year shall divulge unto you … so much more of what you have been
longing for and indeed expecting. So, hang onto your hats.
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With all respect … My hat disintegrated a few years ago!!
That feels better does it not? Your humour has a magical effect on yourself … as well as many.
Well, to keep positive I shall just say … I look forward to it greatly!
Would many of you not say that you are noticing a change in ‘who you think you are’? … For want of a
better way of explaining.
YOU ARE FEELING ... MORE THAN YOU ARE THINKING.
You are allowing that feeling to get the better of you and so it should.
It is as if ‘The Calling’ you heart is responding to, is letting you KNOW that everything is really ready and
about to step up in Vibration and pace. You are tired of having unresponsive …
Unresponsive what? We went blank there … … Still nothing!............... All ok?
Yes, all is more than fine. The delay in the communication is the need to find the correct vocabulary
that befits that which we are trying to express.
You have been unresponsive to your faculties … in many segments of yourselves and this has led you to
feel disappointment and disillusion. Yet … as the veil is lifting and these powerful Energies are entering
in … you shall find your spirit Beings so very much more RESPONSIVE to ALL THAT YOU ARE … and this in turn
allows you to bring forth gifts of untold treasures.
You shall surprize yourselves and each other over and over with that which you are able to access from
within.
Again, we accent the importance … by choice only … of going inwards. The silence within you … the
nothing - space that you travel to … whilst in meditation means you are able to contact the Higher
part of yourself that is LONGING to be heard .
NOW IS THE TIME.
NOW … SO MUCH MORE OF YOU CAN BE WITNESSED BY YOU.
THIS IS SUCH AN EXCITING TIME … AND ALL THAT LIES WITHIN IT … LIES DEEP WITHIN YOU … AWAITING TO BE
CALLED UP AND SENT OUT/BROUGHT FORTH.
This indeed sounds exciting. Why now?
Because your Vibrational pull on Earth has reached a pitch that allows the Higher Energies to blend and
create the change within you.
This change … when accessed within … will then allow the Change without … to materialize.
So, simply by meditation … this is how we bring all this about?
There is far more to you than meditation. Yet, in humour … we would also say …. There is only the need
to breathe and you have everything you need.
You speak quite a lot about the breath … What am I missing?
The fact that it contains so much more than the automatic mechanism that you take for granted.
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In what way?
In a way that ‘gives you life’. Is it not that if your stop breathing … your body ceases to function?
Yes.
So, would you not think that such a mechanism holds far more secrets to its intense purpose than just
breathing air in and out to survive?
Well, I’ve only thought more about it through you talking about it and breathing deeply in
meditation … yet, I still don’t quite get it.
We say then … that the breath has secrets to reveal to you. Listen to the sound of your breath. Allow it
to take you beyond your worldly knowledge and impart knowledge that your soul longs to engage with.
Even when carrying out daily tasks … give thanks for your breath. Be aware of it … take moments to
expand within it … and contract into the Love that breath is.
Wait a minute … breath is LOVE? I’m laughing because I know you want to say …
BINGO!
EVERYTHING IS LOVE AS YOU KNOW.
THEREFORE, EVERY BREATH THAT YOU INHALE IS LOVE.
If you become in tune with this KNOWING … if you make yourself fully aware … at all times, that you are
breathing in LOVE … so, that KNOWING this becomes as automatic as breathing itself … you will feel a
change in who you are.
Who you are … LOVE … will then be responding in every breath taken with itself. Raising you to a Higher
level of self. SIMPLE.
I suppose it is … So, we just have to KNOW that. Right?
KNOWING is the key to all that your soul self-desires to BE. When you KNOW that YOU ARE LOVE … when
you KNOW that every breath you take … you are absorbing more Love … imagine then, the blending of
the two and how it will lift you up … JUST BECAUSE OF THAT KNOWING.
OK. I will work on that. Can’t help but think back to the beginning of this conversation and the hoax thing.
I guess a positive way to look at it is … that one day … as you say … we will KNOW … that what we are seeing
cannot possibly be a hoax. It will be so TRUE … SO OUTSTANDING … SO REAL. So, you’re absolutely sure it
wasn’t from you? I have to laugh … I don’t really want to let go … I so wanted it to be TRUE.
We state categorically Blossom … that this little intervention … this little game … was devised to thrill …
yet, not by us.
Let’s check on that … When you say ‘not by us’ … you mean by The Galactic Family in general?
Indeed.
Oh poop! Hey Ho! So, it’s now up to me … in my choice … to keep my Vibration High today and continue
forth in the expectation that one day … I won’t even have to check in with you about something like this …
because we will simply KNOW it to be TRUTH … due to the enormity of it.
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Meanwhile our Earth friends … our souls of Light that have so valiantly remained in their Truth … even
during times that Truth has been distorted and swayed … we THANK YOU.
We THANK YOU … for BEING the ones on the ‘main deck’ … who have to weather all storms … yet, do so …
with your heart so securely fastened to YOUR TRUTH … for you KNOW that the still waters and the beauty
and the tranquillity that is to engulf you … is on its way to you … through you … as you … for you.
Be not downhearted at another’s ploy to fool you … Send Love to that soul … that should do ‘the
trick’!
I know. I know you’re right ... Thanks for all you give. Thanks for all you are. Although I was hoping you
would say it was not a hoax, I am grateful for the Truth, yet, a little disappointed … none the less.
BE NOT SO! THE BEST IS YET TO COME.
Then, I do hope it comes quickly. Bye for now. In Love and thanks. xxx

Audio for this channelling:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UJ39AboFPOQ

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 3

23 January 2015
Good morning! Within me, there seems to be an inner excitement about this year, and yet, I don’t
really know why? A sort of expectancy … or maybe, because it’s a new year once again … I am simply
full of hope! Anyone home?
We are always home. We are always who we are in our TRUTH … which of course is home to us. The same
way for you, is it not? When you are full of Love and all is running smoothly in your life … you FEEL you are
home.
Today shall be a little different once again.
In what way?
In the ways of bringing about a change of direct contact through these words … and allowing, through
you … a more meticulous vantage point in which to get our message across.
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No idea what you’re on about … to be honest.
We would ask Blossom if you would agree to letting go of this way of communicating … to a certain
degree and allowing a new scheme to present itself.
By all means. What do you need me to do?
We need you to flow with the Energy that you are feeling … What, the one that is making me feel as if I
am about to drop off? Indeed.
So, do I stop writing?
For a short while.
Should I turn on my recorder?
This is advisable.
Ok … Quite exciting.
Click here: FOL.mp3
Well ... That was a bit unexpected … mmm! Need to think about all that. I feel it is to be developed …
This is so. Yet, we are in gratitude for your TRUST and experimenting. From our point of view, it went very
smoothly indeed.
To be honest, until I listen to it, I cannot really comment. You certainly felt Light. Before, in the few times
when you have come through in this way … it was so much more complex in making it happen and in
the concentration needed to actually get ‘the voice out’. This was very Light … Very easy.
It shall evolve ... as has your Direct Voice with White Cloud.
Well, I’ll just go with the flow. It felt very natural. I knew it was you … and happy to go along with
whatever you think is the best way to get your messages across.
Do you feel a little disgruntled?
No, yet, unexpectedly tired. Why do you use the word disgruntled?
Look it up.
Displeased/disappointed. Not sure what I feel … I just feel normal, I guess. Same as I did when White Cloud
first came through.
We smile for we know.
Know what?
Where we are heading.
Which is?
To a place that you had not imagined. Remember Blossom … we are not ‘wonderment’ … We are
LIFE … We are LOVE … Just as everything that breathes. Were you expecting so much more from us today
… when you felt we were to speak once again?
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Perhaps so. Dearie me! What am I like? The fact that you are even speaking through me should be
enough … and with such pace and ease.
Think back to your first communications with White Cloud … How differently they are presented now …
15 years together have made us a good team.
Blossom … our friend … our co-worker … we do not come through you to amaze and stun.
WE COME THROUGH YOU TO ASSIST YOU IN ANY WAY WE CAN … IN REMEMBERING WHO YOU ARE AND WHY
YOU ARE HERE.
We desire only that you recall fully … THE LOVE THAT YOU ARE.
That is our upmost intention. Anything alongside of that is superfluous.
Really?
Indeed. For in remembering and rediscovering your TRUE soul purpose … TO BE WHO YOU ARE … there is
nothing else that is needed for you to know. It simply doesn’t matter.
I thought you were going to say … it is ‘irrelevant’.
It is!
THE ONLY THING THAT WILL EVER MAKE A DIFFERENCE TO YOU ... IS HOW MUCH YOU CHOOSE TO LOVE YOURSELF
AND THEREFORE LOVE OTHERS IN THE SAME WAY.
Over and over and over and over again we say to you … THERE IS NOTHING ELSE.
Yet, souls seek knowledge … about so many things. It keeps us amused (if that’s the right word).
We are not saying not to do so … we are saying nothing else matters.
Ah yes! I remember that track! You know, on some level of me … I TRULY do get /accept all this. For I reckon
the more we concentrate on the LOVE BUG … the quicker the world that we desire to live in shall present
itself.
THIS WORLD YOU WANT … IS A WAY OF LIFE …
You want general well-being … You want ALL LIFE to live in harmony … It is already here for you … YOU
JUST HAVE TO BE IT.
THIS NEW WORLD IS NOT ELSEWHERE … IT IS WITHIN YOU. IT IS YOU.
All you need do is surrender unto the LOVE that you are. LOVE in its complete form.
BE LOVE.
ONLY LOVE.
THEN SHALL YOU HAVE WHAT YOU DESIRE. AS SIMPLE AS THAT.
Yet, we make it so complex.
Then don’t.
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Ok! Struth. It’s been an interesting channelling today. I feel perhaps once again we have raised the
bar. Anything left you want to say before we close?
We desire only to serve the whole. We choose to … because we are ONE. It is a fascinating concept of
TRUTH … and when understood … there is nothing as magnificent.
Tickety Boo … I’ll read this back now and have a listen to what you said … and see how I feel about it
all. Many thanks.
* A little foot note. I listened back to the recording. A little strange for me as they came through and
spoke very quickly and indeed in ‘my’ poshest voice! It is odd for me to listen to ... yet, it confirms that
it is them, not me ... because, being a professional actress ... believe me ... if I was faking it ... I would
have done a much better job! Gotta laugh! And ... no ... I don’t live inside an aviary!

Audio of this channelling:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-wbJFF6Avvs

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 4

25 January 2015
Here is the link to the 2nd video by two separate witnesses. As far as I can gather … these were not
taken on the same date as the original ‘fake’ one.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?x-yt-ts=1421914688&x-yt-cl=84503534&v=Yc5StQpaUqk
OK. I know this is unexpected … yet, something has come up that I need to talk to you about … and
until I do … I am not going to be able to have a good day! So, the other week, I asked you about a
video of Light orbs in Massachusetts. You said it was a hoax and not from any part of the Galactic
Federation and the video was removed after many experts proving it to be so! Now, today I have been
sent a link of very similar orbs, at a different time, yet, in Massachusetts also. I am so totally confused
… with myself and you! Did my thinking of it possibly being a hoax, due to a couple of emails saying so
… influence me? If so … I cannot Trust myself to bring Truth through.
Another channeller, who I had not before heard of personally, has said the video was Truth. For me … it
makes me want to throw in the towel at times like this.
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I HAVE TO BRING THROUGH TRUTH OR JACK IT IN. Maybe readers won’t understand my absolute need
for this … I could have just brushed it under the carpet … some would see the second video, some
wouldn’t. Yet, some may be like me … hear about it and wonder who to believe. I’d rather stop than
know that I am influencing the channellings. I mean what would be the point?
Dearest soul of a discontented formula in this moment.
You can say that again. You are about to repeat … I can tell … to Lighten my mood … and believe me, it
needs Lightening. Although, I had to tune in for ten minutes, in order to ‘link up’ with you.
We cherish you. We only desire for you to Lighten up because we KNOW that it is not necessary for you
to FEEL so downhearted and confused.
So, you don’t get why I am feeling this way?
Perhaps if you would let us explain?
The floor is yours.
We can appreciate your determination to make sure that what we say THROUGH you … comes from US
… not from YOU. It is widely known that each ‘medium’ that is used as a vessel in which to communicate
to those of Earth ... by those not of Earth …CAN BE influenced by their own manner of thinking … their
own thoughts and beliefs … if you understand?
Exactly!!
Yet, we categorically state to you ... directly from US … that the video in which you are speaking about
from previous weeks ... was indeed, an intention to ‘thrill’, yet, the thrill was more on the part of
the beholder.
That word surprised me, ‘beholder’, as I thought you were going to say … ‘the thrill was more on the
part of the ‘prankster’.
The thrill indeed, was intended to stir up emotions …
For the right reasons?
Initially …yet, more so to prove that such ‘performances’ are able to be attended.
What does that mean?
It means that once again … one can conjure up anything and everything … and one can choose to make
it real … or not.
I am finding this hard to follow, to be honest … and it will frustrate me even more if this time I have set
aside to sort this out … doesn’t give me my answer, as it is inconvenient right now, to be honest, yet, I NEED
TO KNOW TRUTH.
Have you not been down this pathway many times before Blossom?
Too many for my liking … I guess I am upset because after this year’s channellings, it all seemed to be
going so well … and now this curve ball, which makes me question.
What is it that makes you not TRUST us fully?
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Past disappointments.
What is it that makes you continue on?
Sometimes, I don’t know. I would hate to think it was my ego … I would like to think that I know you are
TRUTH and therefore, assisting so many along their journey.
Then IF you KNOW we are TRUTH … why do you keep questioning that TRUTH?
Because, if you were me … you would do the same! I am in a human form, remember? Things are
different for me. If YOU got the link through this morning, showing more orbs in the same vicinity,
yet, on a different day, with two completely separate witnesses … where would that send your train of
thought? Probably, to the possibility that maybe the first video was not a hoax after all. Then, this whole
‘responsibility’ issue comes into play. So, what do YOU say about the other videos?
We would say … now that you have given us a chance …
That indeed, brought a smile to my face …
That these new ideals …
New what?
Ideals … You picked up the word correctly … These new ideals of performance are far more common
to that which we would state are of TRUTH …
(I Googled ‘ideals’ … it always helps. ‘a standard or principle to be aimed at’.)
So, these new videos … also in Massachusetts … are not hoaxes?
No … They are not.
Is it not a bit too much of a coincidence that they are in the same place as the hoax video?
We would call it of a different category. We would gently suggest that in order to determine ‘real’ from
‘fake’ … the curve ball was deliberately thrown into the pot.
Again … I don’t know if it’s me … but what are you on about? ‘Curve ball thrown into the pot’ … I KNOW
what you are saying … Yet … ‘curve ball’, when looked up means … ‘a particular difficult issue.’
Yet, our more Light hearted meaning was … this ‘dilemma’ has now had a new ‘spin’ thrown in.
Far out … Why, oh why, did I not choose to come down here as a cleaner? I have to laugh … I’ve done
a good few years of that in my time, when the acting wasn’t around. Yet, I digress. Where were we? I am
already feeling Lighter … Thank you … Although, let’s not lose track. I don’t like to question or put down
others that bring messages through … so why is it another channel has said they are of TRUTH.
Blossom … what another channeller has said … is not our business. We are only concerned with OUR
TRUTH.
Yet … then, we down here … trying to sort all this out … are left not knowing what to believe! If you are
going to ‘appear’ … to Brighten our day … to Lighten our load …as you are saying this second video is
there for … Why, oh why, can’t it be FULL ON? Why do we have to go through all this palaver? So ... let ME
throw a curve ball in the pot. Did you … your lot (with the greatest respect) decide to put these orbs
out … the real ones …. AFTER the hoax video?
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Yes. It was agreed to do so.
By whom?
The Council of Light**. For the reasons we stated earlier … The curve ball.
What could you do right now, this minute, to prove to me that ALL THIS … all this conversation … is not
me having a chat with another aspect of myself … in my head? Because … I could do with something!
Blossom … The proof for you … has to come from the way you FEEL … about US.
You KNOW … WE KNOW … that you can decide to cease communication at any time … if it no longer
FEELS correct.
Yes, well, easier said than done! Because, my heart KNOWS this is what I came to do … and most of the
time … I plod along with it. Sometimes high on it …and in much Gratitude and sometimes … as I say … like
now … I am well and Truly over it. I FEEL so confused.
Then stop … for we do not wish … as we have said … to upset or displease.
I KNOW that. I do. I KNOW this is for me to sort out … IN MY TRUTH.
And that TRUTH IS?
I KNOW you to be real and of LIGHT and LOVE … I KNOW IT … Why then, do I keep going through this
questioning of what you bring through?
You tell us Dearest One. WE can only come through with our TRUTH when you ask of it.
Then, do I get influenced by my own thoughts on matters … in YOUR answers? If that makes sense?
We understand … and we would say … NO. You do not get influenced. Some others may do … but …
… … we ask you to write what we just offered.
It sounds too ‘conceited’ to be honest.
You are not saying it … We are! Grrr! You were going to say … But you are of a Higher calibre.
Here lies this WHOLE TRUST THING. I have to TRUST that YOU said that … and it was not what I was wanting to
hear. If I heard it, literally heard it, it would be so much easier. It’s because it is ‘thought transference’ that makes
it tricky.
You know … a penny has just dropped … a little way … not fully down the slot … and you are better to
explain it, as I FEEL you want to.
Many thanks.
WE COME THROUGH TO ASSIST AND TO TEACH OF LOVE.
When you choose … YOU, BLOSSOM … choose to ask questions on behalf of yourself or readers … we give
you OUR answers … IN OUR TRUTH. You can choose to accept these answers or question them.
You say … it is yourself sometimes you are questioning … as to whether or not you are ‘making US up’ …
For how could we ever get it wrong?
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We say to you … IN OUR TRUTH … we do not ever get it wrong … IN OUR TRUTH.
It may appear wrong in another’s TRUTH … That again, is not our business. The only business that is ours
is OUR TRUTH. Whether or not YOU CHOOSE to KNOW this as YOUR TRUTH … Yes, YOU Blossom … is entirely up
to you.
You do not have to accept what WE say as YOUR TRUTH.
WE OFFER IT AS OUR TRUTH … IT DOES NOT HAVE TO BE YOURS.
Do you see? You make up your own mind … have your own opinion …
Yet, it seems a bit odd … not to agree with you.
It may seem odd … yet, it is perfectly feasible. Has White Cloud not always said … if something is said
that does not sit well with you … then, let it go … and find that which does.
Yes, he has. Yet, for me … seeing as I am the vessel through which you speak … I would need to know, if
when I ask if a video is a hoax or not … that you come through with the TRUTH.
WE DO! Yet, what we are saying is that YOU, or anyone else, does not have to accept our word.
Then what is the point?
You tell us. You are the one asking us the questions and we can only give you OUR ANSWER ON THE GIVEN
MATTER in OUR TRUTH.
So, what if … for instance … I said … ‘ok … you said the video was a hoax, and I’m not sure it was anymore?
We would say …. Bravo … for following your own Truth.
Yet, are you not the ones in THE KNOW about these things?
We would say ‘We know’ that it was a hoax … You asked and we told … Yet, you do not have to take our
word for it.
But I FEEL … your word is TRUTH.
You don’t always. … For today, you are once again questioning. Please KNOW Blossom …we do not have a
problem with this questioning. We are in fact, rather pleased that you do so … in order to bring through
YOUR TRUTH for yourself.
It is not an easy task working with us … only few Truly understand how it all works and that which it
entails … so, we take this moment to thank you for ‘hanging in there.’
Be it by a thread sometimes. I FEEL we are done here today. I feel so much better for getting this off
my chest with you. I choose always to share any chat I have with you ( it must have been part of my
agreement ) and I hope it helps others to understand more of our relationship and more of their
relationship with you … and also, my desire to bring through Truth . I think I have accomplished what I
tuned in with you for today.
I am, in these situations, always a little … more than a little … apprehensive, going into sessions of this kind
… for I never know how they will turn out. Again … learning over these 15 years (!!!) to Trust myself and my
relationship with those that I connect with (that I cannot chat to face to face) … Yet, who knows … Maybe
one day.
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Thank you, my friends. Thank you for your patients and for not saying ‘Blossom … for goodness sake …
what now?!’
Blossom, for goodness sake … FEEL OUR LOVE … FOR YOU … For your determination to be only of Truth …
no matter what is thrown at you … in or out of the pitch …
I guess I’ll keep on trucking … Maybe, we could speak more of the newer videos of the orbs in our next
chat … we haven’t the Energy link to carry on now. I have to say … I come out of this session filled with Love
… which is so much better than when I came in. Thank you. I LOVE YOU.
Case closed?
Case closed … Yet, are you happy to speak about the orbs next time?
Indeed. If it is appropriate at the next time frame in your world in which we ‘join hearts’. Love to you …
Love to all … LOVE … LOVE … LOVE .
Continuing my search for TRUTH. Jan 27th.
Hello again. So, I enter into this communication with a Light heart, yet, a determination to get this issue,
regarding the videos of the orbs sorted once and for all. I have been thinking about what you said and
read and re read the last communication (above) many times.
Accepting then, that the first video was a hoax … yet, not the second (containing two separate
sightings) which you say, are not hoax’s … can you explain to me exactly WHAT they are? … and why
they presented themselves … please?
We again, are more than delighted to resume correspondence with you regarding this matter, which
well and TRULY seems to have put your mindset in a whirl.
These Light’s … in which you give the term ‘orbs’ … are a manifestation of certain Energy balls that are
giving a display.
For what purpose?
To intrigue and question. To allow the inquisitor to make up their own mind as to what they are, why
they are here … where they come from etc.
Yet, this is what I am asking you.
We are aware of this.
Are they ships of a kind? Do they have Beings inside?
No. They are not ships. As we say … they are a display to intrigue.
I guess my confusion is … the fact that they turned up in the same place as the hoax video. You said it
was a ‘curve ball’… to sort out Truth from fake … that’s the bit that doesn’t sit well with me. I don’t get
that.
Blossom … there is much that has … that is … and that will … take place that many cannot get. The plain
fact is … it was appropriate to ‘send’ these balls of Light and manoeuvre them in that place at that time.
Can you elaborate?
Knowing as we did … that the first visual filming was indeed, created by visual effectiveness … we
decided therefore, to allow that which WAS of TRUTH … and not from a programme … to enter into the
equation also.
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Yet, why is there the need to confuse?
If we had ‘sent’ them to another country … would that not still have had the same impact? The same
questioning? Would not people say … ‘They have experienced those in another country also’. So, do you
see … the impact of THE TRUTH … we feel … is more impactful by ‘sending’ them to where we did.
When you say ‘sending them’, what do you mean exactly?
We mean that they are created through THOUGHT being protracted into ‘crystal columns’ which are
present among many Light vessels. These columns then ‘create’ the Energy. We can only simplify this for
explanation, by saying ... this particular Light Energy is created in a chamber. It is literally ‘contained’
there … and then, when aptly correct to do so … that THOUGHT, created into LIGHT Energy … is released.
Do they have another purpose other than a display?
Yes. They allow for the Energy from which they were deduced* ... to emanate out into that area.
What about one ball releasing from another … what is that about?
The effect that has … is to encircle a larger area … a little like ‘off shoots’.
So, you are saying … they are ENERGY BALLS OF LIGHT.
Yes, we are. We have spoken for long days past … that in future days, more and more evidence of our
existence shall ‘come to Light’ have we not? And now is the time to excel … in the acknowledging of our
friendship with those upon Earth who are ready … almost ready …more than ready … to connect with us
in a much more ‘hands on’ fashion.
These ‘Energy balls’ shall be spotted far and wide in days to come. Would we indeed say … they shall
become rather common place.
You do know I’m still struggling a little with all this?
We can FEEL this. How can we assist?
How about asking me to resign and giving the job to someone else? Just kidding … I think! It’s all seems a
little farfetched … I mean … Energy balls … so, they just contain Energy?
Light Energy.
But what does it do?
It Lightens up the Energy within that area. May we add … that if you are having trouble accepting these
Energy balls … we say Light heartedly … you are going to be in serious difficulty with accepting what is
to come. For these Light balls are a mere snippet of what we are capable of. Yet, we feel it necessary
to introduce to you slowly, little by little ... So as not to ‘Blow one’s head off’ as you would say. To you
Blossom … we FEEL that you are concerned as to exactly what it entails to create these balls? … and we
are making it sound so simple. To US … IT IS !
With the greatest of respect , we say … that your world ... in terms of technology is very much in the
kindergarten phase. Imagine then, with what is ‘turning up’ on your planet these days in forms of
communication … how much more there CAN BE … if one was Light years ahead of the University phase
… If you understand us?
In days ahead … Dearest friends … in a time … in a world … where LOVE between the ONE united Family
of Light is present … in the early days of introductory formalities … how you shall ‘fall over backwards’ at
what we consider as easy as putting the kettle on. Yet, to you … will be completely ‘out of this world’.
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There is so much to share … So much hope we can offer in ways of Enlightenment. So much LOVE we can
give …
We long for this Union … as much as yourselves.
It is beginning now ... to develop in ways that shall convince rather than cause doubt. These orbs being
the starters on the menu.
Well, it’s sure been a funny few days for me … trying to find out my TRUTH about all this.
Are you a little more settled within it?
A little. Yet, time heals everything … and this little episode, like everything else, will fade in its importance
… as days move on through. Anything more you want to say?
Lighten the load Blossom. This heaviness you feel … about this ‘LIGHTNESS’ is defeating the purpose …
Thanks. I’m working on it. And now I have had this communication with you … I will let it go … and
hopefully move on. Case closed?
Case closed … yet not locked.
Thank you.
No. Thank YOU.
* I never change their words. I felt they said ‘deduced’ ... yet, suspecting it was meant to be
‘produced.’
** Interesting they said ‘The council of Light’ ... Usually they say “High council’. At the time I didnt think
to ask if they were different.

Here is the audio for this channelling:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wGbGFNH4L7A
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 5

28 January 2015
Case re-opened.
Good morning again. It is quite incredible for me, how this little episode is turning into ‘The Never Ending
Story! What a week! I just have to pursue it … for no other reason than to FIND THE TRUTH. After sending
out the last communication yesterday … my inbox was filled with heartfelt replies of thanks.
Yet … and
a BIG YET … there was a lovely email from a lady asking to ask you, how it was that the trees are in full
bloom in this second video and yet , living in Massachusetts as she does … they are in the middle of winter
and the trees are bare. (Best I don’t write my reaction to this!) You said … that
the decision was made
to send these orbs out AFTER the hoax video … which is this month of January.
PLEASE give me a plausible reason to carry on … for this does not make sense and I NEED YOU to make
sense!
I was aware then to record their direct voice coming through. And very happy to have White Cloud
come through at the end also.
Click on the link: orbsaudio
This audio was originally 32mins long. I cut out the 15mins of pauses!!
I really don’t know what to make of it … of their reasoning. I certainly wouldn’t have/couldn’t have
come up with this explanation.
I do realize, that for a lot of people, they may think ‘Ah well … whatever’. Yet, for me, to continue
chatting with them, depends on how I feel about this.
What I FEEL about THEM is LOVE. What I FEEL about what they have to say about these orb videos is
confusion and now, doubt.
I can offer no more than that. Perhaps the case is closed once again … yet, indeed not locked.
I send this out … because I think it right to do so. Yet, such vulnerability is on display in my quest for Truth.
Make of this recording what you will.
I will give myself a little while to think all this through … and see what happens from there. In Love and
thanks
Blossom Goodchild.

Here is the audio for these channellings:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wGbGFNH4L7A
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 6

30 January 2015
My ORBServation on the matter

After the quandary and uncertainty of the explanation given of the orb videos … hoax or Truth … time and
no time … I received, literally hundreds of emails. 99% of them were Love filled and in full understanding of
the explanation given by the Federation of Light, via the voice channelling audio.
Many received so much Love through the vibration of their voice that it brought them to tears. (This is a
good thing!)
I went for a long walk on the beach yesterday morning … still unsure and rather down hearted. Then I
remembered to BREATHE … as they had taught me …
Then I remembered all that I HAD TO BE GRATEFUL FOR … as they had taught me … Then I remembered to
CHANGE MY ATTITUDE … as they had taught me …
Then I remembered that NOTHING MATTERS … as they had taught me … Then I remembered THAT
EVERYTHING IS LOVE … as they had taught me … Then I remembered to LAUGH (at the situation ) … as they
had taught me … And before I knew it … My Energy had transformed ... Blossom was back!
All the wisdom that ‘They’ bring through … All ‘They’ have offered me … and thousands of others, for
that matter … in ways of LIFE CHANGING thoughts for the better ... have enhanced my life a thousand
fold.
The LOVE of which they speak … The Love inside of us … is something that I seek to discover within myself
… on a full time basis.
I also considered the fact … that if The Federation of Light were not of Truth … White Cloud (whom I
trust 100%) would not allow me to continue communications with them … and certainly not come
through in the same voice channel … and say ‘I am here … The Federation Of Light are here … Blossom
is here’.
All these thoughts led me to the conclusion, that considering I reside on the Earth plane and The
Federation Of Light reside somewhere many moons away … if, now and then, we ‘slip up’ or I have the
need to question the information received … out of ALL the communications we have had TELEPATHICALLY
over the last 9 years …we aint doing too bad!
I know I will have grown from this experience … and again, I must express my absolute sincere GRATITUDE
for the support given by so many. It is in fact, overwhelming … and so good to know … no matter what
is thrown at them … they FEEL THE TRUTH from The Federation Of Light … Often understanding them far
better than I do!
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I AM TRULY BLESSED TO HAVE SUCH AN AMAZING BACK UP TEAM ... RIGHT BY MY SIDE.
NOT ONLY SHALL WE WALK TOGETHER HAND IN HAND INTO THE NEW DAWN … YET, BY GIVING A LITTLE SQUEEZE
NOW AND THEN …. WE JUST KNOW IN THAT SILENCE … WE MADE IT!
In ALL SINCERITY from deep within my heart THANK YOU ... THANK YOU ... THANK YOU to Each and Every one.
Blossom G.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 7

5 February 2015
Here we are, once again. I AM FEELING REALLY BACK ON TRACK. Amazing what a good look into One’s
Truth can do … to find out exactly what it is! Moving right along … what offering do you see fitting to
impart in this communication today?
Many greetings of sincere and uplifting, encouraging Love to Each and Every One. We are delighted
indeed … that One is tending to their garden … sorting out the weeds and leaving only all that FEELS
correct and nurturing. We are so very aware of the individual journey that each is travelling … and as
much as we cannot or would not choose to interfere on that journey … we FEEL so very honoured to be
able to be a ‘café’ … where upon we can provide sustenance along the way.
And I for one, am so very happy that you do. Thank you.
No thanks necessary … and yet, in all sincerity, we acknowledge the HEART’S FEELINGS in which the
Gratitude arises.
Let us speak of this. When One FEELS Gratitude … there is a change within One’s Vibration that takes
place. Yet, it must be FELT … not simply expressed. For ALL things … when only expressed and not FELT
… are left ‘lifeless’ … would we say.
FEELINGS, as we have spoken of … over and over … are what makes you tick. Is it not that your heart
beats faster when excited? Is it not that it slows down when you rest? It is the ticking of the heart … it
is the beating of this organ … that is controlled by the way you FEEL. Think about that for a while. Can
it be that YOU control your heart? … and by this … yes, we do mean the actual functioning organ … YOU
control it by the way YOU FEEL.
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You control ALL of you … every minute detail … by the way YOU FEEL.
It does not/cannot control YOU. This is why we speak so much about FEELINGS. For when you accept this
… when you ‘master’ your FEELINGS … you see an instinctive change within ALL around, within and about
you.
The key … as you all well KNOW ... is FEELING LOVE. And YES … it IS the answer to EVERYTHING.
So many of you say … ‘Yes, yes, yes, yes, yes. You have spoken to us many times about this. We get it’.
Yet, with the DEEPEST RESPECT, Dearest friends of ours … you do not … quite … yet!
For if you did … we would be witnessing a very different Energy within your world.
You may very well understand that which we are expressing. Yet, to actually KNOW OF LOVE … AT ALL
TIMES … TO BE OF LOVE … IN EVERY THOUGHT, WORD AND DEED … we would say, that there is still quite a way
to go. You accept the concept … and this is wonderful.
We would suggest that the next step is to …
Ok … I think you would like to speak. I’ll give it a go …
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGb8M09pem0&feature=youtu.be
(*This link may be shared, yet it’s ‘unlisted’, so there is no confusion with the Full Audio of this channelling
from Joe Pena and myself.)
And speak you did. WOW! This is getting very interesting … for until I listen back … although at the time
I was aware of the words coming through … right now … I can’t really remember them. Which I am
really happy about … because, to me … it shows that you are in more deeply than when I have been
channelling before. This IS good news.
Can you just confirm for me … why there was a little break after you spoke my name for the first time?
You said it is because you do not use names, as we are all One.
This is so. Therefore, we are individualising by using a given name.
Yet, you say ‘the vessel’?
This is the role you have chosen.
I FELT too, that there is something to do with the Energy of the name … I am not sure how to explain it. I
know White Cloud once had great difficulty in saying the name ‘Mary Magdalene’. He explained it was
because of the Energy of untruth that had been created around that name, that made it so hard for
him to speak.
Yes, we understand of this.
So, why am I picking up on a Vibrational Energy issue? You are asking me if I am sure I want to know? Now,
even more so ... I am intrigued.
Because, Dearest One … who you are … is not ‘Blossom’ … that is your given name … upon the Earth …
and yet, we know you as someone else.
Ah … THAT makes sense to me. I do not want/need to know who that is. In me ‘somewhere’ obviously, I
know. Yet, I do not feel it necessary right now. (I think we have been here before.) It’s not important, yet,
the FEELING I got when you said I was someone else … was like a penny dropping and it very much rang
true. Cool … matter cleared. Thank you.
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Well, I guess that is it for today. Very interesting. Thanks so much.
And yet, you agreed long, long ago.
I am glad I did … I FEEL we are moving on. In Love and thanks.
FEELINGS OF GRATITUDE TO ALL.

Transcript February 6th, 2015 of The Direct Voice Channelling

Indeed we are here. It is a blessing that you are picking up on our desire to speak through you in this
way … And it is of great happiness that this is accepted by you, and therefore, we are able to work
together and allow that which we consider to be of wise words … to be offered out in this appropriate
new fashion.
Why have we not considered this before? Oh, we have! … And yet, it was not possible regarding your
Vibration … that is now of a different frequency … shall we say? Therefore, we continue on offering
to you and those who listen to these words, that which we KNOW of LOVE. That which we consider …
importance … for Each Soul upon the Earth plane to allow their heart space to listen to our words and
also allow therefore, these words to open up into a deeper place of their hearts … in which TRUTH of the
soul-self resides.
We speak do we not … over and over of LOVE? We tell you that is all there is. We tell you to think only of
LOVE. To FEEL only of LOVE and yet, we understand that in this world in which you reside … this world of
duality … this world that can press upon you much heaviness for all that goes on within it and around
your Beings ... it is not always as easy as we are asking it to be.
Yet, we would say Dearest Souls, it is a matter of … more or less … flicking a switch, if you like. In that,
you make the decision to change. To change over from FEELING that, that you see around you and
allowing it to bring you down … to FEELING LOVE … no matter what you see around you … for is it not … as
we have said … all an illusion?
Therefore, it is perfectly feasible for you to FEEL only that which you choose. THAT OF LOVE. NO MATTER
WHAT.
No matter how things appear to be. No matter of the phone call you may receive with saddened news.
No matter of seeing things upon your television screens that bring your Energy down. Do you not see
they are designed to bring your Energy down? We say, in Laughter … are you going to allow yourselves
… the intelligent Beings that you are … to fall for that? … TRULY? Do you not consider yourselves to be of
much Higher standing? For we consider you to be so. Therefore, we would say … is it not about time for
YOU to do so?
Rise above who you think you are … to a much Higher state of Being … for then you shall be more in the
place that you belong.
She (Blossom) is conveying to us that being here upon Earth is not as easy as perhaps we may think it is.
We are amused alongside her. There is a vast grin upon her face from us all … including herself. For she is
aware of the Lightness. The Energy of Lightness. This, Dearest Ones … is what we are asking you to KNOW
of. Not just sometimes, when the going is good …
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But in ALL …
THROUGH EVERYTHING … FIND YOUR LIGHT … EXPRESS YOUR LIGHT.
BE OF JOY. For that is how … Dearest Ones … you shall change your world.
That, Dearest ones … is why you volunteered to come. It was not … what you term a ‘summer vacation’.
It goes far beyond that.
You volunteered to be on Earth at this time, because it is the most exciting of times. AND YOU KNEW
BEFORE YOU CAME, THAT WITHIN YOU … IS THE SPARK OF LIFE.
The determination to bring Mother Earth from the density in which she has fallen … out of that place
and into a Higher position.
A position in which SHE and ALL who live upon her and within her … belong. YOU ARE LOVE.
There is no question. There is no doubt … to US … THAT THIS IS WHO YOU ARE. THIS IS WHO EVERYTHING IS.
FOR THERE IS NOTHING ELSE OTHER THAN LOVE.
Therefore, how can you be something that does not exist? FOR ONLY LOVE EXISTS … AND YOU ARE IT.
Do you see? We are showing to the lady … of a physical human and as we present this image … it is
as if there is layer upon layer, upon layer, upon layer, on and on and on and on and on … that has
built up over your years. Another shell, another shell, another shell, another shell, and so on and so
on and so on … leaving the LOVE … the TRUTH … the ABSOLUTE TRUTH OF WHO YOU ARE … hidden away …
underneath … within all these layers of shell.
YOU CAME HERE AT THIS TIME … TO REMOVE THOSE LAYERS … FOR MANKIND … FOR YOURSELVES.
And you are doing so with great aplomb.
Oh! Have we not expressed via Blossom … (there was a long pause) … The silence is due to our bringing
forth her name … as opposed to using the words … ‘The vessel.’ It is done now … She is asking why we
would have had an issue with it? It is for us … that names … (another long pause) … we apologise for the
delay … It is … if you like … that we do not have names. We find them unnecessary … for we are all One.
We were speaking of removing the layers … So that the TRUTH of yourself, the Light that you are … is now
shining through as the layers are removed.
THERE IS NOTHING FOR YOU TO DO … OTHER THAN SHINE THAT LIGHT THAT YOU ARE.
That is why you came. You all struggle … questioning what you are here to do. You FEEL you are not
doing enough. You KNOW you came here to do something … and yet, you know not what it is.
WE TELL YOU, IN THIS MOMENT, WHAT YOU CAME HERE TO DO … IS TO SHINE THE LIGHT OF WHO YOU ARE.
Think from deep within … how far reaching this goes.
You are not just shining your Light to those that you pass by. When you understand the intensity of Light
and when you think of a soul far, far away in another country that maybe suffering … all you need do is
think of that soul and send that Light … and without question … it reaches deep inside their heart. This
is fact. This is not illusion.
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Sort out the wheat from the chaff.
This time ahead … within a time span of the next four or five years, we would say … and yes, we smile
for we know not of time … yet, you shall see with your own eyes … and FEEL with your own heart … the
change within you … therefore, upon and within your world … that is taking place.
And the more you recognise the depth within you … the more that all you KNOW of, is the TRUTH.
We ask you not to concentrate upon that which brings you down. Yes, there are positions in your Earth
that could sadden the heart greatly. Yet, you do not assist by crying tears or getting angry or frustrated.
How you assist, is to send out your Light. You will notice more and more … how you are noticing more
and more … that your world and those within it are full of LOVE LIGHT.
Concentrate on the wonders of your world. Concentrate on all that is good.
This is what you came to do.
As you climb the ladder of Life … you put yourself in a Higher position. Therefore, able to see more and
more of that which is around you. This is why we ask you … for we KNOW … to be of the Greatest Joy. For
as each thing appears to you in a deeper beauty of what it is … you will understand … you will come to
the reasoning … of why ... we speak in the way we do.
Dearest Souls … Our friends … Our colleagues … Our family … WE ARE ONE.
and AS One … our intention is to change your world into the beauty that it once was … And all those
that reside within and upon her shall move with her … into a place that even your imaginings at this
time can (as they were speaking … I felt the word spoken was ‘cannot’) produce. And yet as the veils fall
away to reveal the Glory of what is to come … your hearts will recognise this place.
For now, we take our leave … in thanks …

Here is the audio for the above channelling:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XFo3xAbd-es
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 8

15 February 2015
Welcome my friends. Time, yet again, for another chat … if we may?
We certainly may. For it is through our connection in Light … that much undertakings are entered into
… and all that we desire to impart, can be shared amongst those who choose to connect with us during
these times.
Thank you. What would you care to speak of today?
The same as we always desire to speak of …
Mm! Now let me guess …
It is that which every particle … every atom … everything that exists … contains within itself.
On and on … we choose to speak of nothing else … often … because EVERYTHING we choose to speak of …
is indeed IT.
LOVE.
Let us continue on … in the understanding and KNOWING that … that in which we choose to speak of …
is done through our ability to impart that which we consider to be of use. Many may FEEL that we repeat
ourselves on this same subject … and yes, we do … and shall continue to do. For we enjoy it so.
We are aware of Energies that bring the level of One’s souls Light into a place that does not serve. We
do not consider this to be useful in any way, shape or form. That is why we choose to speak as we do. To
drum into you … as you would say … the fact that … that which is inside of you … is that which we choose
to speak of!
I get this. Truly … and I know we can access a deeper part of this via meditation. Yet … are there any other
tips you could guide us towards in order to FEEL THIS LOVE FULL TIME … so that life here on Earth can be
more enjoyable … on The Whole … for The Whole?
All that we have been saying … could be made into a handy little guide book.
Mm! I’ll think about that one!
There is no need. For as the reader continues to read … each time we offer influential messages of Love
… the frequency of each One rises a little … more and more. And now that we have started to embark
on our new and Trusted journey with you Blossom … via the use of your voice utensils … there is an even
deeper Energy that we are able to impart also.
Yep, some have written in to say they can certainly FEEL this. One lady expressed how her children when
playing rigorously, seemed to stop amongst the chaos … and in their minds, go somewhere peaceful …
when your recording was on … that’s pretty cool!
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And with the greatest respect … we would say … through the Energy of sound we bring through ... we
are able to accomplish much, much more.
There is Healing in this sound … There is Energy of a vibration that … soothes the soul.
This Blossom … is why we have had to wait for many years … in order for YOUR vibration and indeed …
those ‘involved’ in our conversation … to be of a certain frequency … so that the changes that take place
when listening … are able to ‘do their thing’.
That’s pretty amazing. Any more you can offer on that? And as I write ... my heart has started to beat a
little faster … Yep, I’m game … if you are … Let’s do it …
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aF5p8-DxCoo&feature=youtu.be
Well we did it. It seems to come through so easily and quickly. Oh! How exciting to ‘hear’ this evolve
‘through time’. It simply never crossed my mind that we would work this way. A change is as good as a
rest ... as they say.
Indeed, the Change is one of many that shall be entering the Energies of your world. We would like
before we go this day … just to once again reiterate …
THERE IS NO JOY IN FEAR.
THERE IS GREAT JOY IN FOCUSING ON ALL THAT FEELS GOOD.
That is all we need say on the matter … for it speaks for itself.
Thanks for that … Yes, there is still a lot of fear mongering going around, judging by my emails. We
seriously need to let go of fear completely … about things both great and small.
And when you are able to do this … you will KNOW FREEDOM.
We are ready to allow you to continue on with your chores Blossom.
Funny! Can’t believe you said that! (I have visitors arriving.) Thanks, oh wise ones … FEELING good!
This is a FEELING we desire for ALL … at ALL times.
In Love and thanks.
INDEED.
*A note about the audio. Sadly, I am not in control of the weather. I shut all my windows to keep the
bird song to a minimum, yet, a live-in ‘Gecko’ sneakily laughed at the beginning (Geckos are Lizards.
They range from 1.6 to 60 cm. Found in warm climates throughout the world. Geckos are unique
among lizards in their vocalizations. They use chirping sounds in social interactions with other geckos)
and then ... to my horror at 12.44mins into it ... THE HEAVEN’S OPENED. It sounds as if I have fallen into
a washing machine or indeed, down a toilet! It was REALLY hard to keep my concentration!! TRULY! The
swishing of the water on my tin roof is rather off putting, so you may need to follow the transcript as well,
although the words can be heard clearly. Hey Ho ... what can you do! Laugh!
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TRANSCRIPT OF THE ABOVE CHANNELLING, FEB 15TH

Welcome to Each One. We are delighted to once again have the opportunity to use the voice box of this
lady … that we now can say with ease … Blossom. It is a delightful name is it not? As she is told many
times … which makes her smile.
Have you considered the Vibration of your own name? When you hear your name spoken, is there
warmth within those letters … within that sound? A warmth that has been created by you because of
WHO YOU ARE CHOOSING TO BE?
Is it not that some folk have an aversion to certain names … due to some soul they may have known
in past days, that they were not particularly fond of? The soul had given a Vibration of their name …
‘attached’ to that name … because of the Energy that they emitted forth and yet, could it not be so that
… that very same name when ‘attached’… should we say … to another soul, full of Joy … full of sunshine
… full of Light-Love, has a very different Vibration emitting from it … even though it is of the same
lettering? Say to yourself a few times over … your name out loud. How does your heart FEEL about that
sound of your name? That resonance … that frequency … that Vibration of who you are?
We would ask ... that in times when you are able to sit peacefully, to breathe … as we have
explained … for it is of great value … in deeper formats than your automatic breathing … and as you
do so … ... visualise through your heart’s FEELING … the Energy Vibration that is being emitted from you.
Then it is … for you to consider this knowledge and to know that this Energy level …. is who you are …
and what you are giving out … full time.
Yes, it can be so … when there are ailments involved … or indeed, a sadness of some sort … It can be that
the Vibration can FEEL a little lower.
Yet, your Vibration … the one upon which you have reached … will not go below …. if we would put it in
terms of ‘the rung of a ladder’ …. It would not go below the rung you have reached.
If you look at the space in between each rung … would you not say … there are many levels in
between? So, it may be that your Energy, when feeling tired … may drop a little. Yet, it will not go below
the Vibration frequency that you have attained through … becoming … remembering … knowing …
that you are Love.
And you say that there is so much about yourself that you cannot remember. You can.
For in a sense, it is not about remembering … although, we speak in this fashion … it is about FEELING.
When you are of great Joy in certain times of your life span … do you not say ‘This is how I remember
FEELING once before ... when I was at a Joyous/in a Joyous /of a Joyous occasion? You are
remembering the FEELING of utter Joy. You do not have to remember who you are as ‘a person’... so to
speak. You desire to remember who you are as LOVE … Which can only BE a FEELING.
You look at your sunrise … You look at your sunset … You look at the moon … You look at your stars … You
look at children … You look at young baby animals … You cannot not FEEL LOVE.
The automatic response when the eyes view such wonders … is the natural state of your BEING.
It is only the outside … we are considering using the word ‘atrocities’ … and yet, Blossom is saying that
is rather strong … we would rather change that to outside ‘influences’. It is when outside influences …
influence your mind set … and then your mind set … influences your heart’s FEELINGS … because you
allow it to do so.
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If you are aware of certain facts that you may hear of … or see upon your television screens … your mind
starts wondering … Yet, you have control of your FEELINGS. You may, hear and see … yes, we use the
word ‘atrocities’ in this instance … yet, you do not have to allow that visual effect to affect your heart’s
FEELINGS. You do not have to allow this to be. Therefore, allowing your state of Being to remain of a HIGH
VIBRATIONAL FEEL. And the more you allow your FEELINGS to remain High …. the more your frequency
climbs … until you feel an actual shift … as you step onto the next rung of the ladder.
You can literally FEEL IT can you not?
Oh Dearest Souls! We are in such Joy that we are able to speak in this fashion.
The lady, Blossom is saying that she can FEEL the Joy on her face and yet it is ours as well as hers. In the
fact that there is realisation a little more of Oneness by this merging. So, therefore, we would ask you
in times of great Joy and happiness … to know that … that FEELING you are experiencing can also be
experienced exactly … exactly ... the same way by somebody else … who … now get this … is not FEELING
that way at all. Do you see? For One who maybe in a place that is of a very low Vibration … be it of war …
be it of famine ... it is not so easy for their Energy to be perhaps the same as yours. Yet, when you TRULY
KNOW … that as One … your FEELINGS are of Joy and because YOU ARE ONE … you can therefore, know …
that the FEELINGS that you have … can be expressed through another … by you knowing that it can.
So, if you were to think of another soul in a less fortunate situation and know that your FEELING of Joy
can be felt in exactly the same way by them … know it as TRUTH … then do you see how much you are
changing your world? You are assisting greatly by thinking and FEELING in this manner. If you like … you
are doing the work for those who are unable to do so … due to their situation. This balances itself out
… for those in a less fortunate situation are also doing what you are not able to do … Therefore, there
comes the balance in this world of duality.
We have understood through Energetic ‘perceivance’ of souls upon the Earth plane … that at times, it can
be very difficult to keep One’s Vibration as High as they would like it to be. The one thing that you would
be best not to do … is to beat yourself up because you cannot be of Joy at that particular time. There are
ups and down’s. There is black ... there is white. There are opposites in all.
When you FEEL a little low … Love yourself even more … because by Loving yourself even more … you are
Loving everybody … everything … even more.
All that you do for yourself ... you do for others … How beautiful! How wondrous! What a Divine plan is it
not? All the Joy that you allow to come into your life … you do so, and at the same time … you are lifting
the Vibration of The Whole.
By serving yourself … in a sense … you are serving The Whole. Yet, it is not that we would consider this ...
as you say on your planet … that a Being may be very selfish …
Look after yourself. This is not what we consider selfishness to be … for by looking after yourself …
making sure that all your needs are met through LOVE … you are therefore, in turn … making sure
that all your family upon Earth … flying … insects in the ground … animals in the jungle … fish in the sea
… Trees in the ground … you serve ALL by making sure that you Love yourself and seek to find pure
happiness … for in doing so, Dearest Souls … you are doing what you came here to do.
We feel this is now at the end of our discourse for this day.
Enjoy … through Love we say goodbye until our next connection of heart. Many thanks to Blossom for
allowing this to be so.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 9

21 February 2015
Hello my friends. Well, this week has been a bit of a blue one for me, for one reason or another. Yet,
today I feel ‘bright’ enough to channel and happy to do so.
With warmest of greetings … we welcome you and all who are drawn to our words. There are times for
Each One when the spirit is low … yet, as you are aware … when the spirit bounces back … as it almost
certainly will … there is a freshness in the steps … which One would not encounter, should they not have
experienced the lesser energetic times.
Yes. I am aware of that ... and always happy to be FEELING more in alignment with myself, that’s for
sure. So, today’s topic will be?
Anything you would like it to be … within reason.
And that reason being?
The fact that there are certain topics that we do not care to discuss. For we FEEL it our desire to only
uplift …
Rather than confuse …
We are indeed in sync with one another.
Ok … seeing as you offered … I have been thinking a lot lately about our Planet … about other Planets
… in fact, about ‘The Whole Thing’. You say, that we were created as an experiment … who actually
‘devised’ us? How did it come about that these bodies of ours work as they do … and … how does the
soul then enter into these bodies? Go for gold.
We are expecting you to hear our answer.
Do you mean you would like to speak? That now familiar feeling of dropping of my perch has come
upon me.
If this … and ONLY if this is appropriate for you.
I’ll certainly give it a go … It’s not raining … which is amazing since we are on the tail end of a passing
cyclone! Ok let’s see shall we?
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y_OmqaJoSnA&feature=youtu.be

Transcript below
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Well. Thank you. Interesting how your chat turned out to be about something I REALLY needed to hear …
and I am sure it will assist many.
This is our desire. We continue to be in such Joy regarding this new way. It was always our next step.
Which I must have known about … but didn’t … until I did! Happy to do so, although still getting used
it. Anything more you would like to say?

to

Only that we Love you. Yet, this you know. This you can FEEL.
This I DO know. This I DO FEEL. Thank you.

Transcript February 21st, 2015 of The Direct Voice Channelling

Welcome Dearest Ones.
Once again we are delighted beyond delight to have this opportunity to speak through sound … so that
your hearts may resonate with the Vibration in which these words are offered.
Questions … Questions … Questions. So much that the human mind desires to know, and is One not told
over and over ... that all answers lie within?
Many understand … many accept of this reply … and yet, they do not necessarily know fully ... of the
answer ... to the answer.
Where within do those answers lie? Is it at your fingertips? Is it on the tip of your tongue? Is it within your
heart space?
Remove physicality from thought ... and then ... remove thought. In this vast expanse … of nothingness
… here then, is where all answers reside. Ready for you to pick at your will ... as an apple from a tree. All
answers can be known by you … when the soul is ready to rediscover them.
You have asked of us this day … regarding the creation of the physical body. We smile … for in a similar
fashion … is it not that scientists and indeed, professors … build in your world … out of many types of
materials … what you name a robot? And its functioning … functions … by a certain programme.
Therefore, when a particular button is pressed ... the arm knows to move to the right ... and on and on …
We could continue explaining … yet, we understand that you understand of that which we speak.
It was therefore, greatly assessed ... how a physical momentum could be accessed via thought ... so
that ... if you like... your thought … the thought coming from the FEELING of the human, is therefore, the
programme, the button that is pressed , should one’s arm desire to move to the right. It is very similar
and yet as you know ... far more complex ... due to the billions of workings within.
The Power House that is your physical body is a Miracle within itself. It is a living organism that is a world
within itself. For when something breaks down … much takes place in order to have that particular
place up and working again … as soon as possible.
Much is understood by your physicians and researchers about the body. Yet, we would also add the
thought ... that the basic maintenance for the body ... is through the FEELING of Well-Being.
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When One does not FEEL so Bright in thought and physical movement … of physical FEELING within …
it is far harder for … shall we say … the Beings within your body … (You would perhaps call them the
mechanisms) … yet, we would call them ‘The Beings’ within your body … are not fully functioning on
Love.
All things within your body function 100% when they are in Love with one another … And indeed, the
soul ... that is the computer programme ... if you like … of that physical body.
Therefore … when there is FEELINGS of Joy and Happiness … FEELINGS of Oneness ... the body reacts.
This is the body’s finest medicine. And we understand ... we accept ... how hard it must be … when your
physical body is not functioning as it should … that One is able to remain in Joy … in Happiness ... in full
Energy.
Yet, through the power of the mind … the power of the soul controlling the minds pattern … this then, is
how Well-Being is brought about.
Even when scanners upon your Earth are saying otherwise. You may see of a scan of something that
is taking place within your body … which is proof to you why you are receiving a certain ailment or a
certain pain. Yet, your thought pattern … your FEELING of Well-Being … can control the visions you see
upon those X-rays.
Your FEELINGS can be used as an eraser … to literally, rub out the images that were once there. We do
not enter upon this subject in a fashion of ‘It is as simple as that’ ... and yet ... it is.
When we explain to you that it is your FEELING ... through thought ... that animates your entire physical
Being ... that is its programme … Then do you see Dearest souls? By accepting and adopting this attitude
… knowing it as your Truth ... then all one needs do is FEEL that which they desire to FEEL … to be well.
Blossom is speaking to us and she is saying that indeed, as we mentioned when One is ‘sick’ … and yet,
we do not agree with this word ‘sick’ … but, we will continue forth. When One has great struggle within
the physical body … the last thing that is on their mind is being able to FEEL well. They know they want
to FEEL well, but are unable to do so … because they are not.
We say ... that to overcome FEELINGS of negativity … need not be the struggle in which many make it.
Go to the playground inside your head. Take yourself away from that which you assume to be your
reality … and go and play … with children in the fields of Golden corn. Take yourself to places that you
dream of visiting. You do not require your physical Being ... to do so.
You do not require your physical Being to be with you … to tag along. All that you are … is Love
It is the essence of your soulself.
This soulself of yours … as an individual aspect of The Whole … has the right to visit anywhere it so
chooses … with or without the body … and if it is that the body be a hindrance … then leave it behind.
When you return from your visit ... you will find that your FEELINGS are in a much stronger disposition.
Therefore, this can be applied to allowing the FEELING of the body to uplift itself ... little by little.
You programme your body. It is not programmed by another, by pushing buttons … and turning levers.
This Miracle that you have chosen to reside in upon the Earth plane is the most proficient multi, bulti,(?)
billion, trillion dollar residence that you could come across.
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And yet, is it not so ... that many choose to let the house keeping slip? It does not matter they say ‘if I
leave that room full of dust or if there is a leak in that room … I’ll see to it later.’ We suggest that One
should always keep their house in order … so that it may function to its Highest ability.
You may look at another who may run many miles in a race … or climb the Highest mountain … and
you may think ‘I would never be able to accomplish that’ … and you will not … because that is what
you think.
When you fully understand the power of your FEELINGS and your thought patterns … you would
carefully choose that which you FEEL and that which you think … instead of allowing thoughts and
FEELINGS to run in gay abandon … therefore, causing much mayhem along your pathway.
VISUALISE … FEEL... ACCEPT … KNOW AS TRUTH … YOUR BODY TO BE YOUR FRIEND.
To serve you … in so many ways. Oh! How your body serves you … and yet, it is taken for granted day
after day.
Breath after breath.
We say to you Dearest friends, the more you choose to acknowledge the wonder that your body is … the
more you will discover the greatness of what it is.
The more you treat your body as you would a friend … the more your body reciprocates back to you
… the LOVE that you offer to it.
That circle of Energy that is ONE.
YOU CHOSE YOUR BODY ... YOUR BODY DID NOT CHOOSE YOU.
Therefore, make the most of why you chose it. Do all you can with it …
Laugh with it … Move with it …
For the Energy that is YOU … for your time upon Earth … is shared by your physical expression. You are
married … if you like … to One another.
What vows? What promises are you now prepared to make to that partner that is with you … for your
time … your entire time …. upon Planet Earth?
Is it not best to have an outstanding relationship? To Love and to cherish … so long as we both shall live?
Dearest friends … we Thank You for listening to that which we choose to impart this day … and we Trust
that we have assisted your growth … assisted your understanding regarding the bond you have with
your physical house … your physical partner.
We now retract our Energy in this fashion from our Dear friend Blossom. In Love and thanks to all.
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6 March 2015
Good morning to you. I’m FEELING on a much Higher vibe than I have been of late, so I am looking
forward to a chat with you today. I’m presuming this works for you?
Indeed. As we always express, we are delighted to ‘catch up’ with you and all who choose … in LOVE
… to follow the conversations that we have together.
That’s grand my friends. Grand. What would you care to speak of?
We would like to speak of that which is KNOWN as Bi products.
Well, that took me by surprize. Continue forth …
With Love for Each One and with Each One in Love … we would like to discuss circumstances that can
insure your productive movement into the Higher vibrations that await you.
Ok … I FEEL like I am nodding off … Let’s go for it!
( I did record an audio … yet, for reasons unbeknown to me … the quality is really poor and just not
audible … so I have transcribed it here.)

Transcript 06.03.15

Greetings this day … to all those who take the time to listen to that which we offer … in ways of wording
through this friend ... this vessel … that we call her … in her amusement … who goes by the name of
Blossom.
Dearest souls, we have entered into your world for reasons of assistance. We come … as we have
expressed many times before … to urge you onwards … To give you encouragement … To give you
KNOWING of that which deep inside … you already KNOW.
You cannot deny that the FEELINGS inside of you … when you are … would you say … on top form, fill
your entire being with elation. You could jump for Joy … as they say. You could run around the outside of
the Earth five times in one minute when you are FEELING exalted … enthusiastic.
Dearest friends … at this stage of your ‘career’ … we would say with humour … it would be improbable
that you would do so … of this running around the Earth. Yet, the FEELING of DOING SO ... can be just as
advantageous as the DOING OF.
Therefore, we express to you and we KNOW you are down this path quite a way … that which we bring to
you is not brand new news. It is simply a reminder … in order to keep you moving forward … lifting your
spirits ... raising your vibration.
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Therefore, we remind you that by FEELING that which you desire to FEEL … by conjuring up that FEELING
from deep inside of you … you are allowing the Higher Vibration of yourself to enter in. By FEELING it
through imagination … you are making it as powerful as the doing.
We do not misconstrue the words which we are saying. We are saying that this is Highly possible. It is
this enthusiasm of doing that which you enjoy … that brings Brightness to your Being.
Yet, you may not FEEL always that you have the Energy to do so. Some of you may have ailments that
pause the ‘doing of’ certain things you FEEL you would like to do. Therefore, we say … do them in your
mind. We are suggesting these days … of more heart/mind connection, bringing into reality the FEELING
of doing so. Doing this … doing that … which you may FEEL is out of your reach. Yet, we propose you do it …
that which you desire ... through your minds concentration.
To allow yourself to watch the movie inside of your mind ... of doing exactly that which you desire to do.
By watching and attaching your heart to the visualisation … therefore, FEELING it … in a sense we are
saying … you are actually DOING IT.
You may say that this is not so. For, should it be that you would like to … for instance … take a bungee
jump. You are not physically doing it. Yet, we would say … the FEELING of the bungee jump, does not
come from the physicality. It comes from the heart’s FEELING of doing so.
Your mind is not the FEELER. Your heart expresses FEELING.
Therefore, by completing the said ‘bungee jump’ in your visualisation … in full concentration … there is
every possibility, that you are capable of FEELING the TRUTH of what it actually ‘would’ FEEL like … if you
had done it in physicality.
Apply this then ... to all things that you desire to do.
FEEL them … KNOW them … as YOUR TRUTH.
In this way you are bringing your desire closer and closer to the Vibration of which you choose to
resonate.
The more you FEEL the resonance of the frequency in which you are Vibrating … the more alive you
become.
On yet another note … regarding this particular subject we are speaking of … even when you maybe
FEELING a little down hearted … when sadness may have entered into your Being ... due to a particular
circumstance that has taken place … remember always to breathe In /As /Through /Of Love.
The LOVE that is all around you.
We repeat these things over and over and over and we repeat … that we repeat these things over and
over and over ... simply as a reminder. So that when occurrences such as we have spoken of occur …
you shall remember to do so. And therefore, take benefit from such suggestions.
You should FEEL the difference immediately. Therefore, expand this knowledge of breathing In /As
/ Through /Of Love at all times … In /As /Through /Of every breath that you inhale and then Dearest
friends, shall you begin to KNOW that of which we speak ... and you shall understand when you ‘Get it’
… the reason why we repeat over and over and over and over … so that it settles into your Being … so
that it becomes automatic.
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In the breathing of … inhaling of … this Love ... The thought will eventually not need to tell you what you
are doing. You shall simply be doing it naturally … without the reminder necessary.
This shall bring about the Joy that we speak of also.
You think you may KNOW of Joy … To a certain degree, of course you KNOW of it. Yet, we say to you
Dearest friends, the Joy that is to come … is beyond Joy that you KNOW of at this resonance … this
Vibration of your planet. As you move Higher and Higher … your Joy expands and becomes greater ...
beyond that which you are capable of experiencing in the Vibration of which you now reside.
How often have we asked that you lift your spirits? This we do because we KNOW of the benefits of doing
so.
We have grown to accept that this is not always possible and certainly not in certain places upon your
planet where the Vibration of Energy is particularly low. Yet, do you not see? That by being able to
do so for yourself … you are assisting those who at this point in their lifetime are unable to do it for
themselves. You are assisting so many who are saddened … who are heartbroken … who no longer have
the desire to carry on.
Simply, Dearest friends … by making the effort to laugh … to smile … to FEEL in Joy … you are assisting so
many souls who cannot do so.
By lifting your spirits … you are also lifting Energies that surround … that absorb negative circumstances.
You change the actual energy of the air … if you like.
It is useful … if you choose to sit and meditate and think of certain places that are in need of this. Yet,
do not FEEL you are not doing all that you are capable of … if you do not do so. For, we state once more
… that being in all Joy In/As /Through /Of Love for yourselves … you are instantly uplifting The Whole …
of which Everything … Everyone is a part. Whether they FEEL they want to be or not. Whether they FEEL
they ARE or not.
Nothing can change this fact.
You are ALL part of THE WHOLE. THE ONE … THE ONE ENERGY OF LOVE .
For, we smile as we say … repeat along with us … ‘There is nothing else ... but Love.’
The more we repeat this … the more you understand it on a deeper level of the KNOWING you think
you already have about it. You can accept that Everything /Everyone is LOVE. You accept it … and yet,
to grasp it on a deeper part of yourself … allows you to understand it … so that your reaction to that
understanding ... expresses itself in a more Joyous participation of that Love. Do you see?
When you FEEL in great Joy , when you KNOW that you are FEELING on a particular da y... this expression
of the most Joy that you have perhaps felt in quite a while … imagine then, Everyone/ Everything on your
planet FEELING exactly the same way. Would you not be assured of the upliftment that would instantly
take place?
How you would be assisting Everything by sharing this Joy ... with the KNOWING that Everyone and
Everything is FEELING the same.
And, we suggest that when YOU are FEELING a little low ... to perhaps ask to those out there that are
FEELING of much Joy, to share it with you. It can be done. You just have to KNOW of it.
Dearest friends, Dearest brave aspects of your soulself that took up the opportunity to be upon your
planet at this time … we say to you now … That which you are accomplishing is assisting the Divine plan
more than you KNOW.
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By Being an example of Love and Light … to all you come across … You are changing your world into the
Higher place that it has the right to dwell in. That YOU have the right to dwell in.
Keep on keeping on … We are with you in Strength, Energy and Divine Love
We shall always be with you in this way. And for now … it is time for us to take our leave. Many thanks.
In/As/Through/Of Love.
Thank you. Is there anything more you would care to add?
No, and yet, there is something that you would like to add, is there not?
Well, only in that ... by you adopting this new format … I miss my chat with you … our conversation back
and forth. Could we not interchange now and then … so that sometimes we use the old format and
sometimes the new?
We are already aware of this … and have plans to allow for such … further down the track.
How marvellous. Ok. So, for now … perhaps we can do a bit of both?
Perhaps we can.
I FEEL it would have to be one or the other at this stage though, as after ‘bringing you through’ … it
somehow doesn’t feel like I want to go in to a long conversation with you.
This we understand also. All is well. You shall see. Tickety Boo! Thank you so much. In Love and Thanks.
Indeed. In /As /Through /Of Love … to ALL.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 11

14 March 2015
Hello there. I wondered if today I could ask you about something that is ‘interesting’ me more and
more. Sometimes, when out amongst people perhaps, I FEEL so very much like I am sitting in the middle
of some sort of computer programming. That is the only way I know to describe it … and as if those
looking down upon it are finding ‘The Game’ quite ridiculous in a way. Are you able to talk to me
about this and perhaps give some clarity? I would if possible, prefer for you not to speak through me
today, as I feel there will be questions I need to ask. Oh! Sorry! Good morning.
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And Greetings of the Highest Love to you also.
This matter is indeed an intricate one … and not one to be entered into Lightly. There is room for much
confusion due to the enormity of the scale upon which it exists.
Firstly, we would care to address a certain document that you have been sent to read. How did it make
you FEEL?
Most uncomfortable. I know you have said if something doesn’t sit well, leave it alone. Yet, I am unsure of
distinguishing between that which maybe TRUTH … yet, isn’t really nice to face … and therefore, with this
particular document … much of it resonated and much didn’t.
Because it is Truth’s mixed with untruths. It matters not what the document is about or who it says it is
from. If it TRULY makes you feel uncomfortable … STOP READING IT!
Yes, but as I say … what if it IS TRUE and I simply don’t like to know it?
Let us be quite clear about this. Your origin ... is LOVE. This you KNOW. This we ‘harp on about’ over
and over again. Therefore, that which does not resonate with you … that which makes you FEEL
uncomfortable … cannot be of the Vibration upon which you have now reached. Therefore, it is not
YOUR TRUTH. Only that which resonates with you … that which makes you FEEL GOOD … is TRUE FOR YOU.
Yet, the confusion is … do I just not want to handle the Truth?
You ARE handling the TRUTH. YOUR TRUTH.
By staying in LIGHT and all that makes you Happy … you are living in YOUR TRUTH. No one else’s … yours.
If you are FEELING uncomfortable about ANYTHING … then it is because it is not in alignment with who
you TRULY are.
You read … that this Earth of yours and the humans that inhabit it … are enslaved … even in the afterlife.
It is all a trap … because you have a computer programme inside of you … Correct?
Yes, I don’t usually read or indeed ‘fall’ for this kind of thing. Yet, I moved through the not FEELING good,
because I FEEL so often we are in some kind of programme and this particular writing sucked me in. It
turned my world upside down for 24 hours … Yet, I came out KNOWING MY TRUTH … and felt that a lot of it
was very much … fear mongering. I guess it’s good to do, for the self, now and then.
Why? What did you gain from it … but unrest … deep unrest.
Maybe it helped me grow a lot more.
Did you think you did?
Well, in a way. I came through it … working it out for myself. That showed me ‘more’ about myself. Yet, it
led me into wanting to know more about ‘The Game’ you say we are in. This illusion. Some of it made sense
from that point of view.
Dearest friend. So, you want to delve more deeply into this? We can certainly understand why. Yet, we
would contradict you by saying … that much that you would like to know about it … you are unable to …
whilst you are in it.
The FEELINGS you have of You … Yourself … Love … Happiness … Joy … Compassion … Gratitude … etc. All
FEELINGS that allow you to FEEL YOU … also allow you to ‘beat the system’ … if you like.
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THIS IS WHY WE KEEP ON AND ON AND ON ABOUT THE SAME SUBJECT. FOR IT IS A WAY TO SET YOU FREE.
And the freer you become … the more you understand ‘The Game’ … and the more you learn how to play
it! And the better at it you get … the more you ‘see through’ this illusion and merge into the TRUTH of
yourself.
So, I am aware of all the external programming/control … via media … finance … governments … all the
lies etc. Yet, are we actually in a programme ‘internally’ as well? Are there programing’s inside of ‘our
workings’ that bring us down? Keep us from Being the TRUTH of our Light? Suppress our FEELINGS Etc.?
Our answer to you is NO. Not in the way you are imagining it … as in ‘implantations’ … as this document
suggests.
There is certainly demand from those who do not resonate with Light at this time … to control and
suppress and bring down … without question. Yet, this is done from an external tactic that can then
affect the internal workings. Both of the mind and the physicality.
Do you mean things such as chemtrails, vaccines, food etc.?
Yes, we mean exactly this and much more. There are subliminal realities at work … that One is not
aware of being affected by. Very much through your media and indeed, the popular music that so
many of the younger generation listen to and ‘are fed’.
It is important for those who are aware that they are losing control to ‘take hold’ of the younger ones.
Many are unconsciously being sucked in by this and we say … it does not serve The Whole.
We also say … that we offer you the key. We have been handing it to you on a plate … We have
dangled it in front of your nose. We state again …
THE ONLY WAY TO SET YOURSELVES FREE … THE ONLY WAY TO COME HOME … IS THROUGH LOVE.
I understand. I do! Yet, one has to be really strong in order not to succumb to the ‘negativity’ that often
wants to rule. It sometimes FEELS like a never ending ‘battle’.
We understand why you use that word. Yet, we would correct you in that … it is not NEVER ENDING.
Sure feels like it sometimes. Don’t get me wrong … I LOVE BEING ON FORM. It all makes sense when I am
on form. I GET IT … when I am on form. It’s just that I am not always on form! And you are asking us to be …
in order to break free. In order to grab the key, put it in the lock, turn it, open the door and BAM!
We are suggesting to you … that the more you are aware of the difference it makes to you and therefore,
ALL … the more you have the determination to break through the programming. As we say … ‘to beat the
system’. There is no other way.
NOTHING AND NO ONE CAN CONTROL WHO YOU ARE … IN ESSENCE. KNOW THIS!
Your spirits can be dampened … your FEELINGS can be usurped if you allow all that you are fed to
become your TRUTH.
I am interested in you using the word usurped. ‘To take over or occupy without right’ …
We use it purposefully … in that … this is the intention of those who do not ... at this time in their
hearts, want freedom In/As/Through/Of Love. Their intention is to make a soul FEEL so disillusioned
... so discontent with their lot. They want One to ALWAYS FEEL THE STRUGGLE TO SURVIVE … and lose the
part of them that is Joy ... through the consistent barrage of programming of all that is miserable and
destructive.
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Ok, so may I ask you to give us a little more on the ‘illusion’ … Just a little more that I am able to grasp?
When you yourself Blossom, are on stage in a play … You are aware that you are in a play … the saga,
or indeed, the comedy … acted out, is not real. It is a performance of sorts. You are pretending to be
someone else. You are portraying that of someone you are not. Correct?
Yes.
That is what you are doing on Earth … performing in a play.
Yet, what for? Who’s the audience?
EVERYTHING! We have spoken of The Game … The Experiment to expand LOVE In/As/Through /Of ITSELF.
An incredible opportunity … to express LOVE as it has never had the chance to be expressed before … in
all its different forms … in all its different Vibrations … of itself.
Free choice has brought it to the place in which you now live within it. For all reasons of conscious
expression of the individual … yet, collective soulself.
Through free choice … decisions have been made to change the direction in which the trajectory was
travelling. Hence … ALL THIS THAT WE SAY TO YOU … and shall continue to say to you … sprung forth.
All that you came to Earth for … sprung forth … TO MOVE ON UP …
INTO A BRIGHTER PLACE …
A BRIGHTER WORLD TO RESIDE AND BE HAPPY IN … YOU DECIDE ...
EACH ONE OF YOU.
It is up to Each One as to how they choose to make this happen … in their own way … on form or
not!
Each one is part of The Whole … each one CREATING the most splendid pathway ‘outta here’ … as you
would say.
THERE IS NO QUESTION NOW THAT IT COULD FAIL. NO QUESTION AT ALL.
YOU ARE DESIGNERS OF THE NEW, FRESH, EXHILARATING WORLD THAT YOU HAVE CHOSEN TO LIVE IN. YOU ARE
MAKING SURE THE PLAN FALLS INTO PLACE.
You are making sure that as a vast covenant of the physical embodiment of LOVE … In/As/Through/Of
IT … that the time is now upon you to bring it about … and this … you are conducting with your every
smile … your every kind thought, word and deed.
You are leading the way home Dearest, dearest Souls. You are the One’s showing the way …
and we can see from our fortunate position … all those that are following on behind you … with
encouragement in their hearts and KNOWING within their Being … that at last … after such a very,
very, very long journey … they are walking in the Light and Love towards FREEDOM.
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I FEEL it should be left there. Thank you. You have TRULY LIFTED ME UP ... ONCE AGAIN. Up where I belong … in
LOVE … And indeed … I AM … IN LOVE!
We are so very Grateful for the opportunity … IN LOVE.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 12

19 March 2015
Hello my friends … are we all set for another exciting episode?
We are naturally at ONE with you … as we are with ALL things.
Great! Now, a few things … and not really sure if I want to dive in or not … yet, in for a penny in for a
pound, as they say. Can we get to some nitty gritty about Truth? I know we delved into it once before
… a good few years ago … and I just got totally confused and lost. Now that I am so very much more
enlightened … !!!! ???? … shall we give it another try?
We are always happy to assist in understanding where we can. We are aware that you FEEL confused
regarding the fact that … when something has occurred … when you have seen/felt it with your heart
and eyes … you cannot deny it to be fact/Truth. Yet, your issue being that a particular fact may make
you FEEL uncomfortable … yet, you know ... for a fact ... it happened. It is, as you would say … TRUE.
That’s right. Yet, you say if something makes you feel uncomfortable … move on … as it is not YOUR TRUTH.
Yes, we do … because it is advisable to do so. So let us try and differentiate between the two . A fact is a
fact … within the illusion, let us remember … And we are saying that if a ‘story’ does not resonate with
you … then it is not YOUR TRUTH.
Yes. Yet, war does not resonate with me … therefore, not my truth … yet, I know for a fact it is going on
… it is TRUE. Do you see what I am saying?
Indeed. And what we are portraying is … ‘war’ for instance … does not ‘ring True’ … for you. Yet, it may
for another.
Yet, it definitely happens … therefore, is true?
It is fact. It is also fact that this is a very complicated matter.
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In your world Blossom … your everyday living … do you concentrate on war?
Never.
Therefore, in YOUR WORLD … IN YOUR TRUTH … it does not resonate … it doesn’t come into your thoughts.
And if it should … it doesn’t FEEL GOOD.
Ones’ OWN TRUTH is that which makes ONE FEEL GOOD. This is TRUE. Look up ‘True’ … in accordance with fact
or reality.
Look up ‘Truth’ … The quality or state of being true.
OK … This is going to be a real test for me. Because I am finding this confusing, I am going to try and clear
my mind and let you speak about it … are you up for that?
More to the point … are you?
In for a penny ... in for a pound.
Click here for audio. (Transcript below) http://youtu.be/5fauO5eqbV4
Wow! That sure felt so warm and Good. Thank you … Perfect place to finish … I LOVE YOU!
Transcript.
The Brightest of Greetings to Each One this fine day.
We smile already, for we are aware of Blossom being a little concerned that she may not be able to
intervene with questions that might come up as we are speaking.
Let us see how are little experiment transpires this day … shall we not?
So it is, that you have questions regarding Truth. What is True? What is not?
One may FEEL differently about a FEELING of something … so therefore, one would say … ‘I FEEL this way
about something’ and another may say ‘Well, I FEEL that way about it.’ For each … the FEELING they have
is True To/For themselves.
Regarding a matter of a fact … a matter of fact … you may experience something with your own eyes
that you do not FEEL comfortable about seeing. You are confusing that we say … ‘If it makes you FEEL
uncomfortable, it is not True’ … This is not True! This is not so. We are saying … that if something makes
you FEEL uncomfortable … then do not dwell within it … for it serves no purpose. It does not make you
FEEL good.
AND ONE IS HERE TO SERVE THE WHOLE BY FEELING GOOD.
By living in One’s Truth … we simply mean … to follow that which your heart resonates upon/within.
Therefore, you are living in your OWN TRUTH. That which FEELS good for you.
Blossom is now asking us … ‘If something is there, before your very eyes, which makes you FEEL
uncomfortable … that does not mean it does not exist. Therefore, it is True.
Yet, we are speaking of different matters.
WHAT YOU ARE … WHO YOU ARE … IS LOVE. This we have established. This is TRUTH. TRUTH connected In/As/
Through/Of Love.
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All that is LOVE resonates as TRUTH for you.
All that is of a lower Vibration … of that same Love … does not FEEL True to One’s BEING. Do you see? One
speaks of Being True to One’s self. So therefore, what would you consider the meaning of this? We would
say … that Being True to One’s self is following One’s heart In/Of/Through/As Love … in ALL that FEELS of
Love … to that individual soul.
The TRUE Being that you are is LOVE.
Blossom is saying, as we began our conversation via the keyboard … ‘Yet, war is a fact. It is True’. We
therefore state … that it is a fact that soldiers are removed from this planet. This is TRUE … and yet, what
we are trying to explain … is that it does not have to be in YOUR TRUTH. THE TRUTH of YOUR BEING.
If you concentrate … if you feed into that Vibration of war … it becomes more and more of YOUR TRUTH
… for you are living within the Vibration of that particular war.
On the other hand, if you become aware of a beautiful rainbow in the sky … that is caused by the rainfall
and the sunshine … that is also TRUE fact that a rainbow appears.
If you concentrate upon it … it is YOUR TRUTH. You Vibrate within the Energy of that TRUTH … it becomes
YOUR TRUTH.
Both are taking place … war and rainbows. What we are trying to assist you with … is which Truth do you
choose to indulge yourself within?
For those who understand a little deeper … it is fact … it is TRUTH that, that which you concentrate your
thoughts upon … becomes your reality … becomes YOUR TRUTH … because you have drawn it to you. Do
you see where we are heading a little now?
It is up to you to … we would say if we were writing through Blossom … in inverted commas … it is up to
you to ‘invent’ YOUR TRUTH. All One need do is concentrate One’s desires upon that which FEELS good.
Each One of you KNOWS within your Being what you would like to do in order to FEEL Happy.
We explained recently that if you go to a place in your mind and make it True for you … then you can
FEEL Happy … as if it is actually fact. It is True for you.
THE FEELING OF HAPPINESS CREATED BY YOU … IS TRUE FOR YOU.
Should you desire to carry on concentrating upon that very thought in the happiness that it brings you
… you Can/Shall/Will bring that reality from your THOUGHT with inside your Being … to a TRUTH outside of
your Being … that can then be appreciated by the Being within. You have made it True. You have brought
it into fruition. It is YOUR TRUTH. You resonated with the Vibration of it … therefore, bringing it into YOUR
reality … into fact.
This is how we are trying to explain the difference. That which another chooses to be fact … to be Truth
in THEIR reality … depends upon which thought they choose to concentrate upon.
If you were at a crossroads and to the right was a sign pointing towards a place called ‘Happiness’ and
to the left was a sign pointing towards ‘Misery’ … at that crossroads which would be the more Joyous
path to take? Automatically you think that we would assume that everyone would take the path to
Happiness. Yet, they do not.
For inside some Beings … within THEIR TRUTH of where they are positioned in the vast journey of the Divine
Plan … they may FEEL happier taking the miserable road.
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It is not for you to judge what resonates with another. What works for One certainly does not always
work for another. Therefore, we suggest to concentrate only upon that which works for you.
Create your picture story in your mind. Create your theatrical play. Create the hero within you … that
you choose to act out … and by animating this story through FEELING ... you enjoy your life.
Your life! You are not here to enjoy another‘s life, in a sence, for we FEEL some may take offence to that.
Blossom again is questioning us … for she is reminding us that by One giving out Happiness into the very
energetical field of your world … others who are not in that position can pick up on the enjoyment of
another.
We smile for she lets us not get away with a single thing … which we are most Happy about … for
clarification for all.
Yet, what we would reply to that is … that the Joy One ripples forth from the SOUL TRUTH SELF OF LOVE can
penetrate into another’s SOUL TRUTH LOVE and assist it to enjoy itself. Do you see the difference? … And
we are relieved she is agreeing.
Dearest souls … we are In/Of so much Happiness and Joy of Love … that we … in this moment … can
connect with you through sound Vibration. We ask that you open your heart space as you breathe in and
exhale … and breath in again and exhale … in order to receive in fullness … the FEELING … the Vibration
of Love that we so freely … and Joyously … and Lovingly offer … to you.
We consider this new structure to be working very well indeed, from our point of view … from OUR
TRUTH. That which we have thought about has now been able to manifest through Vibrational
frequencies that match … in order for it to become fact. That which we once thought about …
speaking through Blossom in this way … has now, through such Joyous concentration upon it … become
TRUTH … In Love/As Love/Through Love/Of Love … We now retract our Energy. Thanking all.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 13

12 April 2015
Hi there. Here we are once again. I always look forward to these times.
Indeed, it is the pleasure of us all to communicate in this way.
You may be aware that I desire to ask a question on behalf of a scientist who is so keen to have his
answer for his research. It is regarding the document we spoke of weeks ago and the Truth as to
whether or not our reality as we know it is being restricted/bound or confined to an artificially created
“bubble” inside of the greater unrestricted universe that houses it?
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We shall address this matter in this way. Of course your Earth plane is residing within/upon Energy. For
EVERYTHING as you know, is of this. As to it being ‘confined’ … we would say ‘Yes, it is.’ Yet, not in a way
that restricts. I.e. caught in a bubble.
The matter of your Earth … the Energy matter of your Earth … differs greatly from that outside of your
atmosphere and it is ever changing as it expands into larger spaces. There is not a bubble restricting it’s
‘play’ … either upon Earth or in realms where one’s soul takes flight to ... when no longer in the physical
body.
However, there is a grid in place. This you may know of … and Energy patterns are formed through/
within this grid. It is ‘Moving Energy’. Forever responding to changes in order to keep ‘form’ … in the way
it should be.
If there was to be a restrictive bubble … how could it be that Higher Energy from Higher Purer Love could
flow through to your very breath … if barriers were in place?
There is no restriction when one leaves the physical. It is suggested by some that you are in a trap …
both when in physical and nonphysical form and that all you can do is remain in that trap and keep
returning and returning into the physical form … without there ever being an out.
This is not in OUR TRUTH. Far from it.
In OUR TRUTH … you are physical forms containing the most Radiant Light Soul aspect of a part of your
Whole self. Experiencing LIFE in any way you choose.
Some may disagree with you there … for they FEEL that we are so controlled in so many ways, that we
really do not have the choices that you speak of.
Yet, with the greatest respect … You do.
You can choose to behave in a manner that you FEEL appropriate. Mainly of course, naturally … we
reiterate … the only way to CHOOSE YOUR FREEDOM is to come from a place deep down in your heart
… a place that offers LOVE. It is ever flowing … It is ever available to you … YOU HAVE THIS CHOICE TO
ACCESS IT … or you may choose to see things within this illusion of density … and allow all thoughts to
take you as far away from yourself as possible.
This is the intention of those who ‘THINK’ they are capable of ‘taking over’. Yet, if you KNEW … if you
REALLY KNEW your strength and the reality of your capabilities … NOTHING and NO ONE are able to take
away your essence ...
LOVE.
THIS IS WHY WE GO ON AND ON … THIS IS WHY WE ASK YOU TO SEEK WITHIN AND DISCOVER THIS MAGIC THAT
YOU ARE.
It is likened to a child who learns that 1+1=2 2+2=4 Etc. These are the rudimental facts. The foundations
of something that goes much, much further than one could ever visualise when they first understand
about the foundations.
It is the same with LOVE.
Yes, you KNOW of LOVE … in varied frequencies and FEELINGS OF … Yet, were you to fully take charge
of delving deeper and deeper … and studying continually ... simply from a BEING LOVE perspective … as
in the arithmetic … you would discover that there is so much more TO IT … So much more that can be
understood BY IT … and gain so much more insight FROM IT.
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We speak of the breath … so you may be a little more conscious of how you breathe. Yet, were you to
take the time to study the breath … you would find so much more magic about this ‘breathing’ matter,
also.
It is not that you take it for granted … it is perhaps a little naivety that postpones the ‘getting to know
about’.
Yet, would you say that perhaps these are secrets that have purposely been hidden from us? In order
to keep us ‘under par’ and not discover our full potential.
We would reply that these secrets lie within you … but they are undiscovered at this time … for many.
Yet …
Oh! How we desire to express more clearly on this matter.
When you spend time IN LOVE … FEELING nothing but LOVE all around you, within EVERYTHING … TRULY,
TRULY FEELING IT … these secrets are coming to LIGHT!
Your world has travelled so far down a pathway that was unexpected from whence the ‘project’ began.
Yet, FREEDOM OF CHOICE as a collective has brought you thus far … and FREEDOM OF CHOICE as a
collective … shall set you FREE.
So, just to clarify for the questioner … There is no bubble containing Energy of Earth and no bubble
restricting us from going elsewhere in the Afterlife?
How could we possibly explain the ‘Afterlife’ to you … when life itself is never ending? There is no
Afterlife … for life never stops. There are of course … ever ongoing experiences in different places,
spaces and forms.
THERE IS FREEDOM … THERE IS UNDERSTANDING … THERE IS ACCEPTANCE.
There are all available possibilities for another opportunity to experience Life … To offer Love in a
different place … in a different form … Or, if One chooses … One can of course, return … as many do over
and over … to gain and receive more of themselves.
It is said that Earth is a tough school, yet, the quickest path to learn of the self … is this so?
It is certainly One of Enlightenment! It was not ‘designed’ to be tough … to make it difficult in order to
learn one’s lessons quickly. What would be the Joy in that?
There is no time. Life goes on … and on and on and on … So, why would one require the quick, yet tough
road home?
FREE CHOICE has brought you to where you stand in this day. You, your planet and all that lives upon
and within it …
You are Understanding/Remembering that how you ARE … how you CHOOSE YOUR LIFE TO BE … by your
attitude and your FEELING LOVE … is how your lifestyle is formed … within every thought … within every
action derived from that thought … YOU CREATE YOUR WORLD.
YOUR WORLD …
Not another’s lifestyle … Not another’s world … YOURS.
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And, as we have been reminding you … the more you create YOUR WORLD to be one of Joy and Peace and
LOVE … the Vibration that you reside in by doing so … is One of a High calibre …
It then flows out … It cannot not … to the WHOLE. Influencing in the Highest way possible … for the
Greatest Good of ALL … that which struggles within a lower frequency.
Is it not that sometimes just a sentence … a kind word, can change One’s mood?
Lower frequencies react in the same manner. When Higher Vibrations travel to it … merge with it … it
cannot help but be influenced by it. Therefore, assisting The Whole … as you go about BEING the best of
your BEING that you can BE.
The Energy that IS your world is ever changing. Energy cannot remain still … or it would cease to be.
Therefore, may we go back to the grid that is in place … to keep things ‘confined’ yet, not in a manner of
‘taking away One’s freedom’?
This grid is the backbone of your planet so to speak. It changes and reacts to Energies and yet, it also
allows for influx of Higher Energies to enter in. It has its own unique system … and we would blow your
brains to bits Blossom, if we were to even begin to express the very working of the how’s and why’s of it.
See, you should have chosen the scientist to work with!
We chose you …
Yep, you did. I am, as I allow the LIGHTER part of myself to open up, experiencing moments of such
ONENESS. Just that FEELING of BEING IN LOVE … and I LOVE IT. I do understand in those times … that if the
entire human race did the same … can you imagine? We would indeed be living in a place that
we are
dreaming of coming to Light.
And this is why we continue to come through with our message for as long as it is suitable. For the more
One imagines and lives in the TRUTH of EVERYONE reaching their full potential … IN HUMAN FORM … the
more the likelihood of this taking place … sooner … rather than later.
For it shall be done … It is life’s destiny to return to its TRUE self … to find its way home.
And when it does?
Life continues to expand in LOVE.
There is no end.
A good place to end today, though. Many, many thanks. In Love and Light and a whole lot of
Laughter.
Laughter Lightening is always such a good plan!
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 14

18 April 2015
Hello! I am wondering what today’s wisdom has to offer us? Whatever it is I am sure it shall be Divinely
given and uplift and inspire all. Many thanks.
The warmest of greetings to you also. We intend always, to interact in such a way that does this very
thing! Regarding choice material for this communication today … we are aware that you are always
seeking for the Highest Good of all … and to bring forth that which assists in the growth of One’s
knowledge.
More and more are realising the responsibility of self. More and more are understanding that should
their desire be to find total fulfilment … it is only glimpsed when the awareness of soulself activity allows
the Truth that lies within … to display itself outwardly.
What would you say exactly IS soulself activity?
It is when the intention for self is ALWAYS for One’s Highest Good. When One learns to FEEL WHO THEY ARE,
instead of trying to discover it! When One follows FEELINGS, it cannot be so … that the path they tread
veers off on a tangent that does not benefit.
To activate the soul self … it is a matter of continual awareness of these FEELINGS. To remain in a state
of Being that serves the self … and therefore, in turn serves The Whole. As more and more find the
courage to walk boldly in their Light … the easier it becomes for the rest to follow on. For by setting the
example of Living in One’s Truth … it can be that the rippling effect of this emanates outwardly … for
others to acknowledge and do the same.
I get this … I really am beginning to understand this in more depth. Yet … is this it? Is this what we do … on
order for the great change to take place?
Indeed. As we have explained … the Lighter the presence of those upon Earth … the sooner
communications can be outwardly displayed between your world and ours. You see more and more
evidence in your skies … breaking through the mists and preparing souls for what is to come.
Which is?
Excitement. Joy. Wonderment. Peace … Movement!
I feel there is a sort of underground movement taking place which is coming to the surface now …
Yet, our patience is still challenged. Many feel that perhaps you do not comprehend ALL that is taking
place and how difficult it can be to break through the ‘illusion’ … and KNOW for sure that all we are
trying to accomplish is actually making any difference at all.
Yet, the difference is phenomenal. To cast One’s thoughts back to even just fifty or so years ago … LOOK
HOW FAR YOUR WORLD HAS PROGRESSED.
I guess that would depend on where you choose to look!
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We are speaking in terms of LIGHT ENERGY. If we were to display photographs of this Light Energy oozing
from your planet … the picture difference between now and then would seem to you like two different
places.
Remember YOU KNEW this would be no flash in the pan playground. YOU KNEW when volunteering to
come and CHANGE IT ALL that the going would get tough at times.
YOU KNEW also that your mission would succeed … and can you not say that were One to investigate …
so much is CHANGING for the better? As you say … it depends on where you choose to look.
If you choose to focus on the down treading … if you choose to focus on the ‘heavy stuff’ … you
immediately enter into a different Vibration within yourself … you can FEEL it instantly!
When you focus on these things that depress and leave your heart and mind in despair and desperation
… you ‘almost’ enter into the very Vibration that these negatives are designed to attract.
Become aware that you no longer CHOOSE to feed into these things.
Yes … YOU KNOW there is the side of the street that is nowhere near as sunny … yet, you do not need to
cross the road and walk within it.
Your intelligent choice is to remain on the side where the sun shines … where there are people who
smile and acknowledge THE SUNSHINE.
It is through/by these choices that you are ‘DOING WHAT YOU CAME TO DO’. You can FEEL when you are
‘on track’ and when not.
It is your choice to adapt your thoughts to that which benefit.
It is your choice to adapt your attitude to one which serves YOU.
It is within this UNDERSTANDING … this KNOWING … that ‘THIS IS HOW IT WORKS’ … that so much
difference TO THE WHOLE is made. By/through EACH individual ... SERVING AS ONE FEELING OF UTTER AND
COMPLETE LOVE … FOR EACH OTHER.
I find it interesting how … even though I accept we are ALL LOVE and ALL ONE … how, I am rather
discerning as to who I say ‘I LOVE YOU’ to. I KNOW WE ARE ONE … and therefore, WE ARE LOVE … yet,
someone may write in and say ‘I LOVE YOU BLOSSOM’ … and I am unable to write back saying I LOVE YOU
TOO … because I have never met them. Why is that? Surely the way to go is to be able to LOVE EVERYONE
… By default!
This is a fascinating debate. We would reply that you are merely being ‘thoughtful’ and not branding
insincerities around.
Yet, I ‘should’ LOVE everyone. I can do this from a HIGHER level … sending it out to all … yet, as you say …
I want to remain sincere … though the more I am talking about this … the more I am realising how ‘far
behind’ I am … in not being able to say to personally unknown folk that I LOVE them. Mmm! I still have
such a long way to go.
Not really. You simply have your next step. That is the only distance necessary. You cannot possibly
KNOW what lies ahead … yet, you can form the pathway. You dictate to the self how to travel. You
become aware of ‘where you are’ and whether or not it is pleasurable. It serves not to focus on how far
there is to go … This is non ending. Learn to enjoy where you are … in that moment … instead of always
seeking a better ‘something’ that would make you happy.
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BE HAPPY WITH WHO YOU ARE AND WHERE YOU ARE … It is up to you … Your creation of yourself in Each
moment. Where you will be from a morning to an evening can be ‘life changing’ depending on given
circumstances. Let go of worry and anxiety of ‘what if’s’ … become in tune with self … with Joy … with
contentment for the FACT that you are perfect as you are … in that moment.
I guess one is always striving to improve … or is it that we are striving for more? We seem to be seeking
pleasure in what is to come often …. rather than in the pleasure of that which is. I thought to myself
the other day … If I was given a week to remain on this planet … what would I do with it? It seemed I
wanted to ‘share’ that time with those that mean so much to me … and there are plenty of those. We
should live this way … accepting and acknowledging and BEING part of that which is so precious to us
… yet, we allow mundane everyday necessities to get in the way.
The fact of the matter is … you are easing yourself towards a place of understanding within you … where
these FEELINGS for others …become a conglomerate FEELING. By this we mean … you think and FEEL for
those who are so dear to you … in ONE BIG GENERAL THOUGHT.
With this automatically comes Gratitude. For that FEELING of KNOWING LOVE … for others … for self …
brings with it this immensely important gift … to be Grateful for where you are ... who you are … what
you are … what blessings are yours … what blessings are others.
Gratitude … Sincere Gratitude … not simply the word … yet, the emotion of … can lift your Vibration
instantly … a remarkably quick fix for the lowest of moods.
So, are you beyond moods?
Yes.
Are you beyond most human displays of emotion?
We are beyond certain idiosyncrasies …for WE ARE IN TUNE WITH EACH OTHER.
Like … who is ‘each other’ ? Who are you guys?
We are a conscious group whose desire is to bring about the CHANGE upon Earth and lift it into a place
that its residence enjoys!
Best get rid of a whole lot of people causing the disruption then!
This is changing also. As the Vibration of your planet heightens and anchors itself firmly within … it brings
about subtle nuances that MAKE A VAST DIFFERENCE.
One cannot reside comfortably in a Vibration that is too HIGH for them ... in the same way ... One
cannot reside comfortably in a Vibration that is too low for them …
Therefore, as your Vibration rises Higher and HIgher … lifting the Energy of the planet also … it shall bring
about a transformational existence IN GENERAL.
The more that are waking up … the more Higher Energy anchors itself … leaving those who do not desire
to BE OF LOVE … in the most uncertain disposition.
EACH SOUL manages their journey …
There is the choice to change or the choice to remain the same. There is the choice to Love or the choice
to hate.
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There is choice in all things … yet, as we said … THAT WHICH YOU FEED ... GROWS. Choose to feed the GOOD
FEELINGS.
Choose to feed all that makes you smile.
Choose to feed your soul … your mind … your very heart with LOVE ... only LOVE. For do you not see? IF
EVERY SINGLE ONE on your planet did so …
HELLO NEW WORLD!
Such a long time before that happens!
Do you know that for sure?
No … Just looking at the state of affairs, as it is.
Then don’t look! Visualise THE NEW WORLD ... inside your heart. That is where One looks! Feed your heart
with Loving, tender choices for self.
If you do not enjoy Brussel sprouts you do not eat them. You do not enjoy the taste in your mouth. Yet,
many, so many … still choose to feed themselves with that which they do not like!
Eat the fruit! Feed your souls with Goodness … and nothing else … and watch … FEEL yourself THRIVE. You
alone are in charge of your destiny … so make sure you ‘take charge’.
Design your days …
In golden Rays!!
You took the words out of our mouths.
And put them on paper! In LOVE and so much Gratitude,
The pleasure is heightened by the Joy received by those who benefit from them.
Until next time …
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 15

25 April 2015
Here is the link to the audio of this channelling. Listening through headphones is a good call!
http://youtu.be/ZxYi8cn3fPE

THE TRANSCRIPT

We are ready to begin this conversation … although, we my say, that most of it … naturally shall be on
our part. We have considered that which we may speak to you of in this moment of your time. Shall we
speak of sporting results? We FEEL not.
So then, what would you have us speak of? Is it not, time after time, we reassure you that LOVE is the
only worthy subject? Of course, there is so much that your inquisitiveness desires to have fulfilled. Yet,
much would only confuse … if we were to delve into deepness regarding certain matters.
It is our choice to speak this way. LOVE IS WHO WE ARE.
LOVE IS WHO YOU ARE.
LOVE IS EVERYTHING. … and how many times have you heard us say of this? Yet, for you … it seems LOVE is
not always at the forefront of your mind, or indeed your FEELINGS.
This is what we come to impart. To encourage you Dearest Ones …to change your patterns of thought.
If you were to see a graph on a computer … that was measuring your Vibration every time you had a
thought of some form … You would see how differently the graph moves up and down … just by a very
thought and its content.
You are understanding more and more, to keep your thoughts on LOVE. To come from LOVE in every
thought ... in every action.
You are saying to us Blossom, that you are getting there … yet, still so much could be considered to be of
lesser intelligent thought pattern. You are in human form … returning to the Highest human form that
you were designed to Be.
Look at the marvels. The wonders of your working physicality. A whole world … an entire system
encompassed in the one body. Its battery, if you like … is your soul. Your spirit self. Is it not that when
you are FEELING full of LOVE and Joy … that your Energy level rises more and more?
In the same fashion … when your thoughts are downcast, is it not that your battery is low … and
therefore, not able to infuse your physicality with so much Energy?
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This is why, Dearest Ones, we emphasize the importance of recharging your batteries. Plug yourself in to
above and allow the Highest Energy to fill you from head to toe.
It is spoken of the body being your temple … and we are aware, Dearest Blossom … that sometimes you
FEEL that … that which you feed your physical being with … is not always to its Highest benefit. And this
concerns you at times.
Think to yourself, about the Goodness that is put in and when done so … how your body thrives. By being
given its needs.
What a miraculous invention this human form of yours. Carrying on through … carrying you ... under the
most difficult circumstances at times. Yet, it serves you on and on. As a pet animal will always be loyal …
no matter how you treat it, your physicality strives to do the same.
It is important for mind, body and spirit to be in harmony. How may this be accomplished? By uniting the
three. By convincing all three that they work as One … For the Highest Good of self.
By LOVING each component. By visualising Energetic movement … FEELINGS bursting forth of LOVE … and
from your very soul … to KNOW Peace and contentment and that all is well.
There is talk by others from our realms … regarding what you term ‘rejuvenating’ the physical body. By
awakening what it KNOWS with inside of itself, in order to do so. We are aware of financial profit made
by those concoctions that promise to remove all ageing. They promise this and they promise that. We
promise … and we do not wish to charge an amount of money to give you this knowledge … that your
bodies … your miraculous form … was not designed to wither … We would like to say …’ to wither and
die’… and yet, Blossom is questioning us on this.
May we say, that upon other planets … when a soul has spent enough valuable space within a physicality
form … it simply chooses to leave and go elsewhere to experience something new. Something that its
soul can gain in another place … another form. It does not age as the human form does. It simply … when
the soul is removed … ceases to be activated.
What kind of thought would have been of value … if it was that you were created to be these stupendous
human Beings … if it were, that as you moved through this experience … things rapidly degenerated?
It is only, Dearest Ones … through the poisoning within your atmosphere and within the food that is
processed and also poisoned … that absorbs into your body and therefore, begins a battle.
Many now, have cottoned on to this. They are creating fresh grown sustenance that is Pure in its
evolving. The food that is grown from the Earth is there to serve in its Purity … and the more that learn
to plant and LOVE that which they intend to consume … the healthier your planet and your Good selves
shall become.
Switch off … remove the mindset that you grow old … you become in constant pain … and then you ‘die’
as you call it. Yet, as you know there is no death … ever.
Turn on to the knowledge that your youth … physically ... can be reinstated. If you half-heartedly believe
this … it cannot take place. Yet, if you KNOW THIS IS YOUR TRUTH … as your years continue on … you will
notice not only the difference in the outside of your form … but the workings that take place inside, also.
VISUALISE AND FEEL … VISUALISE AND FEEL … VISUALISE AND FEEL THIS AS YOUR TRUTH ... and as with all things
… this shall be so.
So many of you are aware of conditions that are presented in/as/ through/of you … that take you down a
pathway that is so off track …that you sometimes wonder which way to turn.
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This is your indoctrination. These continuing bombardments are there … they are designed to keep you
‘off’ track. It is up to you Dearest souls in/of/through/as LOVE to get yourself back onto the road which
takes you into the world of sunshine. A world of Truth and only Truth for Each One … is there waiting for
you. Waiting for you to arrive.
All you need to do, is keep walking toward it.
You can sense it now … You can almost taste it now … and you have moments of the FEELING of it … so
often these days … that your yearning to get there can sometimes FEEL quite frustrating … and would we
use the word … painful … in the waiting of?
Each individual must walk their path to this world. Many, many pathways lead to this One New
Wondrous World. And as you draw nearer to it … you can FEEL the impetus urging you on. How would we
describe that impetus?
LOVE ENERGY in its Higher form.
Giving you encouragement … Giving you the desire that burns down deep within you ... to become
who you are … in reality. Not in this illusion … but to walk out of this illusion … to BREAK FREE … to BREAK
THROUGH this pretence …and find YOUR TRUTH.
And, when you get there … Dearest Family … for WE ARE ONE … FEEL NOW as best you are able … what it
would be like to reside in a WORLD OF LOVE.
No wars … No deceit … No starvation … No greed … No poverty … JUST LOVE BEING WITH LOVE.
EVERYWHERE … IN EVERYTHING.
A Golden hue shines all around … It is the Light in which you shall reside and the Vibration of it is of a
High resonance.
Eye contact with Each other shall speak volumes and the heart shall swell … just by this
acknowledgment to One another. Thought as to how to assist The Whole is the forefront of your
reasoning and your purpose. Laughter shall resound through the air and blend with the music … and
create harmony that pleases the ears … which then reaches the soul.
Then, Dearest, dearest, dearest souls … that are being challenged time after time, we say to you … When
you walk into this world … and you are getting ever closer … then shall you FEEL that you are home!
We thank you for taking charge of your lives. For discovering who you are … by yourselves … For going
within and LOVING yourself.
This is your ticket.
This is how you enter into this new Golden Age. WE LOVE YOU.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 16

9 May 2015
Good morning to you. Good to go! Are you?
Indeed we are and we offer Greetings of deep Love and purpose.
That which is offered to you through words in these communications becomes a symbol of WHO YOU
ARE. You counteract all that has been of negative thought ... through your intentions of LOVE for all.
You offer out to the world WHO YOU ARE … and that is all that is required to allow the effect of LOVE
being received by all those in need.
What one can grasp in these times is the ripple effect caused by these offerings. In days gone by …
perhaps many were uncertain of results and were merely ‘hoping’ that these offerings had some effect.
The difference in THESE DAYS is that your soul has grown into the acceptance and KNOWING that
this occurs … and through this alone … each thought of LOVE … and Kindness … and Compassion …
and Understanding … and Non-judgment … and TRUTH … releases itself by/through you … and that
KNOWLEDGE of KNOWING … is NOW making a tremendous difference to the very Vibration of your
planet.
Dearest One’s … continue forth in this valiant position. FEEL NOW, the difference in yourselves and the
difference in others. Understand that by AWAKENING IN TRUTH TO THE LIGHT OF YOURSELVES … you are so
very close now to NOTICING IN PHYSICAL MANIFESTATION all that your thoughts have projected.
Can you not FEEL the change in Vibration? Do you not notice the change in thought pattern that in turn
AWAKENS many to the same thoughts of LOVE?
Directly assisting THE WHOLE through EVERY BREATH that is taken … prominently aware that FEELINGS that
serve YOU … serve EVERYONE and EVERYTHING.
The connection between Each Life that is lived … be it human form … insect form … plant form etc. … is
becoming more and more powerful and with THE INTENT of recognising the ONENESS OF ALL … you are
allowing the FEELING … not only of the brotherhood of man … yet, the entire living family EVERYWHERE.
As you connect more deeply to yourself … as you LOVE more deeply … yourself … you are literally
LIGHTING UP EVERYWHERE. Not just on your planet … on ALL planets.
This ONEness is not restricted to your Divine Mother Earth. THIS ONENESS IS EVERYTHING.
It involves and includes ALL THAT IS. Therefore, in recognising this fact … you are ‘acting’ on behalf of THE
WHOLE … ALL THAT IS … FOR YOU ARE NOT JUST CONNECTED … YOU ARE A VERY PART OF IT ALL.
May we suggest to you of a gathering of souls? A UNITED MOVEMENT that the soul’s intention … is for the
lifting up into a Higher level …
ALL THAT IS IN EXISTENCE.
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A Peacefully conducted Prayer/Blessing that serves to mark a time in your history that became ‘An
Historical Event’ due to its very nature.
Are you suggesting I orgnise this?
Yes, if it is your desire.
Well, lets talk about this shall we? Many, many such united movements have often taken place … Which
is wonderful. I am happy to play my part and yet, I have to say … I would need guidance from you as
to how it should be conducted … for WITH THE GREATEST OF RESPECT … so many are doing these things
now, that some folk have become a little disinterested. I KNOW that sounds rather sad.Yet, for me … even
with the Highest intention to gather as many as possible … I wonder if such things have become a little too
‘cliché’. I FEEL uncomfortable even saying that … yet, it is fact. So, I am wondering what it could be … that
comes from you … that would grab people’s attention to become part of it?
We shall conduct an uplifting scenario that will thrill and delight and connect with the soul’s desire to
make a difference.
Meaning what exactly?
Meaning that should all those who care to participate remain in their space of ABSOLUTE TRUTH … we
shall offer forth a Light Show …
Whoah Neddy! With all respect … have a think about what you are saying! A friend and I … as you
probably know .. conducted a small experiment to see if you could do something like switch all
our Lights on and off … just to let us know you were able. Not a mammoth task , we felt … and for
whatever reason … that never came about. So, talking of Light Shows … well … are we not setting the
stage once again for dissapointment? Oh, how I hate to speak this way. Yet, one lives and learns. I DO
LOVE YOU AND I TRUST YOU, yet, I have learned that our words … in interpretation , especially regarding ‘time’
etc can often cause confusion and doubt. So … talk to me about this Light Show?
Why?
Because you made that suggestion.
And with all our Love regarding this matter Blossom … you instantly knocked down the Vibration of it.
Yes, I did. Because I doubt such things … due to our past history. Mmm! … hadn’t envisaged this kind of
conversation today. Yet, I can only speak my FEELINGS. Ok. Let’s pretend I didn’t question and lower the
vibe. Let’s pretend I reacted by saying ‘WHOOPEE! A LIGHT SHOW! HOW FANTASTIC! WHEN? WHERE?’
Then we would address you by saying that it would be one of SPECTACULAR VISIONARY DELIGHTS.
Hold on … may I just say for the readers and your understanding … I am not trying to be awkward
here … AT ALL. I am asking for clarity on this matter. So, how/why would this be possible, when for so long
you have said the vibrations need to be right … or the world is not yet ready … or … or … or? How come
this would not be stopped as indeed the Oct 14th 2008 was … by those intending to destroy if it was
followed through? I ask these details … because this has to be very clear.
Because a Light Show is more easily rendered and less likely to be sabotaged due to its nature.
Which would be?
LIGHT! TREMENDOUS LIGHT.
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So … let’s flow along with this. Are you saying you would like a Prayer /Blessing /Intention to coincide
with this?
We are saying that it is now time to consider this as a possibility.
A possibility? All things are possible … doesn’t mean they will definitely happen!
And yet … are there not now … so many, many souls who have shifted their belief to KNOWING? Are
there not so many … that by walking into their AWARENESS OF TRUTH … are now READY to receive the
Blessing of such an encounter?
Indeed. Yes! My heart is beating a little faster … are you sure you don’t want to send this through a
different channel and let them offer it out?
Why is there still so much concern and doubt for you Blossom?
Eh … here’s my shoes … have a walk!
This is indeed an interesting route we are taking. Are you not diligently … week after week … offering
out our messages of LOVE? If you doubt us … why continue?
Because your messages of LOVE are … to me … TRUTH … and I FEEL that many FEEL the same. It is the
mention of this kind of thing that I doubt taking place … because we expect … then we wait … then
give up waiting.

we

Did you not hear from another channel that the vast Pillars of Light had descended? The Pillars carrying
Energy to enhance the Vibration of your planet?
Yes , I read that.* Yet you, when talking of theses Pillars arriving … way back when … said that they would
be visible for all to see. I know there are many forms of Pillars of Light … our individual souls included.
Yet … none that make sense of that which you described.
Does it matter?
YES! Too right it does! My point being … if you speak of a LIGHT SHOW and we don’t see one … whether or
not it takes place within a Higher vibration that most of us are not on/in … although it serves … it also
makes mockery of that which you offer … if the goods are not delivered in the way you say. So … let’s
hypothetically carry on.
So, would you send through an intention/blessing /prayer offering … I would put it out there and … queue
LIGHT SHOW?
No.
Oh! Then …?
We would like to offer words to assist in the bringing forth the Intention … we would also, ask the
understanding that these words will have greater effect when coming from the deepest KNOWING and
heart space.
As the momentum builds … as more and more offer this up … FOR THE HIGHEST GOOD OF ALL … it creates
the correct alignment and Vibrational sustenance for such a thing to occur.
So you are saying it is up to us … not you?
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Indeed. It has always been up to you. This is why you came … to follow your heart in such matters and …
ALLOW TRUTH THROUGH LOVE OF SELF TO AWAKEN AND BRING ABOUT CHANGE.
Well, it certainly would do that. At the end of the day … what have we got to lose? I am happy to give
a go … and I TRUST you KNOW my questioning is not one of arrogance … just the search for TRUTH.

it

This we do understand Blossom. This we accept in total Grace for your quest within that TRUTH.
So what happens next?
What we envisage taking place … is a specific encounter of a magnitude that can be recognised for what
it is. We do not ask you to expect this spectacular undertaking to coincide with the offering up of the
prayer. We ask the prayer to gain momentum in numbers and sincerity and TRUTH OF HEART.
As this number rises and the Energy builds … then shall we consider the possibility of its occurrence.
Wait, wait, wait! You are asking us to do this … and then you’ll consider it? What’s that all about?
Our Dearest Beloved Blossom … may we suggest that your ‘doubt’ and ‘fear’ regarding this matter is
tainting the words we send and the Vibration upon which we send them. It certainly is not a matter of
you playing your part … all those who choose to participate … and then we ‘may’ or ‘may not’ put on
such a show. This is not WHO WE ARE and we certainly would not ‘toy’ with you on such a delicate
matter. The Intention behind that which we say … regarding ‘we will consider the possibility’, is meant
purely … that if the Vibrational pull and Energy is great enough … that indeed … allows it to take place.
If it is not … it cannot. Therefore, depending on the impetus … and Energy build up … the consideration
of its possibility shall be assessed.
Guys! I am not one to make apologies willy nilly, yet, I hereby apologise for misinterpreting. I guess, as a
COLLECTIVE GROUP CONSCIOUSNESS … If MILLIONS of us offer this up … we can but try. It can only do good
… LIGHT SHOW or no LIGHT SHOW. So … ?
We shall close this communication for now and ask for your attention at another given time to offer
words that will serve this goal.
PLEASE NOTE … WE ARE NOT PLAYING GAMES. WE KNOW THE POSSIBILITY CAN BECOME REALITY AND YET, THERE IS
NECESSITY ON THE PART OF HUMAN KIND TO JOIN WITH US IN LOVE TO MAKE SUCH AN OCCURRENCE EXIST.
We are not saying ‘if you do this … we’ll do that.’ We are saying ‘should you choose to participate in this
experiment … then we shall … from our side … choose to do as much as feasibly possible to
bring forth the outcome … for the Highest Good of all … For the betterment of mankind … and for the
speedier recovery of Mother Earth and her children to return home … having accomplished their
mission … having changed that which no longer serves … into that which does. So be it.’
Okidokey then! Got to say … this came out of the blue … as perhaps will the LIGHT SHOW!
I will hook up again when it FEELS the right moment to do so … for the offering of words. Many thanks for
your patience, tolerance and understanding of who I am and indeed, where I am at.
In Love and thanks!
Here are the words offerred ...
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I DECREE …
PART 2.
A Video from THE FEDERATION OF LIGHT.
http://youtu.be/MYeqbshjgmA
I decree … that the Intention behind this offering is to open up a space from the deepest place within
me … to amalgamize all thoughts of the Purest Highest Intention to uplift the Vibration of The Planet
Mother Earth … To raise the frequencies of all who live upon this planet … and to allow my Highest
Intention of Goodness … Kindness … Understanding … Forgiveness … Humility … and Compassion …
which make up the patterns of the Highest Energy that is LOVE.
May I always offer these gifts within every moment of my AWAKENING.
May I learn to understand that in doing so … I become a part of a Vast Divine Plan … that will move this
Energy into the exact alignment that it has set sail to meet.
May I find Laughter and Joy in all that I do … In the KNOWING that by doing so … I am allowing Laughter
and Joy into the Lives of ALL that is Life.
May I send out thoughts of acceptance to those who may not have thoughts that coincide with
mine … and within that acceptance … KNOW that they … just like me … in Divine Timing ... are opening
up to the GREATNESS OF WHO THEY ARE.
Within these thoughts … may I also accept that I came to this beautiful planet to serve the beauty of my
soul … and in doing so … serve the beauty of ALL THAT IS.
It is my Highest Intention to move ‘Her’ into a place of Peace. The place where SHE rightfully belongs. A
place where ALL rightfully belong.
We have been challenged and confused many a time … Yet, now as we become more fully aware of our
TRUTH … let it be so … that we Intentionally abort all FEELINGS that no longer serve the Greater Good.
Let it be so … that with every smile offered we lift the Hearts of the downcast. With every touch … we
turn that which suffers … into a DIVINE HEALING.
WE CAME HERE TO DO THIS!
We came here to ENSURE that we would no longer tolerate the heavier Vibrations that have been set
within the Earthly grid for so long.
So, we NOW hereby decree … to change the patterns that have become familiar … to recognise that
familiarity breeds contempt … and that
NOW …
NOW … that we KNOW that which we came to accomplish … we do so. WE KNOW NOW … THAT WE ARE
LIGHT …
WE KNOW NOW that ALL IS LIGHT exposing itself through different frequencies … in order to AWAKEN our
FEELINGS … which in turn, AWAKEN our determination to transpose that which is of lesser assistance …
into that which is of THE HIGHEST.
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May we … with every DIVINE BREATH we take … KNOW that the mission here upon Earth is one of LOVE. It
is only in/as/through/of LOVE that we can BE THE CHANGE we came to BE.
So … in/as/from my HIGHEST soul space … I send out the call to all Humans … to all non-humans … TO
ALL AWARENESS OF JOYOUS LIFE ITSELF … TO AWAKEN.
As I connect with MY TRUTH … may I FEEL this offering of service to be the HIGHEST OFFERING I have ever
made.
IN THE KNOWING … THE ABSOLUTE KNOWING …
That as I do so …
AS ONE … we quickly and with the greatest of ease … uplift the Vibrations in which we reside … So that
Each and Everything that lives … may KNOW LOVE in its HIGHEST PUREST FORM.
The Trust that I have within this KNOWING is full and complete.
I am uplifted immediately by the Energy this blessing carries … and therefore … accept that by BEING
SO … I uplift the planet and all who sail in her!
AND SO IT IS.
In Love and thanks for the honour of BEING present upon The Earth at this time to bring this
transformation … This DIVINE SHIFT into the NOW … and in doing so … we have the ability to FEEL THE
TRUTH.
TO ACCEPT THE TRUTH.
TO KNOW THE TRUTH.
LOVE IS THE ONLY THING AVAILABLE EVER.
And how I choose to mould the ENERGY OF THIS LOVE determines the outcome. I HERE … NOW … IN THIS
MOMENT … CHOOSE TO BE IT.
I AM LOVE.
I AM LIGHT.
I AM READY.
IN LOVE AND THANKS.
*Reference to the Pillars of Light .
The whistle-blower - originally known as GoodETsxG/ Luke (real name now released as Corey) now has his
own website & here is an extract re the pillars of light. According to Corey they did happen!
The abbreviation SSP stands for Secret Space Stations. I’ve inserted paragraphs for easier reading.
1. Do we know how the sphere beings fit into the whole “AI danger” situation? Are they actively helping
mankind deal with this threat?
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The Sphere Beings as we are referring to them have only recently come out of their inactive “Cloaked
Observation/Waiting Mode” and began to work with one of the Human SSP’s mostly through a few of
their higher density “Allies”. The only “Actions” observed by these “Spheres” recently were the largest
of the “Spheres” moving in closer to the Earth from the area of the Sol/Sun and the Gas Giant’s where
they had been “Parked and Cloaked”. They did an action that many groups are speculating about
and some of the other off world groups are convincing their followers they “Know” what was done.
This was the recent action of launching very large/wide beams of vibratory energy from the largest
Spheres that was not visible to the naked eye until they hit the Earths Atmosphere. They then became
visible “Beam’s or Pillar’s” of Light that were reported all around the Globe during the same window of
time. The Pillars of light were hitting random area’s of land masses and out in the open oceans where no
bases or ley lines were associated with. It was explained that this was a necessary step in the beginning for
their operations but nothing more detailed was given to the Human SSP’s that was allowed to be released.
This was not a weapon or offensive attack of any sort.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 17

23 May 2015
Hi, my friends. Well, as you are aware, I hit rock bottom for a few days this week. I don’t doubt you … I don’t
doubt me … I just didn’t know if I could do this anymore for one reason or another. However … there was
a FEELING inside me of ‘Why jump ship, when any minute now, someone is going to shout ‘LAND HO!’ So,
here I am … I have no agenda for today … I would just like to see where you take it.
The warmest of greetings to you Blossom and to all who encounter these words offered. We are certainly
aware of the ‘energy slump’ that hit you where it hurts.
And therefore, aware of my little outburst to you?
Indeed. Yet, we understand that we are not having to endure the barrage of negativity that is aimed
directly at us … for it is you that must bare the brunt. The fact that you are sitting here talking with us
today is a most uplifting turn of events … for we felt perhaps you were about to hand in your notice.
I was. Yet, let’s not dwell on that … although it needed to be addressed I guess. Onward!
The plain and simple fact Blossom and ALL … is that Each Divinely Blessed Soul has their own
interpretation of Each and Everything that is offered them. We do not presume that, that which we offer
shall be accepted by ALL immediately … and ‘all in the garden shall be rosy.’ That is not our business as
to how we are received.
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WE KNOW WHO WE ARE AND WHY WE OFFER THESE WORDS.
That is ALL we need to KNOW … and for as long as you continue to willingly assist us, we shall willingly
continue.
So, let us move ahead as you say.
You mention of ‘jumping ship’ just before spotting land … A perfect interpretation of what is ahead.
SO CLOSE NOW, SO VERY CLOSE TO THE WINDS OF CHANGE GUIDING YOU SAFELY INTO SHORE … and what
delights are there for you … to Gracefully receive.
We know too, that the mission those of Earth undertook has been one of intense mastery. Yet, you ALL
KNEW you were/are capable of ‘Delivering the goods’. That is what you came to do. That is what you ARE
doing.
There are many souls now walking into the shoes that FEEL comfortable. More and more each moment,
are rising into a Brighter, Lighter FEEL for/of themselves. And when you yourselves … allow this FEELING to
connect with Each New Awakening … you gather strength within.
STRENGTH THAT KEEPS YOU KEEPING ON … FOR THE KNOWING INSIDE IS NOT A WHIM OR PASSING FANCY …
THIS KNOWING THAT THIS CHANGE WILL COME … LIES DEEP AND SETTLED IN A PLACE THAT YOU KNOW SO WELL
… HOME.
Ladies and Gentleman … who receive these words from a place in which they are sent … May we help
you to KNOW?
May we help you to KNOW YOURSELVES?
May we help you to understand that the ABSOLUTE TRUTH OF ALL THAT IS … shall be brought forth to you in
A BRAND NEW DAWN?
Can you not FEEL it ever closer?
I guess that would depend on where one is at. Some would have no clue. I think that is an issue for many.
Not so much that they are losing faith and hope and Trust within themselves, yet, the frustration that so
many are still asleep and the longer they snooze the longer this ‘transformation’ is going to take. We can
only do what we can do … and it seems to be taking forever!
And yet …
And yet?
HOLD ON TO YOUR HATS!
We have used this expression over and over and now we tell you the meaning behind it.
That which is to come … that which is to unfold … literally before your very eyes … will not only ‘Blow
you away’ … using a term of Earth … Yet, it shall lift you into a place that FEELS like all your birthdays
have come at once.
This place that you shall rise to … shall allow you … due to its Vibration … to BE WHO YOU ARE … without
the restrictions that are put upon you by those who chose to FEEL control of all … is better than control of
self. We send Love to these souls. We send Love to ALL souls.
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That is what WE ARE … LOVE … That is what THEY ARE … LOVE … That is all there is .
I so look forward to this. Funny how one questions that it is ever going to occur and yet, we keep on
keeping on until we get there!
For this is in your make-up. When YOU came to Planet Earth … when YOU made that choice … YOU
understood that it would not always FEEL the way you would prefer to FEEL. Yet, YOU KNEW also, that what
it involved was also, the most selfless/selfish offering you could undertake.
THIS DIVINE PLAN CAN DO NO OTHER THAN BENEFIT THE SELF AND THEREFORE, THE WHOLE.
It is odd! It is odd to me sometimes, that … yes, we know all this … the Higher part of us just KNOWS ALL
that you say will come about … Well, that’s how it is for me anyhow. I JUST KNOW THAT … It’s the lack of
patience we have. The eternal tomorrow in which we sometimes ‘beg’ that The Change will come. Most
of us have cottoned on to ‘enjoying every moment (we can)’ … and I put it that way … because, I for
one, am not yet in a place of enjoying ‘every’ moment. If we have to wait for all of us to do THAT … then the
‘Land Ho’ call would surely be a mirage … and on we sail!
Yet, the land you seek is merely shrouded by mists. As the heat rises … it clears away the curtain … and
there before you … … … is Home.
Is it home though? This next phase we are moving into?
Let us say … that it will certainly FEEL more like you are sitting in your garden … as opposed to NOW …
when you may FEEL sometimes, you are in a foreign country where no one understands what you are
trying to communicate.
HANG ON! Even if sometimes, it may FEEL by only a thread. You are still hanging on … and as a spider
regains strength and starts again to rebuild its home … coming from that which accumulates with inside
of it … so too, our Dearest Family … shall you find yourselves in a stronger more vibrant residence … that
YOU created.
Well, all I can say is … in our own way … all of us are doing our best … and we can’t do better than that!
Your beautiful Invocation is slowly rising in numbers and therefore, lifting Ones and Everyone’s Vibration
as it does so. This I know is its point … to help us arrive at our destination. For it is only there, that we are
able to view such a Light Show. To me , it feels like the reason we can’t have it NOW, is that although the
equipment is ready, it would be like putting it on in a local town hall … when it would be of so
much
more benefit and rapture in Wembley stadium … if you get what I mean? At this point, we probably
have raised the energy for a few Light bulbs! I am unsure as to whether to offer it out for us all to do it in
harmony on a particular date? What do you think about that?
We think that if EACH ONE who listens to it … more and more … offer their intention of ITS TRUTH … then
more and more shall find it.
It goes without saying , we are not the only ones on the planet putting this level of Energy out … so, I have
to TRUST also, that through so many other avenues, souls are choosing to walk in the shoes that feel
comfortable and in the Divine Knowing … that each Avenue leads us all to the same place. Each one
holding hands with another as we share the journey for a time … and then perhaps crossing paths for a
different outlook, and to hold hands with others they would not have met had they not done so.
MORE THAN ANYTHING IN THIS MOMENT RIGHT HERE AND NOW …
WE DESIRE YOUR HEARTS TO FEEL OUR TRUTH … WHEN WE TELL YOU THAT ALL THAT WE HAVE SPOKEN TO YOU OF …
REGARDING THIS CHANGE … IS TO TAKE PLACE.
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I KNOW. I just wish we had an idea of what decade!
What and ruin THE SURPRIZE?
So, does This Change encompass THE EVENT you have previously spoken of?
Indeed, it does. Once the show begins … you will behold one act after another … with maybe an
interval in between.
THE SHOW IS SOLD OUT IN ADVANCE. There are no seats available. There never have been … for most
shall be on their knees in wonder and joy.
‘AT LAST’ … your hearts shall say … ‘AT LAST!’
And there shall be much Jubilation and Celebration … as hearts recognise each other once again …
and silently … in reverence …. through sparkling eyes … you say to each other ... ‘WE DID IT’.
Hallelujah for that day! Many thanks. I really mean that! It was touch and go there for me for a while!
WE KNOW THIS.
Did you think I would hand in my notice?
We have to say in LOVE … we were unsure.
So was I! Yet, ONWARDS WE MARCH … ALL OF US … UNITED IN LOVE.
INDEED … INDEED … INDEED.
Here is the link for the INVOCATION ... WE ARE THE GAME CHANGERS:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MYeqbshjgmA
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 18

30 May 2015
Here we are again! Happy as can be … well much better than I was, that’s for sure. Hello … How’s life in
your neck of the woods?
With all Love and Gratitude for ALL THAT IS … we say welcome to Each One.
It cannot be denied that such change is going on for everyone. So much coming up to the surface and
such a feeling of ... well, there’s no other word … CHANGE. Yet, I am assuming it is not THE CHANGE that
you have been speaking of, over the years?
We would very much like to inform you … that THE CHANGE that is happening FOR ALL … is indeed, the
beginning of THE CHANGE that we speak of. Your world is undergoing incredible amounts of issues …
both personal and global that are affecting THE WHOLE. With Each Soul that is transforming … on every
level of themselves … they are bringing into their BEING... more of THE TRUTH OF WHO THEY ARE …
LOVE.
There are many that are aware of themselves becoming LIGHTER … and yet, they experience this
through going through the opposite. Yet, within THEIR BEING … there is stirring a MIGHTY FORCE … a
KNOWING that they are beginning to KNOW. An understanding that this is simply LIFE working through
life in order to fulfil its desires … in all forms of itself.
Yet, where is this change leading to?
It is taking you deeper into your Truth. That is ALL and EVERYTHING. This Change is allowing firmament*
that has long been overlooked to arise and dispel.
THIS FINAL CLEARING … THIS ANALYSIS … IS PROVING TO YOU THAT THE PROMISES THAT LIE AHEAD … THE CHANGE
IN THE SYSTEM … THE CHANGE IN YOUR WORLD … IS READY TO MOVE INTO THE NEW.
So, what are we to expect ahead exactly?
To let go of expectation and BE in Each Moment … For it is within doing so … that you will REALLY notice
THE CHANGE. We cannot tell you what lies ahead … for that would be interfering with natural play. If you
were to expect something … then you would be forever expecting it … and then FEEL disappointed when
each new day brings more of the same.
And yet, we wish you to come to a place when that which you desire … not expect … becomes your
sameness.
Sameness conjures up for me … boring. Yet, how come we are suddenly taking of sameness, when we
have been speaking of change? I’m confused so early on in the piece!
Because your desires … when fulfilled ... will bring you more of the same. Do you see?
Not very clearly, to be honest.
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This new phase … this very exciting phase that is upon you … may FEEL very much like you have been
there and done this all before … and perhaps you have. Perhaps in many eons gone by … have you
brought about the Energy amongst all that now expresses itself with this FEELING …
This FEELING that CHANGE is upon you … FOR CHANGE MUST COME.
Yet, this time … this VERY SPECIAL EXPERIENCE is taking you to a place where before, was not possible.
This time you are moving through … instead of discarding. You are not resisting … you are allowing ALL
to fall into place.
Much upheaval and turmoil is presenting itself in order for it to be transmuted into LOVE. The more one
is aware of this … the more they realise the GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY that is arising to REALLY ‘GET IT’ … this
time around.
There is a strength now … within you … that has become present … and although it may originally
disguise itself as weakness … it brings you UP and OUT of the density in which you reside … and leads you
forth into an expression of Comfort and Peace and … READINESS.
You say you cannot tell us what lies ahead. And yet you have said before that we are moving into a
New World where all wars, hatred, etc cannot exist. So, you must know the basics … the foundations of
it … do you not?
We know that Through/In/As/Of Love … YOU … YOU most vigilant wayfarers ... are setting within
yourselves the outstanding unravelling of TRUTH.
Within that TRUTH lies that which you are walking into … This NEW WORLD … and yet, it is the same place
… the same house … the same seas … the same skies … and yet … we say to you …
IT IS YOU THAT SHALL BE DIFFERENT … Therefore, all these things that are the same … shall appear differently
because of the dramatic change WITHIN.
This is inevitable. This is not going to happen just for some … but for ALL.
It shall depend of course, on the frequency in which One is residing ... as to how dramatically THE
CHANGE shall appear. For some, it will seem as if they have literally walked into a dream … For others,
they shall simply FEEL more ‘At home’ … For another, they may still be ‘warping’ between the very lower
energies of your planet and yet, at the same time … having glimpses and more appropriately … FEELINGS
… that will eventually become more commonplace for them … and assist them in moving into the next
level of their journey.
OK. So, is this a gradual happening … as in ... it just becomes clearer each day? Or, is it to be a
MONUMENTAL ALL IN ONE outburst?
You are now, as we have said, in the preparation stages. Imagine the analogy of astronauts having
completed their training … sitting strapped in within the rocket. All behind the scenes are checking that
‘It is good to go’ … and anticipation of such heights … such degree … is stirring within all involved.
What comes next?
The countdown …
YOUR COUNTDOWN HAS BEGUN …
That’s wonderful. May I ask what number it counts down from? For in our time, we could be thinking
of 10. 9. 8 etc. …whereas, you have no time, so maybe we should be starting at 10,000,000,000. or
something! It’s just really to help us get this into perspective.
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Of course we cannot give you this … for it cannot be transposed into ‘time’ from our perspective. Yet,
we can and will say that the countdown has begun.
Is there not a FEELING within many, that you are almost there? We accept you have FELT this many times
… and have come to a space where ‘almost, there’ can FEEL as if you are almost back where you started.
Yet, TRUTHFULLY … DEEPLY … WITHIN YOU … you are as an amoeba awaiting its graduation day … and then
it is a matter of recognising where you are … and soaring FREELY into the KNOWING that YOU KNEW
would come.
If you could only see from our perspective … what an INCREDIBLE JOURNEY … what an INCREDIBLE
OPPORTUNITY is to come.
YOU, as the Ground Crew … YOU, who were chosen to fulfil this mission from the place you are in ... as
humans … are, as we have often said …
THE STRONGEST OF THE STRONG … THE BRAVEST OF THE BRAVE.
For you have endured beyond all endurances. You have suffered beyond all suffering.
Yet, you have come though … as YOU knew … as WE knew … you would. And NOW … we are at the most
exciting part of THE GAME.
The Game will not stop … and yet, there will be a different understanding of it. Are not games for fun?
Are you not TRULY ready to LIVE IN FUN?
From this day forth … allow ALL THOUGHTS to be of HOPE … of KNOWING … that indeed, ALL THAT YOU HAVE
BEEN WAITING FOR is as close as your horizon.
How the celebrations shall acknowledge ALL THAT YOU CAME TO BE.
Remain steadfast, Dearest Souls … Your determination has got you thus far … sitting strapped in the
rocket … simply ready for …
LIFT OFF!
And you shall encounter new spaces … space you had never imagined … for your imagination had been
trapped within certain boundaries … and yet ... once FREE … your magic shall conjure up an expression of
ALL … that shall fill your very Being with wonder.
Perhaps it is a little difficult for us to TRULY express within the confinement of your words upon Earth.
You KNOW of awe and wonder ... yet, these expressions are of limited value compared to THE TRUTH OF
WHAT IT IS YOU ARE TO FEEL … as you travel ever onwards In/As/Through/Of LOVE … Becoming more of
itself as the chains are released … as your wings are unbound … as you take a taste of moments from
now on … that ensure your ‘travel pass’ … a never ending ticket to the Universe.
A Universe that is there to serve you … To express ITSELF through YOUR creation OF SELF.
We cannot contain our excitement … for we have felt your Energies … that have oft times been so
battered and bruised … and yet … up you got!
And soon … so very soon Our Beloved Family … you will simply … KNOW THAT IT WAS WORTH EVERY
EFFORT … JOY TO THE WORLD! JOY! JOY! JOY! JOY IN THE WORLD! JOY! JOY! JOY! JOY IN YOU! … JOY! JOY! JOY!
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Be of great excitement … the countdown clock ticks away …
Well, thank you for that … All that you say resonates within me. It certainly FEELS as you are saying. So, we’ll
keep on keeping on. We have become real experts at that. In the KNOWING … through FEELING
… that we are about to throw a double six! ( I’m sure I wrote that to you years and years ago ... and here we
still are. ) There’s always another chance!
In love and Light and many thanks. It’s been a pleasure.
The pleasure is all ours.
Oh no its not! Let’s say it’s equal. Again … Thank you.
*This can mean ‘heavens’ … yet also figuratively speaking ‘Activity’ … so I am presuming this is what they
mean here.
Just a reminder of the Invocation ‘WE ARE THE GAME CHANGERS’ . Let’s keep on building that Energy. Many
thanks.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MYeqbshjgmA&feature=youtu.be

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 19

13 June 2015
Good morning to you. There is a subject I would like to ask you about today, concerning the end of
September this year, 2015. There is quite a bit being spoken of between the dates of Sept 22 – 28th and
that something big is going to happen. Some of it is enlightening and hopeful, then of course … the
opposite. I wondered if you would care to give your take on this time frame?
With open heart and mind we greet each one.
I suddenly felt the Energy change dramatically … I closed my eyes and prepared for them to speak.
Here is the link to hear what ‘They’ said and below is the transcript. I HIGHLY recommend … even if you
prefer to read … that you listen to the audio, due to the Energy their sound vibration contains.
http://youtu.be/Wo_kFmni7qI
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Greetings to all who have the time and the ears to listen to that which we choose to bring forth on this
day in your time. We are very much aware of the question posed, regarding the time of the month of
September this year, 2015.
We say to you … in Truth … as we always shall and always have done so … that indeed, much
speculation has been brought forth regarding this time frame of your world and that of possibilities
which may or may not occur.
There are those that speak of ‘Rapture’ … There are those that speak of … we say smilingly … ‘Alien
abductions’ … We still smile!
Dearest Ones … We come forth in this way … on this day … to tell you that indeed, there shall be GREAT
CHANGES taking place within this period of your time.
What shall they be? ... You wonder. Will they actually occur? … You wonder. We ask you to FEEL through
your heart space … the Energy that this message contains.
WE LOVE YOU.
We have spoken with you for many a year and been within your Soul - Space for very much longer. The
time frame … although there is no time where we position ourselves … is upon you now … where before
the year of 2015 is through …
YOU SHALL KNOW … YOU SHALL FEEL …
YOU SHALL EXPERIENCE ...
A VAST CHANGE WITHIN THE ENERGY OF YOUR PLANET EARTH.
This Energy that is to come forth … to pour into … and be absorbed by Each One … by Every Living Thing
… shall change your perspective of how you view yourselves and the world in which you live.
Each Being … Each thing in existence … shall be given the opportunity to take flight.
This experience shall raise the level of your Vibrational pull to a place that as yet, is unknown to you. You
shall awaken from then on with a different FEEL regarding the VERY ESSENCE OF WHO YOU ARE.
LOVE.
Blossom is asking us … Shall it be a gradual changing? Or is there actually to be an ‘EVENT’ … that we
have spoken of many times in the past?
We give words to you in utmost Joy … in the Knowledge that ‘Yes’ … There shall be An Event … For it shall
be FELT. For those who are unable to experience the fullness of it … due to their positioning of self … And
by this we do not mean geographically … But, in the space of resonance in which they reside.
Again, Blossom asks us what exactly is to take place?
THE POURING IN OF A HIGHER PURER ENERGY … THAT SHALL CHANGE YOUR WORLD FROM THEN ON.
Those who hear this message … we Trust shall FEEL with inside of their very Being … the core of who they
are … the Truth that we bring.
We are cautious here, as we speak of a particular time. For this may be altered due to circumstances and
therefore, we would not desire to bring false hope and yet, if you were to see the smile upon the face
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of the vessel we use … the smile that is ours … you would KNOW through FEELING … as these words are
given Energetically … that something ‘soon’ … we say again ‘soon’ … for we are aware of the confusion
around this wording … that things as you know them … ALL things … ALL lifestyle as you know it … is to be
lifted into a Higher Vibration. One of a Higher Energy … of LOVE.
Blossom is asking still … Will it be felt? Just felt? Or, will there be a marked occasion that shall go down in
the history of mankind?
Dearest Ones … Let your hearts be filled with hope … Let the Truth of yourselves KNOW this answer.
And our non-tiring questionnaire still asks … Whether or not … there shall be a ‘Happening’… an actual
‘Event’?
We so enjoy her persistence and yet … we choose to say … ‘Yes. There shall be’ … and yet in the way of its
occurrence … we choose to remain in silence regarding how it is brought forth.
There can be no more disappointments ... during these days ahead. Again, we say ‘before the year is out’
… You shall experience GREAT CHANGE.
As this Energy integrates with the Energy of your Planet and yourselves … REMEMBER WHO YOU ARE.
REMEMBER THE BREATH.
REMEMBER TO BE ONLY IN YOUR HEART. HERE IS YOUR TRUTH.
HERE YOU SHALL KNOW THAT, THAT WHICH OCCURS IS OF THE HIGHEST TRUTH.
Much turmoil within the Soul - Self has been taking place for many. Once again … old patterns have
emerged. Issues that one thought were gone and released … have once again, touched the heart and
mind.
This is their final release. The letting go of that which no longer serves. For if must be so ... to clear One’s
Energy of any negativity towards self and others … in order to be the empty vessel that is open to
receive this New Energy.
As this Energy merges … with self … with ALL … One shall FEEL as if they are walking on air. Trust in
yourselves. No - one else.
Trust in the LOVE that you FEEL.
As the days move forward … from this day onwards … One shall begin to FEEL the Energy building. The
expectation of something that is to come. Yet, it does not come from the head space … only the heart.
Dearest Souls of Earth … you have stood by … You have bravely soldiered on. Sometimes doubting all
that you knew to be your Truth. Other times … filled with a surgance of Energy that allowed you to
KNOW that you are on the pathway home.
For this day … we now take our leave … but we shall speak again regarding this matter.
The lady is asking … the lady Blossom, is asking why we have not spoken of this time frame before? We
have spoken of an occurrence many times. We would not say necessarily, that THE EVENT that we have
spoken of … is that which lies immediately ahead. For One must understand … that One must reside
in a certain Vibration … and the Energy of many must do so, also … in order for THE EVENT … THE GRAND
EVENT … to take place.
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And yet, that which is to occur before your year is out … shall bring to you such Happiness … such Joy …
such Peace … such Understanding … such Love … on a deeper level … that, as One’s life continues on in
this way … it shall lead onwards to THE GRAND EVENT of which we speak.
Fill your hearts with yourselves. LOVE every part of your waking and sleeping time.
You are so close now … Our Family of Light … Who so bravely volunteered to be on Earth through all its
trials and tribulations … to be part of the transformation that is locked within the Divine Plan.
WE LOVE YOU … and so this transmission ends. Many thanks.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 20

20 June 2015
From my souls essence … I say ‘hello’ to you once again. There is quite a buzz in our world regarding the
many diverse changes that are being spoken of … And I mean DIVERSE! Would you be happy to speak of
this from your perspective?
Warmest of greetings to Each One. We envelop the hearts of all those who choose to be drawn to our
knowledge and understanding … in the knowing that the connection between us all ... is that of LOVE …
and through this wondrous outlet we are able to shine our Light … which then merges with your Light …
and together we radiate to ALL ... in the expression of Pure Love that we are.
A question that some readers have is that, when you said we shall ‘take flight’ … does that mean that
we shall have to leave the physical body in order to do so?
Not at all. For this is the experiment that we are engaging in to play ... for the first time …
I feel like you would like to speak once again … The floor is yours, my friends.
Many thanks.
Here is the audio with the transcript below. They say it is always good to listen in order to FEEL the
Vibrational Energy they bring through to uplift.
http://youtu.be/xnsus18CdFw
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The Transcript

Greetings to you this day. We are appreciative of this opportunity once again … to use this vessel
Blossom … in order to bring forth that which we choose to speak of via Vibrational Sound … which
carries with it an Energy that is of a greater resonance for the soul-self to absorb … rather than that of
the electronic version … where one must read and FEEL.
If you were to close your eyes as we speak … and take your focus to your Heart place/space ... you will
FEEL the LOVE and the Energy of that LOVE … that we bring forth … to intermingle with the Energy of Love
Vibration that you, yourself … as an individual … are residing within.
For many, with eyes closed … you perhaps, may perceive a visionary perception of who we are. Yet, do
not be concerned if you merely see colours … or indeed, if you see nothing at all. This does not mean
that we are not with you … or you are not as evolved as another that may see us.
Simply open your Hearts to the Freedom that LOVE brings.
There have been questionings and concerns regarding that which is to take place. We choose to remain
on the ‘sunny side of the street’ regarding these changes.
Blossom is expressing to us that there is much information of ‘gloom and doom’ regarding this time
frame ahead … and although she has not eaten into it … she has not fed her mind with it … none the
less, she says … there is little that speaks of Joy and Happiness regarding this time frame we speak of.
CHOICE … CHOICE … CHOICE!
What is it that you shall choose to FEEL in this very moment as you listen to our words? Do you choose to
FEEL LOVE … or do you choose to feel fear?
Do our words bring your Being into a place of Peace and Hope and Knowing? This Knowing … that lies
within you. This FEELING of Knowing … that is part of you … can only mean that you KNOW LOVE.
As we have expressed many times … if there is something you come upon that immediately changes the
stirring in your heart to a lower Vibration … There is your answer. There is your Knowing … that this … that
you have come across perhaps … is not for you.
Why choose to take yourself downwards when you have the opportunity at hand … all ways … all time
… to lift yourselves into a HIgher frequency of yourselves … where Joy … Pleasure … Happiness … Energy
… fills your Being? Where Peace resides without understanding of all things … Yet, acceptance of the
Knowing that ALL is working toward a system … a rejuvenation … an intellect … a Higher Energy … FOR
ALL /THROUGH ALL /AS ALL /OF ALL/ … LOVE.
You shall hear much in the days to come … that may unsettle the Vibration in which you have chosen to
reside.
CHOICE CHOICE CHOICE! … As to how you receive different information that is brought forth.
There may be shock value … There maybe things brought out into the open that ‘shock’ … There is no
other word and yet, what will you choose?
Will you choose things that are allowed to be revealed to bring you down, down, down, or, KNOWING
THE GREATNESS OF WHO YOU ARE … would it not be better … more advisable … to KNOW that whatever is
taking place … whatever is announced … your understanding of these experiences is that you knew they
were to come.
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Therefore, the excitement of all that is taking place … in the Knowing that the world in which you live is
moving forward now into … we would say … a Garden of Roses … A Higher place in which you choose to
Live.
YOUR CHOICE.
And we say, there shall be exasperation. Yet, will you choose to remain exasperated? Or, will you choose
to accept that YOU ARE ABOVE ALL CHAOS … ALL MISUNDERSTANDING.
Your Higher purpose on the Earth plane at this time … is to remain in the Highest Vibration you can BE.
The Vibration you naturally are … as a Divine Human Being … that has come to this planet to assist. To
pour your Love self into the Earthly Vibrations … and in doing so … automatically you are serving The
Whole.
YOU ARE BEING WHAT YOU CAME HERE TO BE …
YOU ARE DOING WHAT YOU CAME HERE TO DO … by simply remaining in thought … in mind … in heart …
in LOVE.
The strength that can be brought forth from within you does not falter … does not weaken …. does not
lessen or runout. There is an endless supply of strength for you to draw from … from yourselves. Recharge
batteries … as we have often suggested. This is imperative to your well-being.
LOVE … LOVE … LOVE … ONLY LOVE … ONLY LOVE.
Why choose that which does not make you FEEL that way?
Why choose to FEEL down … when if you tap into your Truth … your Goodness … your Happiness … you not
only enjoy your every moment of living … Yet, as we have expressed … you serve Everything upon the
planet by doing so … to a much greater degree than you could ever realise at this juncture. Yet, Dearest
Ones you KNOW it to be so.
And then multiply and multiply and multiply that KNOWING within yourself … so that there is no
questions. There is no need for questioning … for you … yourself … as you are … are the answers to all
your inquiries.
YOU ARE THE ANSWER.
LOVE … In the guise of a human Being … Here to change history … Here to move yourselves … your Planet
and Everything upon and within it … to a new home.
Dearest Friends … Dearest Souls … we ask you to realise the difference you are making within this Divine
plan. You … You alone … AS ONE … are accomplishing that which you set out to do.
KNOW THIS IN YOUR BEING.
You are not failing! You may look around and wonder what difference you can … or are … making.
Your human eyes see differently from ours. You are shovel fed negativity … by the bucket full!
Therefore, change that negativity with a simple thought of Goodness and Love. Teach others by example
to BE the same. Do not be downhearted … for now is the time to rise into the fuller Light of yourself.
And as you gather together in strength during these times ahead ... the bond you shall FEEL through the
ethers … through the ‘Heart to Heart - AS ONE’ connection … shall keep you strong.
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We speak over and over of this time that is coming to you … where the world in which you now
reside … shall be but a faint memory … of an existence you once beheld. Onwards … Dearest Souls …
March onwards … in LOVE.
Take a breath … in and out … in and out … and FEEL our LOVE for you.
In honour of the choices you made to be on Earth now … to fulfil this Divine Plan.
To see it through … To move it through … IN LOVE … to a Higher positioning … OF LOVE.
As the Vibration rises … how spectacular shall meetings and greetings be … between us all? Take a few
moments in silence with us … to FEEL that which we bring to you … LOVE.
Until our next communication with Blossom … we bid you farewell … IN SUCH GRATITUDE FOR WHO YOU
ARE.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 21

28 July 2015
Hello again, my friends. So happy to be able to speak with you today. There definitely seems to be an
uplifting change for many. Everything seems to be falling into place. It is lovely to see this happening.
We welcome you this day with uplifting Energies and understand that NOW … more and more of the
human condition is turning itself around and allowing the changes to come into play.
Much has been discussed within our realms … as to the differences that shall now occur and therefore …
an acceptance of ‘self’ is gradually allowing the Higher side of ONE … to uniquely and individually settle
itself within … and bring about a ‘happiness’ that has not been present before.
As the Energies that enter are integrating with ALL … they allow for the soul-self to ‘be present’ in a way
that FEELS new.
An inner strength is rising to the surface as many awaken to the natural state of their Being.
All may appear on the outside to be very much the same. Yet, all on the inside is displaying a newness …
an appreciation for who ‘lives’ there.
Gone are the FEELINGS of mistrust and ‘What if this?’ … ‘What if that?’ … for the deepest heart - space is
resonating throughout the Beingness of ‘What is!’.
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Is it not that you are recognising the necessity to remain in the heart space? To be steadfast in the
knowledge that by BEING LOVE and ONLY LOVE … you are cottoning on to all that we have offered in
past days … and perhaps now … as the Vibration rises … it is all beginning to make sense?
The KNOWING of WHO YOU ARE is recognised on a deeper level of understanding.
You are able to bring forth that which resides within you … and put it into action in a way that serves
not only yourself and the way you conduct your every moment … yet, is it not … that within this action …
you KNOW NOW how you are here to serve The Whole … by BEING so?
Well, I am slowly but surely getting there. No way am I ‘aware’ of Loving in every moment … yet! At
least I am able to recognise thoughts that do not serve and change them around much more easily
than I have done. On this level … having thought I ‘Got it’ a while back … I am recognising that one
simply ‘Gets it’ … more and more … and it FEELS exciting when put into play.
All around you are Energies of LOVE. They far outweigh the Energies of a lower Vibration that can be
convincing to the contrary.
Indeed, as we have said … there is much speculation regarding ‘End times’ and ‘catastrophe’. Yet, do
you now recognise the fear factor within such things?
Hold your heads high. Hold your spirits High and allow only thoughts of this wondrous change to engulf
you.
You are above and beyond the activities of those who have needs for self-gain and greed and you are
now FEELING within yourselves … YOUR POWER.
This POWER is LOVE.
Again the FEELING became very strong for them to speak. Here is the audio link … with the transcript below.
http://youtu.be/wvmTmS1CNsk
We are grateful that you picked up upon the fact that we choose to use the Vibration of sound … in order
to assist in upliftment of the soul’s Energies … due to our Energies that contain the Higher Vibration …
which then, are able to merge with yours and perform their duties of upliftment.
We bring through this Vibrational sound via Blossom … in the KNOWING that as we connect with you …
the deepest part of your Being connects with us on a deeper level.
As this takes place and your Energy rises … there is a stirring within the soul - self that allows a Change
within every part of you … to take place.
There are healings that shall emerge … And we would not like to say that this healing … or these healings
… come from us directly … for they come from within you.
ALL YOU HAVE … ALL YOU ARE … IS LOVE.
And all you need is LOVE … to accomplish absolutely anything you desire. You contain within you the
capacity to perform miracles. And yet, you have been conditioned to believe … to know … otherwise.
And until this conditioning is undone … by you / through you … these miracles cannot be performed.
Because, your belief system is preventing barriers that have no reasoning to be there … other than the
fact, that what you were told you cannot do … you believe as your Truth. Take into account therefore,
that much … our Dearest Friends … much, that you have been taught … we would say, with all respect …
has no value to your soul, or indeed that of any other.
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True teachings come forth from your FEELINGS about things. Ask yourselves … do you FEEL you … as an
individual … are capable of performing miracles? If the answer is ‘No, I am not worthy’ … then, that is
your Truth and that is what shall be presented.
Yet, if your answer is ‘Yes, I am able, through the Beingness of who I am … to conduct my living ways
through LOVE … LOVE in its Highest form, then of course … ALL THAT COMES THROUGH ME HAS THE POWER …
IS THE POWER … TO ALLOW THE HIGHEST INTENTIONS TO BE PRESENTED AND PERFORMED.
No-one is stopping you, other than your self beliefs. The indoctrinations the Energies of such misgivings
… misunderstandings … have for some … cemented themselves so deeply within the mind … that to
perform a miracle … as you, as an individual normal human being, seems merely fantasy.
Incomprehensible, that this could be so. We state that you … Each One of you … are here upon this
planet to perform these very miracles … within self … for self … for others … for your planet … for ALL.
Such little usage of such phenomenal wonder is expressed … due to you being indoctrinated with beliefs
that you are incapable of mighty outcomes.
DEAREST SOULS … GO DEEP WITHIN AND FIND YOURSELF THERE.
Away from troubles … Away from complicated issues and thought provoking stresses … Away from
confusion … and be there with yourself alone … in the Highest LOVE that you, yourself are. And when
you reside there … FEEL YOUR POWER. Experience YOUR POWER that is you. That is there for you. THAT is its
purpose … to serve you. To become One with you … in your human form.
THIS POWER that you are … is not reserved for only outside of the physicality. It is there within you for the
very purpose of using it for the Highest Good of self and the Highest Good of all.
You know this … You appreciate this. Yet, you seem it to be somewhat of a struggle to acknowledge this
and bring it forth ... even though you KNOW IT.
TRUST … TRUST … TRUST IN WHO YOU ARE.
There are souls upon your planet that you FEEL a resonance with … when they bring forth messages
from other realms … from Higher Vibrations. You simply Trust those messages because they FEEL correct
for you. Go within and discover YOUR messengers … YOUR team … YOUR allies. Make friends with them.
It is not that you need to Trust them … it is that you need to Trust yourself in these matters.
There is not one of you that cannot connect with those in Higher Vibrations. It is only the thought that
you cannot. Some of you may say that you have tried over and over and still, nothing of this nature has
come about for you personally. When you begin something new … it is very rare that it happens just like
that. It takes perseverance and determination … For we would say; with the greatest of respect … there
are many bricks to be knocked down from walls that have been built, before even a whisper may be
heard.
TRUST FEELINGS. You do not need to hear us. Blossom does not hear us. We communicate with her
telepathically … because of FEELINGS … allowing words to emerge.
The more you Trust … the more you KNOW yourself to be LOVE … the more you shall FEEL
communication with others not of human form. Billions of souls are waiting to say hello. Yet, they
cannot break through barriers that insist that the self is not worthy, in one way or another.
Accept yourselves as LOVE … then … then … shall the winds carry the whispers into your soul.
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We are aware and we smile that rain is falling in the place where Blossom resides and in any minute it
shall make thunderous sounds upon her roof. Making it, therefore, difficult for you to hear our words …
and yet, Blossom is saying that it is, at this point, so gentle. Yet, we say to you and her … that this shall
change very quickly. So therefore, we make this communication a little shorter than usual. We say to
you all that this communication contains is enough for the time being.
Dearest souls of planet Earth … such LOVE … such LOVE that we offer to you … Breath it in. Absorb this
LOVE we offer.
The lady Blossom is smiling … for she is saying ‘Indeed, we were correct. Here is the heavier rainfall.’
We LOVE you … Until next time … perhaps when the sun is shining and we can offer a more lengthy
communication. The best things come in small packages, as they say.
In LOVE … In Gratitude … We take our leave.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 22

20 August 2015
Hello my friends. It has been almost 2 months since we were in touch. I am hoping today is the correct
time within my energies to speak with you once again. Apparently, there is much news spreading
round regarding ‘The Pillars of Light’ that we ‘fell out’ about toward the end of 2011. There seem to be
many appearing around the world (from what I gather from readers). Are these ‘Pillars’ that which you
were telling us about? And if so, can you speak more of their purpose? Thank you.
We ‘arrive’ in your head with much compassion and fortitude*. That which you mention, is indeed that
which we proclaimed would arrive and yet, from our point of view … they are right on time!
Indeed! Well, what’s a few years between friends!
More and more of such phenomena are being/to be created for the Higher Good of All. As we spoke
before … these Energy Beams are here to assist. They create a vortex within themselves that allow that
which is to come through them … to resonate and blend within your Earth atmospherics, in order to
oblige the moving forward of your Planet.
Merely by their presence … they are already sending and offering HIgher Energies … Not just to the
surrounding areas from which they derive ... Yet, the power that lies within them, enables their
‘purpose/work’ to spread much further afield.
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They … so far … are positioned in such places that allow ‘growth’ from within your Earth to recharge and
power them up into their full-most capacity.
You spoke before, of knowledge being contained within them also?
We would use of the word ‘Information’.
About what?
Information that is presented to One and All for the assistance in the progression of the Divine Plan.
How do we receive this information?
It is through telepathic entrance to your Beings, that they shall offer you. It is not that One would
suddenly be stricken rigid and be downloaded at a rate that would explode the senses. These are HIGHLY
developed Light Beams that are designed to secrete at a rate compatible to those ready to receive …
information required.
So, is is that only some of us would be susceptible to this information … or is it for All?
It is of course for All and yet, they are designed to enlarge the thought scope for those who remain a
little stuck in their ways … and, at the other end of the scale … they contain information of the Highest
quality regarding ‘patents’ for New Awareness.
Can you explain that a little more in depth?
Within the scheme of WHAT IS TO BE … much is needed upon your Planet to rejuvenate that which has/
is withering and almost destroyed. These Pillars contain ‘Ground plans’ to enable the renewal of such
things. There are many … of what we term … ‘The Ground Crew’, that may not be aware at this juncture
… of their purpose. Yet, on another level … they have agreed to be the ‘Adventurers’ and to step out
and re-introduce ways of technological advance … that will proceed in counteracting that which has
been placed to NOT assist.
So, by this do you mean … technology to clean up our Planet etc.?
Exactly. They work in the splendid way of containing much information/knowledge, yet … how would
we put it in your terms of understanding? The knowledge is designed to be ‘given’ to the individual
accepting of their role.
May we explain it this way? Rather like your computer … at your fingertips there is knowledge and
information for all. Yet, it depends … does it not? … on that which a soul is ‘attracted to’ as to what
exactly they choose to plug into to receive that information.
For instance ... One who is passionate about flowers … would not plug in to receive information about
rocket engines. It is ‘not their scene’. Therefore, they plug in to receive knowledge about flowers. The
rocket scientists do the same regarding rocket engines.
Therefore … information coming from these Pillars will filter out ‘it’s wares’ … which are of a vast variety
… so that the right information ‘finds’ the souls that have agreed … and most likely to make use of … a
particular matter.
Whether some souls receive more information/download … would be an agreed fashion in order to
carry out the next step/phase of the ‘programme’.
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For those not so deeply involved in this way … they will still receive much Energy to uplift their souls
and bring them into a place of ‘balance’ in order for them to continue on through … on their pathway.
Yet, would we say ... at an accelerated speed than they would have done … should these Pillars not have
arrived.
Well, these certainly sound very complex to have put together. And, there are some that say these
Pillars are caused by atmospheric disturbances … i.e. weather conditions.
One must allow discrepancies to evolve … in order for one to arrive at their own decision of TRUTH.
It matters not to us. It TRULY matters not what anyone ‘decides’ to make of these PILLARS OF LIGHT’. For
… THEY ARE WHAT THEY ARE … and they shall carry out their mission … no matter what doubt and fear may
be displayed.
Remember too, Dearest Friends … there … for now … are factors regarding untruths of many things that
are bandied around your technical communication systems … designed to do exactly what they are
doing … confuse and spread fear.
May I now segue nicely then, into your opinion regarding the end of Sept? I know we spoke about it
briefly, a while ago … yet , that ‘time frame’ seems also, to be spreading like wild fire … and I wondered
if you could give us a little clarity … obviously, from YOUR aspect of it … and I accept that it will not
necessarily ‘match’ that which others are channelling or speculating.
Dearest Blossom, Dearest Souls … that which we choose to acknowledge regarding this ‘time’ is
naturally the design that WE are aware of … regarding the follow through of all that has gone before and
therefore, leading up to a certain climax.
We repeat … that which we have mentioned before … that by the end of your year 2015 … there will
be a whole lot more to shout about.
So, you are not game to state that great changes will come at the end of Sept?
We are The Federation Of Light. That which we choose to offer in ways of Ascension for the soul is on an
individual level … for the individual.
In much of our information given … it is designed to work on many levels … assisting many … and
reaching them on a balanced understanding … no matter whether One is more ‘aware’ than another. The
messages are designed for ALL … and yet, depending on One’s depth of awakening … they are received
on different levels. Some … understanding on a much deeper level … their meaning. Others … merely
skipping over the surface.
Without question … we state that there is a time coming in the near future when your Planet Gaia
… your Divine Mother Earth ... is to receive an explosion of LOVE ENERGY that has not yet been
experienced.
This ENERGY OF LOVE is that ‘magic potion’ that so many of you have long awaited. It will SHINE like
nothing you have experienced … in your hearts first and foremost.
This deliverance of this Energy is to come to you in order for you to … as you often say Blossom … ‘Get
this show on the road’. We do not give a date … yet, we do acknowledge that your word ‘SOON’ is much
SOONER than you think.
An amazing thought just popped into my head ... did you put it there?
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Yes.
You go ahead with sharing that if you would? You are far more eloquent.
The Pillars of Light that are to become far more noticeable over a short period of time … are very much
a part of this Higher Energy coming in. They shall be activated at certain prominent times … when, not
only will they be visible to the eye … yet, by their very activation … they shall emit their Energy ‘out’ … in
a pulsating Vibration … that indeed, shall make One shed tears of upmost joy.
Yet, as far as I am aware … when they appear … they do not remain for too long. So, how can that be?
The Universe works in mysterious ways Dearest Blossom. Even where ones have appeared and then
disappeared ... they have left their ‘blueprint’ … shall we say. Their Energy is still there. As more and
more blueprints are put in place … they are preparing.
For what?
For their time of activation.
Are they all going to ‘Go off’ at once then?
No. For different Pillars are composed of different degrees of Energy.
It is rather a complex involvement as to the ‘when and how’s’ … and in all TRUTH … it might get a little
difficult for us to explain the workings regarding the ‘Setting off’ … the ‘Activating of’ … these Treasured
Beams.
So, we are to expect many more of them?
Many more.
The words ‘Light Show’ once again dance through my head. Are The Pillars part of “The Light Show’ you
have mentioned in the past?
They are a conduit in the procedure … and we choose to leave it there … for now. We leave you this day
in the knowledge that ‘THE HEAT IS ON’.
Go within … deep within your souls and FEEL WHO YOU ARE.
The excitement of such TRUTH shall build … as you prepare for times that you sometimes lost faith would
ever take place.
Oh! Just before you go … just quickly … I wanted to ask … and I ask for many who appear to be
experiencing the same as myself … This ‘I’m done’ feeling … This ‘void’ … This ‘emptiness/numbness’ we
feel … has it presented itself to us … so that we are indeed empty and therefore, ready to be filled with
the HIGHER Energies that await us?
We would give you ten out of ten for that deduction.
Yet, there will obviously be some that are not experiencing this … How does that work?
Each one of you is an individual case. Not One … we repeat … Not One … shall miss out on this GOLDEN
OPPORTUNITY. Many paths are walked … Yet, they all lead to the pinnacle of your choice for BEING here.
We now must remove our Energies or you will find yourself rather exhausted.
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So many thanks to you. I was wondering if my vibration would be High enough within my surroundings at
present. It appears they were. LOVE LOVE LOVE and more LOVE to you.
We receive that LOVE from All … as you blend with our LOVE … and we merge the ENERGY into the
Highest.
*I had to google the word ‘Fortitude’. I knew what it meant yet, didn’t feel it was correct in the
sentence. However, I feel they were expressing this way, as I have recently been through a particularly
difficult time and it soothed my heart that they used it. ‘Strength of mind that allows one to endure
pain or adversity with courage’.
Here are some links I have been sent regarding The Pillars of Light.
http://galacticconnection.com/strange-beams-of-lights-are-seen-all-around-theworld/#sthash.8gCNvxlM.dpbs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=326ottFgpto https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=GcckJAh52cU http://www.spherebeingalliance.com/blog/pillar-of-lightphenomenon-occurring-again.html
https://kauilapele.wordpress.com/2015/08/18/galactic-connection-8-18-15-strange-beams-oflights- are-seen-all-around-the-world/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JCR7cwip37U

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 23

8 September 2015
Once again, I greet you my friends. At last back home in Australia. Purposely, I haven’t read much
of others work regarding the changes that are to come, so as not to be influenced in anyway. Yet, I
am aware that much excitement is occurring due to a New, Higher Wave of Energy that is to come
through … I leave this transmission in your very capable hands.
(The Federation of Light spoke through me. Here is the audio link with the transcript below. It is
recommended that you listen to the audio, rather than just read the transcript ... as the Energy that comes
through, penetrates deeply into the soul.)
http://youtu.be/78Jg7sAUD9g
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Dearest Souls of Earth … We offer this day, through the Energy of our words … Love … Peace … Joy …
Happiness. We offer to you ALL things that fill your heart with LOVE.
We come this day also, to bring you words of wisdom. To offer you Knowledge … that perhaps, needs to
be remembered from deep with inside your Being. Yet, most of all … we come to let you Know how much
WE LOVE YOU … How much we care for you. We have been walking this journey with you since it began …
yet, there are many of you that know not of our existence.
There are many of you that are in full awareness now of who we are … And as we move together …
deeper into the Brighter Light … that you are … that we are … our Energy of Love … intertwines … blends
together … merges as One … in the finest array of colours … to show you … to allow you to FEEL THE
TRUTH OF WHO YOU ARE. THE TRUTH OF WHO WE ARE. For even though there are many, as indeed, this lady
who allows us to use her voice box … who sometimes fully Know of our existence … of our Truth … of
the reason why we come … and yet, even within that full Knowing … now and then, there are doubts
regarding that which we say.
For instance … we have spoken of the Pillars of Light. There was a little discrepancy with our Lady,
Blossom … regarding this … in your time … a while ago. Yet now, is that not which we have spoken of …
there … before your very eyes?
We come not to prove of anything. We come only to assist you along your journey. To offer you Hope.
For we understand that residing upon and within your Earth plane can sometimes be more than a little
confusing. It can bring downheartedness … and we desire that your hearts be only uplifted. This is why
we come. And we ask that now … in this very moment in which we bring forth this message to you ... you
FEEL your heart … you FEEL your heart smile … you FEEL it beat a little faster.
For Dearest Friends … Dearest Ones … Dearest Family … there is much to be excited about.
The Energy that is to pour through into your Planet Earth … is to be like no other that has been before.
We are … in the mind’s eye of the lady, Blossom … showing to her once again … these vast Pillars of Light.
They, as they progress … as they become more in numbers … are to differ greatly from those which are
sent currently.
For when activated … when connected within the deepest place of your heart … your Being … they shall
emit a pulse. A pulse that resonates with yourself. A beat ... like your heart. A beat that shall become
One with your heart beat. Emanating LOVE … and you shall see also … the deepest colours of the
Rainbow.
These Pillars of Light shall eventually present themselves to you as PILLARS OF RAINBOW LIGHT … and how
your hearts shall be filled with the HIGHER PURER LOVE.
Your Knowing of who you are in that instant … shall give you the FEELING of completeness. The
understanding of why you are here shall be given to you in an instant.
Hold your spirits High.
HOLD ON TO YOUR HATS … as we have said.
Be Joyous … Dearest Ones. Be Joyous and excited. For it is to be so … that a HIGHER POWER OF LOVE is to
enter into your Earth’s atmosphere … to shine down upon you … to enter into your Being and to allow
you to be in the presence of the Divine.
This Divine Light is within you. It has always been within you … for you are of it … and yet, as this Greater
Power pours forth … it ignites on a deeper scale … the Divine Source that lies within.
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Prepare your Beings as your see fit. We do not say to you ‘Do this. Do that’. We say to you only … In / As
/Through /Of LOVE … think on these words that we offer and act accordingly … in a manner that FEELS
correct for you … and you alone.
Remember Dearest One’s, to breathe. That is all you need do … now and always.
Breathe in LOVE … Breath out LOVE … As you connect with one another. As you connect with ALL THAT IS.
BREATHE … BREATHE … BREATHE IN LIFE.
We are ever closer. Find Peace within your souls. For by doing so … as you breathe out … you offer Peace
to places upon your Planet that are in so much need of this Energy … To souls upon your Planet that are
in much need of this Energy.
AS THE HIGHER ENERGY COMES IN … BREATHE.
Breathe it in … Send it out. Be gentle with yourselves … Be kind … Be Loving … to yourselves. The time that
is upon you is one of Greatness.
The lady, Blossom, can FEEL as we speak to you … of the immense LOVE that we have for you. We ask
that you FEEL it also. As we say often … words are inadequate. Yet, as you Know US as Truth … as you
breathe in our LOVE … the FEELING it gives you … allows you to Know … WHO YOU ARE … WHO WE ARE …
Your family of Light.
We are One family … We travel together … moving forward … into a Higher space … into a Purer
Vibration … and SO IT IS.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 24

25 September 2015
Hello there, my friends. Well, we are in the throes of Wave X about to hit us in it’s fullest capacity …
although, I am aware you have not given a date , yet you say we shall notice great changes by the end
of the year. I am excited to channel today … wondering what message you shall bring through.
And you are aware instantly, that the Energy coming through is telling you we would prefer once again
to bring our message through via your voice channel … providing this is agreeable with you?
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Of course … and probably agreeable with the birds outside, who usually add harmony to the piece.
Many thanks.
https://youtu.be/jTXja_hborE
Thank you so much … The Energy coming through was so BEAUTIFUL … I was struggling not to dissolve into
tears! THANK YOU. I KNOW I speak for us all when I say WE LOVE YOU.

Transcript

Greetings once again, Dearest souls of Planet Earth … who have chosen to listen to these messages via
the lady Blossom … that we have chosen to use as ‘Our Voice’ in this manner ... And we have chosen well
… we would say.
So, we would inquire as to your well-being these days? Is it … as the lady Blossom suggested at another
time … of a flatness within your Being? A lack of enthusiasm? A lack of lustre for the awakening
morning? Is that how your Being is FEELING?
Or, is it Dearest Ones … that your heart beat is connecting with a Higher Energy that is entering into
your Planet Earth in these very moments that you are listening to our communication?
Either way … either way, Dearest Ones, we ask you to accept that you are connected to this Higher
Wave of Energy that is passing through. You may FEEL it on a particular level … depending on the level of
Vibration that you are resonating with at the time.
Yet, we do not wish you to misunderstand our wording. For some that have been on their Awakening
journey for many a year … and yet now … at this time … maybe FEELING particularly flat … This does
not mean that you shall miss out on the Higher levels being able to penetrate into your Being … to be
absorbed by your Being . For the level that you have reached within your spiritual self ... remains upon
that level always. You cannot drop down a level … and then another. You remain within the level you
have reached … and you reside within that level for as long as it takes.
The lady Blossom … is asking us ‘For as long as what takes?’ And we say ‘For as long as it takes your Being
to understand ALL that resonates within that level … for there are many levels within that level.’
We have spoken of this before ... And only when you feel that your head ... the crown of your head … is
pushing through … pushing through the ceiling ... in order to break through … because you are ready to
move into the next level … Only then … shall you be able to do so. Yet, Dearest Ones … this Energy … this
profound Energy … that is pouring through into your Planet as we speak … shall enable many to push
through … to allow themselves to lift into … not one level Higher, but for some of you … three or four or
five.
So, do not despair that one’s heart is FEELING a little despondent at these times and has been for a while
… because, as the lady Blossom inquired … also in another communication … the emptiness that one has
been FEELING has indeed emptied one out … allowing this Higher Energy to fill your Being … through and
through.
Do you see? Do you understand? To fill your Being with a much HIGHER PURER ENERGY OF LOVE THAT YOU
ARE.
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The difference you shall FEEL as your days continue … through to the end of the year and onwards …
shall give your heart the KNOWING that the journey you have been walking for so very long … was worth
every step.
It was worth the times when you could skip and hop and jump in the sunshine … in leaps and bounds, it
felt at times. Laughing in joy … in Love.
It was worth every step … where you felt you had to drag your feet … encumbered by a ball and chain
through the mire … through the thickness of the mud and yet, Dearest Souls … you marched on … You
bravely soldiered on … because the KNOWING OF WHO YOU ARE … made you continue. Because that
KNOWING OF WHO YOU ARE … bought you into these times … that you KNEW were waiting here for you.
Do you see? You walked into these times … You came to meet them. They could not come down to meet
you … for their level of frequency could not reach such a depth … should we say. Yet, you … in your
steadfastness of faith … within ALL … have lifted your Beings High enough to join … to merge … with this
Newness … this Higher strength of Love which shall walk with you … into your New Golden Age of Glory.
As we speak … do you not FEEL it within your heart? Within every particle of your BEing … that we speak
Truth?
Yes, you do … For IT IS.
We honour ALL of you. Each One of you … that has come to this junction. There is no right or left. There is
only straight ahead. Shining Golden Light down upon you … into your Beings. Into every cell that works
with Love within your body.
And for those of you that are already FEELING as High as a kite … then we would say you have reached
some of those Higher levels and shall continue to move up … but maybe only one or two … for you have
already moved into Higher levels … of a few more than you were before.
Rejoice … Rejoice … Re- joyous … Reuniting with Joy … With Peace.
In as through of LOVE … LOVE … LOVE … YOU ARE LOVE.
YOU ARE IN LOVE YOU ARE AS LOVE
YOU ARE THROUGH LOVE.
YOU ARE OF LOVE.
YOU ARE LOVE … AND NOTHING ELSE … FOR NOTHING ELSE OTHER THAN LOVE EXISTS. THIS IS TRUTH. IT IS NOT
JUST OUR TRUTH … IT IS THE ONLY TRUTH THERE IS.
EVERYTHING IN EXISTENCE OF ENERGY IS LOVE … Playing with itself … experiencing itself … within different
frequencies OF itself … Enabling itself to BE itself.
LOVE … LOVE … LOVE.
Lift your BEings via your heart’s FEELINGS … as you listen to the Vibration of the sound of our words. Put a
smile upon your face.
Shine Diamond Light through your eyes … so that ALL you look upon … sparkles with LOVE.
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ALL that you look upon … sparkles with LOVE from the LIGHT that shines through your eyes. From the
LOVELIGHT that flows from the beat of your heart … that is connected to this Higher Energy flowing into
the Dearest Deepest part of Mother Earth … That NURTURES YOU … That LOVES YOU.
And in return … you give of yourself. You receive of Each other … You connect as ONE … as LOVE.
Prepare your Beings … as you have been doing since you arrived on this Planet … for these glorious days
ahead.
WE THANK EACH ONE OF YOU … FOR BEING WHO YOU ARE.
WE THANK EACH ONE OF YOU … FOR TRUSTING IN YOURSELVES … and through that TRUSTING … comes the
KNOWING … through the FEELING … that YOU … YOU alone … have accomplished that which you came
here to do ... and from now on … it is plain sailing … as you would say. As you allow the breeze to
catch your sails and move you ever forward … continuing on … always … into a Higher Brighter part of
yourselves … a Higher Brighter part of it ALL.
Many thanks.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 25

30 September 2015
Good morning. I have no agenda in particular … for I KNOW you chaps have it already sorted. Have
you not?
Indeed we have. We thank you for your assistance in bringing through our quota of messages and we
regulate them from a place of KNOWING … that we … in OUR KNOWING of who we are … give reference
to that which we FEEL will serve humanity to its fullest capacity .
Therefore, may we suggest that today, we speak to you about your continual upliftment … about the
process in which you are encountering in these very days …
By all means … go ahead. Again, I am feeling you would like to speak through me … is this the way it is to
be from now on?
Not necessarily and yet, we can monitor the Energy that is uplifted as one listens to our words, on
a more profound level than when one is merely reading the words. Each does one good … yet, the
Sound Vibration … as we have said … offers a greater Energy to the soul and therefore, assists us and
yourselves in the changing into Higher Vibrational living.
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It’s no problem for me either way. Whatever is best. I am set up and ready to go.
https://youtu.be/HaHw7JIc3WE
TRANSCRIPT

Once again we come through in this way via the lady Blossom … to offer words of encouragement … to
offer words of upliftment … to offer messages of hope. To assist your Being in THE KNOWING OF WHO YOU
ARE.
Many of you may be saying to yourselves … ‘Yes, thank you. We are aware of this … for you have said it
many, many times!’
The lady Blossom is finding this banter rather amusing … for indeed, it is so … and yet, she understands
… throughout the years of bringing our messages through … of the reasons why we continue forth in the
same vein … in the same manner.
We wonder though … how many of you have cottoned onto the fact … that throughout these years of
listening to our words … of reading our messages … your Vibration … along with ours … along with ALL
THAT IS … has moved into a Higher position. Therefore, we maybe offering you the same words and yet,
they come from a HIgher place of our Beingness … and they are received by you from a Higher place of
your Beingness.
Do you see? Do you FEEL the difference? Do you accept in your Truth that you are no longer who you
thought you were in the years before this day? You are somebody different. Do you understand of this?
Let us try and explain. You come into this Earth plane … you are born into this world … this beautiful
Planet of yours … time, after time, after time … to experience LOVE in ALL its forms. In the lower
Vibrational existence of LOVE and indeed … the very Higher Vibrational existence of LOVE … within the
Energy system that you are able to receive, within the boundaries of your Earth plane.
You cannot receive a Higher Vibrational form of LOVE whilst in the physical format … if it does not exist
upon your Earth’s Vibration. The lady Blossom is already questioning us … for she is saying to us that
‘Surely, this is not so. For when one removes the self from the physical … indeed, Higher Vibrations can
be met, can they not?’ And we are saying ‘Indeed … but we were speaking to you of the physical format
… and is it not so Dearest Friends … that it is while you are in your physical format that you become so
frustrated … because you are not able to experience the LOVE that you FEEL you are waiting for? The
LOVE ENERGY that we speak of.
‘Why is it’ … you say … ‘that we can only reach these Higher Purer Energies when we decide to switch off
from who we are in the physical form?’ This is your dilemma is it not? And yet, we are now explaining to
you … that the Energies … as we have spoken of … are pouring into your Earthly grid … THROUGH … your
Earthly grid … for there is no other way. They are of a Higher Vibrational pull.
Therefore, as these Higher Energies are allowed … we would say … have been given permission … we
would say … to come and merge with the very Energies that exist upon your Planet NOW … within your
Planet NOW … as they merge … YOU … in your physical format that you find so frustrating … are able to
lift your Vibration Higher and Higher … and on and on it goes. Deeper and deeper into your Being.
And so as this takes place … you understand more OF your Being ... And as you do so … you move into a
Higher part of yourself. Therefore, you are no longer who you used to be.
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Dearest Ones … understand. These Energies that are coming through into your Planet NOW … shall
become the Highest they have ever been. Even from long, long ago … before things went awry … and a
little downhill … to say the least … shall we say. Even before ALL that … the Energies within your
Planet Earth were never on a level that they are turning out to be NOW … as your days move forward ...
allowing you to discover the absolute beauty of your Truth of Being. And not only, Dearest Ones … shall
you discover the beauty that lies within you and you therefore, allow it to shine out to ALL that is … not
only that … yet, along with this beauty … comes the discovery … when we say of ‘who you are’ … of what
you would term as ‘miracles’ … as ‘miraculous events.’
And when we speak of events in this particular moment … we are not speaking of incredible events that
shall appear in your skies … No, no! We are speaking of incredible events that shall be performed by you!
Miracles that shall be discovered from deep within you. And how much joy shall be emitted from your
Being …out to the ALL as these wonders are discovered?
The lady Blossom is saying ‘How? How do we discover these miracles from within?’ And we say Dearest
Souls … we say ‘You discover these miracles … when you stop trying to Be that which you are not and
allow yourselves to Be that which you are.’
That which you are is LOVE as you know … and all you need to do is Trust in yourselves. You do not need
to Trust in anything. You do not need to Trust in our messages. You do not need to Trust in anything other
than yourselves … for you … yourselves … are all you need to Trust in. For you … yourselves … are it …
you are LOVE. EVERYTHING IS LOVE so therefore … why do you need to Trust in something else
… when all you need to do is Trust in yourself and the LOVE that you are ... and allow yourselves to BE
THAT LOVE … simply by Being you.
How many of you beat yourselves around the head? How many of you damage your souls … through
your own self demise?
LOVE YOURSELVES. EVERY SINGLE ASPECT OF YOURSELVES … EXPERIENCING THE HUMAN PHYSICAL FORM AND
BRINGING THROUGH THAT HUMAN PHYSICAL FORM … WONDERS … OF LOVE.
When we take in … that which you are … When we acknowledge the Energy that is of your Planet Mother
Earth … we beam Light to a greater degree … through the honour we give to you … FOR ALL THAT YOU DO
… FOR ALL THAT YOU ARE … FOR ALL THAT YOU WALK THROUGH ON YOUR JOURNEY.
Our Light Shines Brighter because of YOU. YOU … THE STRONGEST OF THE STRONG … who were chosen
when volunteering. You … Each One … were chosen … as we have told you many times. You were chosen
because of the Light that you are … to come down here and see your mission through. This mission of
raising your beautiful Planet into a Higher Vibrational Light of itself.
YOU CAME TO DO THIS.
YOU ARE DOING THIS …and yet, the time span for you seems eternal. Because you are caught up IN the
time span. Yet, from our point of view … where there is no time … we do not get frustrated as you do.
For we see the bigger picture. We see … if we put it in terms as we do so often … of the jigsaw puzzle and
how many, many, many more pieces are falling into place.
KEEP ON KEEPING ON … TRUSTING IN YOURSELVES … TRUSTING IN THAT FEELING WITHIN YOU … OF THE
KNOWING THAT YOU WILL KEEP KEEPING ON … BECAUSE YOU KNOW, DEAREST SOULS … HOWEVER LOW YOU
SOMETIMES FEEL ... YOU WILL NEVER EVER GIVE UP … BECAUSE YOU ARE THE STRONGEST OF THE STRONG … AND
WE KNOW EACH ONE OF YOU … AS ONE … SHALL COMPLETE THIS MISSION.
SHINE ON … DEAREST LIGHTS!
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SHINE BRIGHTLY ON. YOU WILL SEE ONE DAY … AS WE SEE … AND YOU WILL FEEL SO DIFFERENTLY ABOUT YOUR
TODAY THEN … THAN YOU DO NOW.
WE LOVE YOU …. Thanks Be to ALL.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 26

12 October 2015
Hello! For some reason I have been putting this week’s channelling off. I’m not really sure why. I sort of,
well … just didn’t feel like it! Hope you are around now for a chat?
Indeed we are. We would firstly like to state that these ‘chat’s’ we have, are not compulsory Blossom.
I know. Yet, I somehow feel that this is what I came to do … and do it I shall. Even though sometimes, I am a
bit despondent.
About what?
Well, I hate to say it, because last week’s chat had such High Energy, it was wonderful, yet … I guess it’s
that same old thing of wanting to bring something new and exciting to the table. Yet, I KNOW that it is
all about Love and that’s what you intend to stick with … and I know why etc.
What would you have us speak of?
How ridiculously unaware we all are of what actually IS going on in the bigger picture. How did we ever
become so far removed from The Truth?
Then let us speak to you about that. And yet … we would say that this of course, will also be all about
LOVE!
I sort of guessed that!
The TRUTH … what is it?
If I knew that …
Yet, you do! You ALL do! It is just that it is locked up inside of you due to blockages that have put
restraints upon you … in order to NOT KNOW YOUR TRUTH.
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I am presuming you are talking here about ‘Those of lesser Light’ as you choose to call them.
This is so.
For some reason … writing and chatting this way doesn’t seem to flow as it used to. Perhaps we have
become more comfortable with you speaking?
It is more to do with the Higher Energies that have created this change … for it is more suitable to speak
through you … to put across that which we FEEL appropriate. Yet, it is more than suitable for you to ask
questions in your head to us … as you are used to doing in this written form.
OK. Let’s see what ‘revelations’ you come up with!
https://youtu.be/SETghmVNmg0

TRANSCRIPT

Greetings of the Highest order to those who have taken this opportunity to listen and FEEL the
Vibrational Energy that we bring through to uplift your soul this day.
The lady Blossom was FEELING a little despondent … she spoke to us of. And yet, she smiled as we
entered further into her Being and therefore, she found a rather large smile upon her face and her eyes
filled with water from the FEELING of Love that we brought through to her … and we choose to bring
through to you … and we hope Dearest Souls, that you are able to FEEL this Love that we are … and this
Love that we FEEL for you. You, who have taken the harder road … should we say … to come down upon
Earth and fulfil your mission.
There was an inquiry as to whether there was a system of Hierarchy … regarding who chooses those
who volunteer? We would not say it is so much as Hierarchy. There are not those who know better than
another … would we say. For indeed, we are all … when in our Highest form … of the same material …
which is Love … and yet, as you know, there are different levels of Vibration of this Love.
Therefore, we would say that those who choose the volunteers are … would we say … of a Higher … we …
the word we would say is ‘system’. We are more aware than the ones we are choosing and yet, we would
still say at the same time … we are all equal. It is more to do with having knowledge of the bigger picture
and who would serve best in certain roles upon the Earth plane.
It is not so much as when one is in a classroom … and one is volunteering to be the teacher’s monitor
for that week … and then one is filled with pride when chosen. It is not of this that we speak. It is more
to do … as we say … with compatibility in certain situations … in certain circumstances … that one’s
Energies would be more pliable to work with these different situations … to bring about the change that
you have come here to bring forth. So, it is more to do with levels of awareness … we would say … than
Hierarchy or being better than. We cannot be better than another. Yet, we can be in fuller awareness.
That is all.
We hope that clears this particular inquiry for the gentleman that was asking.
And now, we would go onto that which the lady Blossom is FEELING at this time … regarding the bigger
picture and how she would be FEELING … that, if we take this as a huge jigsaw puzzle, then how is it that
one FEELS they are only one piece and they have no awareness of the picture they are involved in … if we
should put it that way.
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‘How did it become so?’ she asks … How did one lose sight of this bigger picture, simply by coming
through into this third density in order to lift it into Higher Dimensional Vibrations? That, Dearest One’s …
is part of the experiment that begun many, many moons ago.
This experiment that you are … the one that ‘This Game’ you are playing is all about … was not done
with lack of FEELING. It was not created out of boredom and you to be the pawns to be manoeuvred and
manipulated. Do not FEEL this is so.
It was and IS an experiment to see how Love could identify itself in all its different forms. How Love
could choose to Be this … and choose to Be that … through FREEDOM OF CHOICE … which this Planet …
and you as Human Beings … have been granted the opportunity to explore.
We would say … little did we know how this experiment would turn out and yet, it was … if we may put
it this way … that there was to be no interference of this freedom of choice. And yet, as we watched …
over eons of your time … the choices that were made … it became apparent to us that Laws … certain
Laws needed to be adjusted. To be looked into.
For the Pure Love that you were when you came in to the beginning of time on this Planet … has reached
many different levels of itself … and many of those levels … the Purest Love that you are and we are …
were unaware that such low Vibrations … should we say … would be played with.
Yet, EVERYTHING IS LOVE.
As time in your world continued … it became apparent that change was needed. That this FREEDOM OF
CHOICE EXPERIMENT had reached a point that we could no longer abide.
Therefore, Councils … Great Councils were brought together to discuss a new plan … a new way forward.
And this way, was to plant upon your Planet … the Purest seeds of Love … that were able to withstand
the lower Vibrational pull and rise above it … and keep their heads above it … shall we say … in order to
bring about the change in the Vibration for Good. By this, we mean … For Ever … and also … for Good of
all that is.
The atrocities that freedom of choice displayed … became too much. Therefore, interaction regarding
assistance in this change was agreed upon and allowed. Permission was given for Beings such as
ourselves and many others, to assist. To try and break the barriers down that have been put there by
those who chose the low Vibration for self-gain and self-greed upon your Planet. And the only way to
break these barriers down … as far as we are concerned … is to speak on and on and on and on and on
about Love. To bring you back into the High Vibration of Love that you are ... And yet, it is as the curtains
are closed … should we say … and you are unable to see how Good things Truly are.
We are here to help you open these curtains … and as you see through … more and more … and FEEL the
Truth of who you are … you then produce that which is necessary to rid your Planet of darkness.
It is surely a long process … a difficult process. And for those of you who FEEL stuck down there upon your
Planet … who FEEL that your patience is running out … who FEEL that your faith … all the faith and Trust
that you had … is being depleted with each moment ... For all of you who FEEL this way … who FEEL these
things … we implore you to keep on keeping on. To spend moments closing your eyes and tapping in to
the Divine Source that you are and by doing so … find renewed hope.
Be reminded of who you are and why you are upon the Earth plane at this time … and how important
your mission as individuals and as one … is to everything that is in existence. And everything that is in
existence is Love. Therefore, your mission is of the Highest importance … of Love.
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Do you know how much you are honoured? How much you are admired for keeping on in Trust the
way you do after all the knock backs you have experienced? You do know. Yes you do … and yet,
upon your Planet … you knew you would not be able to be in touch with all that you know … because
of the degree of negativity that surrounds you.
We are showing to the lady Blossom of a quagmire and as if one is sinking and yet, we show to her of a
Golden rope … of many Golden ropes that are there … coming down for you to grasp hold of … And all
you need do is take hold of that rope … and hold it tightly with all strength … with all your might.
Hold on … Hold on … Hold on … and we … many of us, will pull you out from that mire. You just need to
hold on. And by doing so, your Vibration … as you are lifted Higher and Higher … shall come into itself …
by itself.
When a certain level is reached … by this we mean … when a certain number of Beings upon your Planet
have reached a certain level of Vibration … then it is possible for these changes to be shown to you in a
way that you are hoping for.
The showings of Lightships … not just fleetingly … but there in your skies … remaining … sending out
Energy of Love and Healing to all … with no fear of interference from those who would choose to make
these ships appear to be something they are not.
Yet, do you see Dearest Ones? There has to be a certain level of Vibration of Love … of Love Energy … to
sustain these wonders that are to occur … and we are not talking about your distant future.
You are so close now.
Do not give up … as we have said before … when you are so close to the finishing line ... and Blossom
is reminding us that it was in your year of 2012, when our colleague … who is known to you as ‘White
Cloud’ … said ‘then’ … that you were so close to the finishing line … and that three years upon your
Earth time … is not close to the finishing line! Yet, we are saying from our perspective … from how we
view things … which is different to you … because of the different Vibration we reside in.
Yet, in OUR Truth and in the Truth of White Cloud … back in your Earthly time of 2012 … there was no
hoaxing. There was no untruth when he spoke of being close to the finishing line … for that is how we
see it in the bigger picture … and we can only speak from the place we are … and how we see things in
our Truth.
Yet, the passage of time … it seems … makes you upon Earth, question our Truth. Question your own
Truth. This is why we ask you to shut down now and then. To close off from that which surrounds you …
and enter into the Purest Love.
To switch off from all your Earthly Vibrations and to switch on into the Higher Dimensions from whence
you came … so that you can FEEL … so that you can KNOW … that indeed Dearest Souls … all is well … and
your mission upon Earth IS Being accomplished … more than you are able to recognise from the position
you are in.
But should you choose from the heart space … from the FEELING that comes within you when we speak
to you … If you choose to Trust in our words … in our Energy of Love … then you shall know Dearest One’s
… THAT YOU ARE COMPLETING THE GREATEST MISSION THAT HAS TAKEN PLACE UPON YOUR PLANET.
YOU ... YOU ARE PART OF IT … AND YOU ARE MAKING IT HAPPEN.
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The Joy that you are bringing forth … as you take yet another step forward into the New Earth … and one
fine day you shall sit there within the Vibrations of the New Earth … and smile In /As / Through /Of Love
… Knowing that you played your part in bringing this wonderful New World about.
We Love you. In thanks to you … for all that you are and all that you do. So be it … In Love and Thanks.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 27

20 October 2015
Hello there my friends on High! The more that is being revealed through whistle blowers etc. … the
more one could despair … and yet … LOVE conquers all … and we MUST KNOW that … at our core level …
wouldn’t you say?
We would say ‘Very much so’ Dearest Blossom. Good morning to you. We would very much appreciate
the turning on of your recording equipment.
All set up and ready to rock and roll. (And what a lovely surprize to have White Cloud present himself
for the session, which of course was ‘honoured’ by The Federation Of Light.)
https://youtu.be/zqUWxkN1LVo
Transcription

A very warm welcome to Each One of you, as you walk this time upon life’s journey. And how well Each
One of you is taking and making every step along the way.
My Dearest Friends upon the Earth plane … how those of us who do not reside within the density of your
Planet … How we applaud you … How we honour you ... How we thank you for playing your part … which
we understand is not always an easy pathway.
And yet, on and on you keep. Do you not? Because, inside of your soul you KNOW … you understand
more and more … that this is what you came to do. To lift the Vibration of yourselves and indeed, the
Planet … if you call it that … Herself.
Blossom mentioned … and she has been thinking … that the more she hears of Truths that are
being revealed … the more one’s mind is blown apart. Because, that which she is coming into the
understanding of … is so very, very far removed from that which she was taught in her schooling years.
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Sometimes, like many, she thinks that life was far more simple the less she knew. Yet, she KNOWS also,
that the growth … the expansion … within her heart place … is beyond that which she would recognise
from before … because of all these learnings and understandings about herself and about ALL THAT
IS. It is the same for Each One of you, is it not my friends? And I come through this day … which was a
nice surprize for Blossom, she is saying … Because I too, like to come through and share my wisdom and
add a little Light activity to the plan … if you like.
The more you understand … the more you realise there is more and more and more to understand … and
my friends … this will never cease. For the little part of your Universe that you reside in, is indeed, vast
to you … and all the understandings you are coming across … and yet, of course, it is no more than a pin
prick in the Grand scheme of things. And yet, that little pin prick is as important as every other little pin
prick that makes ALL AND EVERYTHING THAT WHICH IT IS.
We speak on and on of Love, because that is our purpose. The Federation Of Light and indeed, myself
… that come through Blossom in this way … have no other agenda my friends, than to assist you in the
understanding of who you are.
Many get frustrated because we do not answer questions that pop into one’s mind regarding a certain
message we may have brought through. But, do you see my friends? Do you not see that we do not
need to come through with all the answers to the questions you have? How would that benefit you?
‘Very much’ Blossom is saying. And yet, we say … we merely offer words that are important.
WORDS THAT HAVE BEHIND THEM … DEEP MEANING … THAT ALLOW YOU TO FEEL THE GREATNESS OF WHO YOU
ARE.
The simplicity of that which we bring through is all that is necessary, as far as we are concerned. We do
not desire to answer universal inquiries into this and that. What benefit would that do … in all honesty,
other than confuse? And please understand … there is only a certain level of understanding that your
minds can accept at this time … because of the resonance in which you reside.
The more Blossom is hearing of things … the more it is blowing her mind … as she would say. And yet,
I now choose to say … that she has come to a place within her Being … where she has finally ‘Got it’ … In
the sense … that to focus on all these New Truths that are coming out … is not necessarily a beneficial
thing to do. Be aware indeed, but can one change these things? Not to a certain degree … for what is
past is past. But, she KNOWS now … as you do, my friends … that what she can change is her Vibration.
She is learning … as you are … how to lift it Higher and Higher …
BY FOCUSING ON THAT WHICH IS OF GOODNESS.
BY FOCUSING HER HEART ON THE FEELINGS OF LOVE FOR ONE ANOTHER.
BY FOCUSING ON BRINGING THAT WHICH IS THE DESIRE OF HER LIFE … AND TO BRING IT ABOUT …
In the KNOWING that by doing so … she is lifting the Vibration of the Planet … and I choose to say at the
end of that sentence … ‘All by herself’.
Blossom is choosing to raise the Vibration of the Planet all by herself!
In the same way … Each One of you … by remaining in your Purest Highest Energy of LightLove are
CHOOSING to raise the Vibration of the Planet … all by yourself.
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HOW MIGHTY YOU ARE!
HOW DIVINE YOU ARE!
Do you KNOW these days … Do you FEEL … the LightLove that you are? The LightLove that is emanating
from the deepest place within your Being … out into the Planet … just by Being you?
Just by living your Truth … The Truth of who you are AND enjoying yourself.
I have often spoken regarding matters that do not serve and yet, still one may choose to focus on
those matters. It is through the practising … through the acknowledging that these things do not
serve the self and the whole. And by learning to quickly switch thoughts of negativity into thoughts of
positivity … defines the character you are becoming.
Do not succumb to the negative Energies that are placed upon you. YOU ARE GREATER THAN THAT.
YOU KNOW BETTER THAN THAT. YOU ARE ABOVE ALL THAT.
As these Higher Energies are literally pouring into your Planet and you allow yourselves to meet and
greet them … can you now FEEL, my friends … the difference in yourselves? When you allow yourselves
to FEEL that difference ... That KNOWING that you KNOW so well. That KNOWING that you
don’t KNOW what the KNOWING is … yet, you KNOW it so well. Is it not now stronger than ever and yet,
you are unable to put it into words?
It is the FEELING. The FEELING of that KNOWING. And now perhaps, you can understand a little more,
why it is so difficult sometimes, for those of us that reside upon … would we say, with all respect … a
Higher Vibration … find it so difficult to put things into words sometimes. Because they simply are not
appropriate … or, they do not give across the exact meaning of what we FEEL … and what we desire YOU
to FEEL.
You can only tell that your Vibration has lifted and lifted and lifted … not by words at all … but by how
you FEEL. And the more your Vibration lifts the better you FEEL. And the better you FEEL the more your
Vibration lifts … and the more your Vibration lifts … the better the PLANET and Everything upon it FEELS.
Do you see now? That is why it is of importance … would I say … for you to enjoy your life. So that you
FEEL Good … because in FEELING Good … you allow Everything to FEEL part of that which you are FEELING
… because YOU ARE ALL ONE.
Yet, should you be having a down day … do not beat yourself up. When you are having a down day my
friends, perhaps just breathe deeply and tune in to another that may be having an exceptionally Good
day … and receive in Love that FEELING that another has that day … that you do not.
Swings and roundabouts, my friends … swings and roundabouts. And Blossom is saying to me as I say this
... ‘But why does it have to be this way? Why is it that the down days can affect one so badly at times?
Why is it that there are some that suffer so deeply? It seems such an imbalance sometimes. It seems a
little unfair sometimes, that one should be swimming in such joy, when another is swimming in their
own tears’ … and we say that these are things that from your position you cannot understand … you
cannot see the Greater perspective of things. And others may argue ‘But why? Because if we could, it
would help so much’ … And we say … My Friends, there are some things that you must
accept. You accepted the ‘terms’ of this reality you reside in before you came into it. It was as if it has
a little box … like on your computer … that says ‘Tick this to accept the terms.’ It was as if you did so
before you came. Because you understood. You had read the contract … if you like.
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Yet, that KNOWING inside … gives you TRUST. Trusting in yourself that you came here to BE LOVE. To enjoy
your life … and bring into your life Everything that is of Greatness and Goodness for ALL.
Many of you choose to look around at the devastation and the despair and the greed and the hatred and
the sadness. I would say to you … It is good to be aware of these things and yet, it is for you to focus on
all that is of Love. You are not forgetting about … or pushing aside … those that are homeless … those
that are hungry etc. You are not pushing them aside and saying ‘That is nothing to do with me’. Yet, by
Being in the KNOWING of your learning … of your KNOWLEDGE … of your WISDOM … and attracting to
yourself ALL that is of the Highest, Purest Energy of Love … you are serving them. You are assisting them.
There is coming into your lives a different type of living. The type of living that you view in fantasy
stories. One where there is LOVE beaming from Each Heart. Where water is Pure. Crystal-clear pure
water, running from mountain sides. Where children Laugh and play. Birds fly in the air freely … because
the air is free from all pollutions etc. Hold on to the visions you have, Dearest Ones … of the world you
desire to live in … and MAKE IT HAPPEN.
THAT IS YOUR PURPOSE.
THAT IS WHY YOU CAME.
LIVE, LOVE, LAUGH.
SHINE YOUR LIGHT.
Do this as you agreed to do when you signed the contract … the ‘Be happy and shine your Light’
contract … In brackets (no matter what!)
We in other realms are right next to you … to assist you and to serve you … as you serve others. Be
uplifted Dearest Souls … for ALL IS WELL.
ALL IS AS SHOULD BE.
ALL IS ONE LOVE.
We give Thanks to the Divine Oneness … for allowing these messages to come through. We ask always,
that we may remain humble … in order to serve and to receive … and that we may continue to walk
boldly as the Light and the Love. In Love and Thanks. Adieu, my friends … Adieu.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 28

29 October 2015
So, I tuned in to do a channelling with you and nodded off for 40 mins instead! Let us try again, shall we?
I have been reading some very intricate material* regarding this ‘Illusion and Oneness’ … (Should I even
put ‘etc’ on the end of that sentence?) It does blow the head off! Yet, I do FEEL somewhere within me …
it makes sense. Although, I can’t at this point, make any sense of it at all! Should we travel down this road
today or should I go back to sleep?
And isn’t that Dearest Blossom EXACTLY what you already are … even though you are awake?
Eh … Yep, I think I’ll go back to sleep! Pray, continue.
We would very much like to do so. For our assistance … on assisting … in assisting … is why we
come. Such ‘illusions of mind’ … such ‘misunderstandings’ … are completely perplexing and to even
begin to unravel this particular ball of string can be, to ONE … mind blowing. Yet, we shall continue
… for it is from the ONE MIND that we speak … or care to speak of.
Over and over have we not said … You are One? Over and over have we not said ‘You are LOVE?’ …
and this Dearest Blossom, is in fact … all we ever need to say. For that is all there is.
Yet, this particular book speaks of ‘forgiveness’ being the most important thing in order to break through/
see through this illusion.
And we would say that ‘Pure Love’ IS forgiveness … would you not say the same?
Yes … and much that I am reading speaks of that which YOU speak of. ‘Nothing matters’ for instance. I
find some form of relief in that. In the Knowing that the Higher knowledge that comes through Higher
Vibrational Beings such as yourselves, although unclear to many of us … is ACTUALLY TRUTH. Well, it seems
that way for me anyway.
And it IS that way Blossom. Yet, we do not consider ourselves Higher Beings …
I know. I actually said Higher Vibrational Beings … I recognise that difference.
You are indeed the scholar and the teacher this day. As Each One … as you walk through this dream that
is indeed so very real to ALL THAT YOU ARE, due to your viewing of it … is both teacher and scholar. As
Each One is indeed, each other … viewing one another AS self-reflection … IN self-reflection. Yet, such
recent study has caused many concerns of mind for you, has it not?
You could say that … as I pop another pill and tighten my straight jacket!
Dearest Souls, as Each One MOVES through this journey … more Truth HAS to be revealed. The decision
of choosing to accept such … is merely that … a decision of choice at this time … in a world where you
have made time … and yet, there is no world and there is no time.
Down the hatch with another pill! Hmmm! The red or the blue one Morpheus?
We have spoken also, about you being but a Breath away from Home. We have stressed the importance
of the Breath in all its Glory. In ALL that it stands for … In ALL that it IS. Yet, in the same way of not
understanding this illusion you are in the middle of … the Breath is yet another example of Truth … that
WHEN understood … is one of the greatest mechanisms that can take you OUT of the dream and connect
you TO the reality.
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It is not about Belief … it is about Knowing … and where does the KNOWING come from?
The FEELING … and where does the FEELING come from?
The heart.
Think again.
The Breath? You are saying the FEELING comes from the Breath now? Haven’t you always said it comes from
your heart?
And yet, is it not interesting that when you take your last Breath ... your heart stops beating also?
Yep … so what is the connection I am missing?
The connection!
Life!
Life is your connection to self … Life never began … Life never ends. Yet, many of you on Earth FEEL that
it does. Even those who ‘think’ that Life goes on when the body ceases to be automated … many think
that ‘A Life’ finishes and when returning to Earth for more of the same … another one begins … or at
least this is how you term it is it not? For you say ‘In this life time’ etc. … or, when I was ‘such and such in
a past Life.’
You were never … are never … never will be … a person! You are Spirit encased in a body … which you
then express through a ‘person … ality’.
Yet, THAT WHICH YOU ARE … IS ONLY LOVE. You just think otherwise.
So, in this dream … what part has ‘Life’ to play?
It is acting out that which it is not.
Oh, let’s pop another one just for the fun of it!!! WHY?
Because it is TRYING TO BE SOMETHING … To make sense of itself … because within the illusion, it FEELS
it HAS TO BE SOMETHING … SOMEBODY.
WHY?
As we say again … to make sense of itself. To prove itself … to itself.
Why?
To find purpose for its existence.
In a world that doesn’t actually exist.
Indeed.
I think I’ll just down the bottle and be done with it! So, are we ‘life’ outside of this illusion?
Yes.
And what IS ‘Life’ outside of this illusion?
Love.
And what is Love’s purpose?
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To know itself … in all its Purity and Wholeness. In the entirety of itself.
And yet ‘outside’ of this illusion is it not perfection? Is it not what some call God?
LOVE IS GOD … GOD IS LOVE.
Many moons ago, our Dearest Colleague White Cloud said that GOD ‘could’ be called a ‘knitting needle’
but it isn’t … it is called GOD. Yet, this is just a name. It is not about what anything is called. It is about
what it IS. The name is just a ‘recognition tag’ for that very purpose … recognising. Yet here, we move
into the language of words as we speak of name tags. The language of Love has no words … it SIMPLY IS
… ITSELF.
So, my big question as I sit here in this moment is, If this is an illusion … if it doesn’t exist … what is the point of
it? What is the point of us ‘Loving’ and ‘thinking we are becoming closer to Home’ … and things like synchronicity
make us FEEL we are on track … and wonders appear REAL and make us FEEL we are finally ‘Getting it’ … when if
the world is only a dream … why bother with any of it? Be it Love, hate, understanding … whatever! I mean … as
you say … it doesn’t matter.
At this stage in the game … and we still choose to name tag it so … we would say … because BEING awake
IN THE DREAM as many of you now are … allows you to recognise it AS a dream … because you are awake
IN IT.
Have you not yourself Blossom, had a few ‘flying dreams’ when you recognised you were in a dream and
thought ‘Great. I can fly because I’m dreaming’ … and so you did?
Yes and I love it when that happens. Next time I shall say … ‘Great I can fly because I’m in a dream … within my
dream!’
And this is a good point to be made aware of, we FEEL. When you are aware in that dream ... that you
are in a dream … you KNOW you can fly because you are ‘just dreaming’ … and so you do. So too … as
you recognise on a deeper level that you are ‘living’ in a dream … you then become aware that you can
ACTUALLY DO ANYTHING YOU WANT … because it isn’t real … it is ‘just a dream’ … and once awake within
it … YOU TAKE CONTROL.
Yes. I like that. I see that. Yet, if it’s not a TRUE reality, I still don’t see the point … its purpose?
Yet, you will … when you awaken FROM IT. For if you had never been IN IT … awake or asleep … you
would never KNOW the experience of the TRUTH … in comparison.
To what?
TRUTH.
Before we close, if this is just a dream … and I say ‘just’ Light - heartedly ... why do you always go onto us about
FEELING? You say everything is about FEELING. Where does that come into it then?
Because when you allow yourself to FEEL … through heart - breath … you are allowing yourself to
connect with the reality which IS REAL as opposed to the dream. FEELING is your TRUTH monitor … your
gauge … your guide.
Ok. Yet, if this world isn’t real … how can there be any guidance needed. I mean … towards what? I used to think
it was towards whether or not something was True … but how can that be if the world isn’t there anyway?
Yet, the dream is, Dearest Blossom!
The dream is VERY REAL … TO YOU! And within that dream your TRUTH monitor … your FEELING … is
serving an Almighty Purpose …
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And you are going to say … ‘To lead you Home’ … and then you are going to say … ‘We shall leave it there for
today’ .
And ‘you’ are going to say … ‘It’s been nice to have a conversation … It has been a while’ … and then you
are going to say … ‘In love and thanks.’
And you are going to say … … … Laugh! You got me there … nothing!! Cheer Ho, till next time.
*The material I am reading is a book called ‘The Disappearance Of The Universe’ by Gary Renard. ( A pre-read to
A Course In Miracles ) ... If I ever get that far!!!

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 29

4 November 2015
Hi there, my friends. It seems a while since we have had a good old heart to heart … due to you offering
‘speech therapy’ as opposed to the written word these days. Either way suits me … I feel that you KNOW
the general overall Energy more than I and therefore, aware of what is more appropriate.
We offer words … be they spoken or written … to encourage all those upon your planet to ‘find’
themselves. This as you KNOW is why we come.
Yet, I wonder how many more ways there are to tell us how to do so. We KNOW we are LOVE through and
through. Yet, actually finding our TRUTH behind all the misconceptions that we have been fed throughout
our lives, can sometimes feel like looking for a needle in a haystack.
Yet, when it is found … Oh the Joy! The ‘YES’ FEELING … to find such a sparkling thread amongst all that
straw!
Ladies and Gentlemen of Earth … surrender all thoughts of not KNOWING. Give up all confusions and
doubts and let go … simply let go of everything. For then shall you discover that needle!
Yet, what about ‘Seek and thou shalt find’? If I’m not looking for the needle … how will I find it?
Dearest Souls … sometimes, within you … you FEEL a desperation … a desire to FIND THAT WHICH YOU ARE
… YET, IT SEEMS SO LOST.
I have to interrupt you here. Sorry! Yet, I feel this bursting Energy inside, for you to speak (hoping the rain
has quietened down enough and my voice is ok, after losing it completely for a time. My husband hid
it … Yet, I found it again! HA HA!) Is this correct … you would ‘prefer’ to speak?
It is simply a matter of the words flowing more fluently as we do so … due to speed of mouth workings …
rather than fingers.
Until I have to transcribe that is … I’m getting faster though. Ok … Let’s do it.
https://youtu.be/5D9BYPqQ42k
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TRANSCRIPTION
And so, Dearest Friends, we are ready to begin our communication this day in continuance from
the written word in which we began. The lady Blossom was speaking of trying to find the self and
connecting it to the thought of trying to find a needle in a haystack. To which we find this rather
amusing and yet, we understand the similarity.
Dearest Souls … when we say ‘Surrender’ … When we speak of ‘Letting go of the searching for the self …
of the self’… we do so because we KNOW that this is the surest way of finding it … And the lady Blossom
said ‘But what about ‘Seek and thou shalt find’. If one is not looking … how shall one come across the
self?’ … And we offer you these words that we consider may assist.
This is our purpose to come through in this way … to assist in offering you knowledge that allows you to
become, once again, the Truth of your reality. This reality that you FEEL is real and yet, is not … and how
deep down the well can such a statement take us?
Yet, it is connected with that which we are speaking of … regarding finding the needle. By letting go of
confusion … by surrendering thoughts of what one thinks one KNOWS … and perhaps accepting that one
actually KNOWS nothing of what they thought they knew.
Releasing tendencies to remain in the old way of thinking and emptying the mind of all that one thought
‘IS’ … Because it is very likely … that what one thought actually ‘IS’ … actually ‘IS NOT’!
We speak again … and we smile as the lady Blossom smiles with us … regarding WHO YOU ARE …
regarding Being LOVE. How can we speak of other things when there is nothing else … to speak of?
When you allow yourself to Be nothing other than LOVE … to FEEL nothing other than LOVE … then ‘Hey
Presto!’ … not only does the needle present itself to you when you are not looking for it …Yet, it has
threaded through it … a Golden thread … in order for you to begin sewing together your tapestry of
your lives. To fit each little patch together and as one does so … it all begins to fall in to place. It all
begins to make sense … in a world where there is not much of it. From your perspective … sometimes it
can be that very little makes sense.
For as we have said many times … It makes no sense to you because of the perspective from which you
are viewing it. Yet, when you learn to let go … to understand that actually nothing at all matters in the
world in which you live … nothing at all … For indeed it is an illusion. When you are able to remove your
mind from this illusion … you will then nod your heads and agree with us … that indeed nothing matters
… Nothing at all.
All that ‘IS’ … ‘IS LOVE’ … and when YOU ARE OF IT alone … having released and freed yourselves up from
all concerns and considerations … then you will understand that which we say. For you shall be viewing
your world from ‘Our perspective.’ And therefore, shall see it from ‘Our point of view.’
Dearest Souls, Dearest Souls … take a moment if you would now … to Breathe in the Breath of Life along
with us. To Breathe in and hold within you the Highest, Purest Energy of LOVE. Hold it within your Being
and allow it to circulate within … Deeply within. So, as together now, we take in the Breath of life … The
Breath of the Deepest Purest LOVE that connects us all ... And we hold it within our Being … FEELING it
circulate … FEELING the Power of that LOVE … within every cell … And then we let it out.
And we Breathe in again … and we hold it there and we FEEL Light … we FEEL Love … And we breathe out
… And once more … and we hold in the Light - Love and we smile … and we let it out … and as we Breathe
out … ALL THAT WE ARE connects with ALL THAT WE ARE … for it is our Breath … It is our Life … It is our Love … It
is our Light … that in this way brings us together as One. Do you see?
If you were to become more consciously aware of this fact … how different your lives would ‘appear’ to
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be … in an instant. For Truly Dearest Ones … that is all that is taking place … the ‘appearance’ of how you
think your lives to be.
Yet, when you accept … when you KNOW … that each Breath you inhale connects Each One with ALL
THAT IS and ALL THAT IS … IS LOVE … for there is nothing else … Then … then Dearest Souls … do you find …
yourself.
Not only do you find yourself … you find one another for Each One … Each One of you IS the other.
YOU ARE ONE ENERGY OF LOVE … creating a world through thought … to experience LOVE in all its forms.
Yet, the more you understand of this thread that binds you together … as the needle of life weaves in
and out … the closer you become to the FEELING of Being One.
The connectedness to ALL can never leave you. You cannot be disconnected from the SOURCE. You
cannot. For YOU ARE THE SOURCE. Yet, your mind’s thoughts can trick you to think otherwise.
KNOW YOUR TRUTH.
KNOW YOU ARE SOURCE.
YOU ARE OF IT.
YOU ARE AS IT. YOU ARE FROM IT.
THE SOURCE IS THE HIGHEST, PUREST ENERGY OF LOVE THAT EXISTS.
You are Source Energy … finding your way back home … through a haystack of straw!! Yet, Each One,
Each One OF you … Each One AS you … can return in the blink of an eye. It does not require death … as
you call it in your world … to return home.
It requires understanding of WHO YOU TRULY ARE.
At first, you try to understand … then you try to believe … then you try to FEEL … and when having
accomplished all these things … the trying ceases … and you KNOW.
You smell the flowers. You recognise their scent as you draw ever closer to the garden that surrounds
your Home. The Light becomes Brighter. The warmth in your heart becomes deeper. The tears flowing
from your eyes … are like crystal water flowing down the stream of life … that you sail upon.
You are no further away from Home than we are. You have just been indoctrinated with so many
untruths, that you have learnt to believe that you are billions and billions of star systems away.
Yet, our LOVING brothers and sisters … just take in One Breath … and by KNOWING THE TRUTH OF WHO
YOU ARE … WHERE YOU ARE … YOU ARE HOME.
Let us end this transition by going Home together for a visit … shall we not? So … take in with us now ... a
deep Breath of Life- Love -Light … Hold it within you … and Breathe out … Breath in again … as you see
the garden gate open unto you … full of flowers of every hue. Filling your Being … and Breathe out …
connecting to all that is … And as you Breathe in once again … there is nothing but Light … filling your
vision … Filling your Being …
YOU ARE HOME.
YOU ARE HOME.
WELCOME HOME.
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And as you Breathe out … The Light - Love that you are … connects with Every Soul … with Every Living
Thing … as it Breathes LOVE - LIFE - LIGHT in the same pulse of the Highest Purest Energy heart beat … LOVE
… LOVE … LOVE.
And so it is … In Love and thanks.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 30

25 November 2015
Hello again! I am keen to get back chatting with you after an unexpected fortnight away looking after
my grandson! How are you?
Of course, we can be nothing other than supremely well and more than elated to be of service to those
who choose to take heed of that which we find necessary to relate, in these very exciting times.
How lovely! I am very keen on talking more about ‘The Illusion’ … something I am trying to grasp
more
of, as I FEEL it is indeed THE KEY to open any door. However, I wonder if you could address a few matters
for readers? Keeping in mind, I am completely unattached these days … for I FEEL the ‘time frame’ issue
with us has been … and always be … way up the Swanee River without said paddle! So … You have said,
that before the year is out there will be massive changes that will be apparent to all and also, more and
more Pillars of Light shall appear and some even presenting as rainbow coloured. The end of the year is
very near and folk are questioning once again … where are these things you have spoken of?
We thank you for bringing these matters to hand ... for we do not FEEL in any way that we are
responsible for that which does or does not ‘appear’ in your skies or anywhere else.
Dearest Friends … The only responsibility that any One Soul has … be they residing on Earth or otherwise
… is to BECOME WHO THEY ARE … IN TRUTH. By BEING so … ALL that one is hoping for … expecting … desiring
… needing … simply melts away. For when BEING in the fullness of their True Reality … none of these
things matter … not one.
Then with all respect … and I say this Light heartedly (as some readers, depending on where they are
within themselves, choose to read my words from a different ‘mood’ ) … ‘IF’ none of it matters … I.e.
Pillars of Light … Light ships … The Event etc. … Why are you mentioning them? Was it not you that asked
me to send out the Oct 14th 2008 message which got you on the map in the first place?
Yes, indeed. And we shall clarify once again. The Oct 14th message is as True in intent today as it was
then. Much took place on many levels and although we/you are still ‘knocked’ for it not taking place …
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this is done so by those who did not have their hearts open. The abortion of the fullness of that Event
HAD to take place as we have explained … yet, so many experienced so much in the way of contact via
varied means.
Our point here is not to ‘defend’ … for we have no need to do so Blossom. Yet, we are using this date in
your past to show the progression that has been made in the hearts of many over the years. Through
this Event … thousands have Awakened to the Love within and set them on the pathway to FREEDOM.
We CHOOSE to speak of LOVE over and over for this is OUR PURPOSE … to assist souls in Awakening from
the dream … and as your time moves on … we expand our knowledge through our messages in order to
continue the journey we are walking together.
When we speak of ‘Ships in the sky’ … when we speak of ‘Pillars of Light’ and ‘Wonders such as you have
never seen or felt’ … we do not do this to keep you … or indeed, ourselves … amused! WE SPEAK OF THESE
THINGS BECAUSE THEY ARE TO BE.
Yet apparently, your calendar and ours are on a completely different agenda! Hence, the confusion of
folk giving up faith, as nothing seems to come about in fullness. Even though we ‘keep on keeping on’
and ‘hang on in there by a thread’ to witness such phenomena … not necessarily because we NEED it …
yet, because YOU have said they are going to take place. This matter REALLY needs clarifying if you would
be so kind?
We find it interesting that ratings soar when the factors come in to play regarding The Pillars, The Ships,
The Wonders, The Event … and yet, on a more regular basis when we speak over and over of LOVE … the
general consensus is for the rating to drop … if we may put it that way?
You may … You did!
Such phenomena WILL occur … and yet, as we have also expressed many times … the degree of wonders
can only arise as the level of Vibration AS ONE increases … in order for such to take place. We cannot
predict one’s choices … one’s decisions … that allow the overall Vibration to drop … remain the same …
or indeed … rise.
In order for ANY creation of thought to manifest there has to be enough Energy ‘through’ it … in order
for it to take place. We KNOW such things WILL take place … WHEN there is enough Energy to MAKE IT
HAPPEN.
Yet … how then, could you have ‘announced’ the Oct 14th Event on that principle … which you said
would take place and then was aborted?
We would say without question … that once the message was ‘out there’, there was more than enough
Energy to make it happen. Yet, as explained … we had not fully realised to what extent those that did not
wish this to take place would go to. Therefore, we made the decision to abort … and yet, we did the best
we could for many, many ships to be seen by individuals … which you are aware of.
Yes. I am. So, basically, you are saying that you choose to continue giving us messages of Love and all
that entails ( for I know it is not your ‘scene’ to speak of matters of conspiracy and such ) in order for us
to understand ourselves … in order for us to KNOW that the more we do (understand ourselves) … the
quicker such phenomena will present itself.
Sort of!
Meaning?
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It is a little more complex than that.
We can take it … if you would care to go into it a little deeper?
The fact of TRUTH remains Blossom … that unless the residents of your planet ‘buckle down’ to some
serious looking into themselves … the less likely these things are to occur within the time frames we
have suggested.
Best not to give time frames ... I thought you had sussed that and yet, you did!
Indeed.
I hear the thought transference of ‘hold onto your hats’ … which I think most are a little ‘over’ to be
honest!
Yet, Dearest Souls … if ‘most’ were to simply … close their eyes in this very moment of NOW … breathe
in a few breaths of LIFE - LOVE - LIGHT in order to touch their TRUTH … such sayings will become TRUTH for
Each and Every One. For Each and Every One KNOWS that when IT IS TIME … not one hat will remain on a
head … for the mind’s eye will have opened up into the glory of Heaven Light that is within ALL.
Thank you. I suppose it’s all a bit back to front in a way. Because, surely … IF the pillars Of Light, be they
White or Rainbow in colour ... were to show BIG TIME … or some Ships remain in the skies (without any
attempts to blow them into oblivion) … or some Major Event WERE to present itself … wouldn’t that
then
CHANGE the minds of many … so that they COULD recognise their Truth and FEEL the Love that they are?
It is not designed that way … for it is far more complicated than that.
In what way?
In ways that the Bigger Picture has planned. A very ‘simple’ plan you are suggesting Blossom, yet
consequences are to be questioned …
May we TRY and put your mind and many at ease … by making this suggestion to your hearts?
When such ‘complications of mind’s misunderstandings’ arise and one FEELS baffled and confused by the
world in which one resides …
When one finds it difficult to keep ones Vibration in the Highest possible …
When one FEELS disillusioned by the misbehaviours of others around them and undertakes feelings of
great sadness within them … because of seeing/believing their world is such a mess …
We ask you to STOP!
STOP feeding your minds with that which does not serve … STOP thinking one should FEEL this and that
… STOP falling into the hole which others have dug and want you to continue falling into … And …
START … Breathing in and out Consciously … KNOWING that as you do so … you are Breathing in and out
the BREATH OF LIFE … that is and can only be … THE BREATH OF YOUR EXISTENCE … WHICH IS LOVE.
START recognising the Joy in your lives and make a concentrated effort to recognise ONLY Joy … and
when you recognise something other than Joy … STOP … and START thinking once again OF Joy and
Blessings and Gratitude FOR these Blessings.
START deciding that YOU as ONE individual … being part of the ONE whole … ARE HERE UPON PLANET EARTH
TO DO THIS VERY TASK!
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Mm! Such a chore to enjoy oneself!
And yet, Dearest Blossom … for many … for so very many ... in fact for most ... it has become so! Imagine
that! So many have forgotten how to live in Joy and it is time to …
START REMEMBERING.
It is time to … START KNOWING THAT YOU ARE JOY … and STOP pretending to be anything other than
WHO YOU ARE! As this KNOWING reaches out to EACH ONE … As EACH ONE nudges another to START
remembering … THEN … Dearest Most Loved Souls … THEN … Will you be knocking on Heavens door …
and it shall open unto you …
Assuming you mean … still within the Human frame?
Assuming correctly. For Heaven lies within. It is within Each One … and all you need do is Breathe in the
Love - Light that connects you to your Divinity … to find your way there. To find your way Home.
Thank you. You are so right of course! How blessed to have you remind us.
How blessed to BE.

The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 31

3 December 2015
Due to the loss of someone very close to me this week and in response to many emails received lately,
today’s offering is not a channell, as my Energies are not in the right space. Yet, this comes from my heart.
Dear Love … in the Highest Purest form of itself. I was wondering if we could have a word?
As you must be well aware, our Planet Earth has fallen into a state of huge disarray … due to some of the
Human Beings living upon it … taking from it all they can, when there is absolutely no need at all!
These same Human Beings seem to be killing each other willy-nilly and I’d like to ask YOU … for what
exactly?
There are a thousand other gripes I could name yet, being Who YOU Are … I am assuming YOU are
already aware of them?
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We have many channellers on this planet … who from the deepest place of their Being, TRUST they are
doing so for the Greater Good of all. Not for fame and clearly, not for fortune … yet, to serve The
Whole with the gift they have been given. Yet, over and over again, most channellers are made to look
fraudulent or just plain stupid for putting out messages with information contained therein sometimes
… that appears to assist people in losing faith and losing heart. The opposite of their purpose!
From my heart … I am not asking YOU to save us … I am asking for assistance! Each one of us knows Who
YOU Are ... for We are of YOU.
Some are aware of this, some not. Yet, even those who are aware … still struggle sometimes … in
understanding the role we play down here and wondering when things are going to look a little brighter
on the horizon?
Many channellers have informed their readers of GREAT changes that will take place before this year of
2015 is out. Now, like all other years … despondency and disappointment is settling in.
Therefore, I would like to know from YOU, the HIGHEST OF THE HIGH … the ULTIMATE DIVINE SOURCE … what
are we to do, to make this Divine Plan of yours start taking shape? Not from where you see it … but from
down here. Down here on Earth where so many are really ‘over it’ and giving up all hope!
We hear ‘The bad guys are doing this’ … ‘The bad guys are doing that’ … ‘The darkness is coming to an
end’ … And ‘Soon … very soon our world will move into the Golden Age’. I know people who have been
told this for over 50 years. Down here on Planet Earth THIS IS NOT SOON. Yet, you know this, right?
We would so very much like … if you see fit … a MAJOR break … through!
We would so very much like to see a Light at the end of this very long and winding tunnel!
Yes, I know it is US that came here to Awaken the world and that we are doing it slowly but surely.
I know this because I have been told by my ‘off planet’ friends known as The Federation Of Light who are
asking us to TRUST that this is so. Yet, there really is not much evidence of such. In fact to the contrary.
Advanced souls, in their quest for Truth tell me to ‘Let go’ of all this ‘pleading’, as they would call it. I call
it ‘concern’. For my heart and the hearts of many, can hurt so deeply with all that they must endure and
I KNOW this is not how LIFE was intended to be.
Sometimes my heart gets so overwhelmed with the way it is down here … that I feel moved to say
something … to YOU ... and NOW is one of those times.
There is the notion which I feel to be True … that this Planet of ours is an Illusion … because we believe
we are separated from YOU … Love/God/Oneness. I can accept that. Do I understand it? Not yet!
Though my soul will continue to work it out … because there has to be an answer.
We create our world from that which we think … and I REALLY DO give thanks for the beauty I behold
when it is there to behold … and I REALLY DO try to keep positive and seek Goodness in all things.
I take full responsibility for Who I Am and my intentions to ‘discover Truth’. Yet, at the same time, I
feel Human Beings on this Planet have become so lost … and wandered so far away from YOU … that a
helping hand would go down a real treat this Christmas!
A little ‘Sparkle’ ... some ‘Tinsel’ ... some sort of ‘Ding Dong from merrily on High’ ... would make such a
difference in these very challenging times.
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So that, instead of the slippery slope that so many are sliding down ... Instead of the lies and the deceit
that so many are accepting and falling for … Instead of all that is not of YOU … it could be replaced
by ... THE LIGHT OF TRUTH SHINING DOWN UPON US AND FROM WITHIN US … For ... WE ARE THE GAME
CHANGERS … Yet, there are not enough of us awake yet, to make a visible difference. This is evident.
We FEEL … YOU could remove the veils of ignorance and numbness from so many … in the instant of a
breath … should it be Thy Will.
Your Will surely, must be for each of your children to return Home … and being Who YOU Are … I KNOW
YOU CAN DO ANYTHING TO MAKE THAT HAPPEN.
So, from one parent to another and from me, your child … I want to come home. Once again, Dearest
Blessed LOVE … PLEASE … SHINE YOUR LIGHT TO SHOW US THE WAY... AND WE WILL RETURN IN AN
INSTANT.
GOING NOWHERE ... yet, LIVING in the PUREST DIVINE LOVE that was originally planned here on Earth.
Thank you.
Much Love, Light, Laughter and Golden rays Blossom Goodchild.
PS. May Every Soul that reads this … receive their own reply from YOU. In Love and Thanks.
Tues Dec 8th is my birthday and to celebrate in a positive way I have a request. The thought came to
me upon awakening in the middle of the night and I always act on those! On that day, at any time …
would you do me the honour of tuning your heart into one of the following:
WE ARE THE GAME CHANGERS. An Invocation from The Federation Of Light:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MYeqbshjgmA
WISDOM ON LOVE. From The Federation of Light:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RmsCqVjqSss
AN INVOCATION:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gqmukxqt2rU
I am so grateful to those who choose to do so, as the ENERGY ‘their’ words carry serve the self, therefore,
the whole and HOPEFULLY will make a difference to the way things are down here!
Many, many thanks.
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The Federation of Light Channellings
No. 32

12 December 2015
Good morning my friends. Happy to say I am feeling so much brighter now and ready to have a good
old chat!
We too, are most pleased your Energy is replenished and your sadness has lifted. If it is convenient with
you, we would … as you had thought and prepared for … very much like to ‘speak’.
Sure! Headset going on!
(It is suggested that you listen to the audio to receive the High Vibration of sound Energy. It is also transcribed
below.)
https://youtu.be/bQF6PKQmu7s

TRANSCRIPTION

Welcome to Each One who has taken it upon themselves to listen with/from their heart space to these
words which we choose to deliver this day.
What is it we wonder … that in Truth … you are expecting from us? There are those, we are aware … due
to writing to the Lady Blossom … that indeed feel rather despondent.
You wish us to come up with revelations. Let us now speak from the High Energy of Purest Love … which is
our desire to touch your very hearts upon.
We understand we are not residing upon your Earth plane. We have gathered that it is not easy for all
those who choose the pathway towards the Light. And yet, Dearest Ones, when you allow yourselves to
be only that which is of the Highest Purest Love … there can be no difficulty involved.
It is you that are in control of your thought’s pattern. It is you who make choices as to what you think …
how you behave … your attitude towards one another … your attitude towards everything that is within
your ‘game’ … if we may put that word there.
And the lady Blossom is saying to us to explain more once again if we would … of this ‘Game’ that we are
all supposedly involved in … she says.
And we say ‘Are games not played in Light-Heartedness?’
And she says to us ‘It depends on what game and who is playing it!’
And we say ‘Again Dearest Souls ‘Choices’. Your choice to enjoy your game. Your choice to have fun. Your
choice to keep your Life Light.’
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And the lady Blossom says ‘Yet, life down here is not always that fun!’
She is not one to focus on lies and deceit from your governments and those in higher positions of a … we
are looking for the word of … ‘deceited area’. That which you choose to focus your attention upon … is
that which your game shall play out for you. It is that simple.
‘Yet, is it not selfish’ she is saying ‘to not give thought to those in need?’
And we are saying ‘We did not say do not give thought. It is imperative that you send Love to all areas
that are of a Vibration of a darker nature … would we say … of a lower frequency. Send all your Love in
that direction. Yet, do not send sadness due to what is taking place. Do not send disgust. Do not send
hate. Do not send despairing thoughts. Send only your Highest Purest Love that you KNOW inside of you
… you are … to any situation … and the Power of that thought … the Power of that Love … changes its
frequency to a better one … a soothing one’.
Dearest One’s try as you will … not to get involved in that which is not as it seems. For what you are
shown on your sets … what you are told on your news reels is far from what is actually taking place
behind the scenes. That which is offered and portrayed to you is very different from that which is
actually taking place. Therefore, do not fall into the trap. Yet, simply rise above it and send Love. Then,
your Vibration cannot be brought down by all that is taking place in your world. Then, are you able to
keep your Vibration of its Highest level ... in its Highest form … assisting yourself … your world and indeed
The Whole.
This is WHO YOU ARE. You are beyond all these games … within The Game that you are in … The Game
that you are playing. It is for you to take back control. Take back and claim your Power that is within
you … and has never left.
You are Mighty Beings.
EACH ONE OF YOU WHO ARE LISTENING TO THESE WORDS MUST RECOGNISE NOW THE POWER THAT YOU HAVE.
OWN IT.
DISPLAY IT THROUGH LOVE.
Then … then shall you FEEL THE CHANGE within your world … within your Planet … within the Beings who
reside upon it.
There is no war to be fought. There is only the Giving and Receiving of Love. That is all. That is all that
needs to Be. Let go of thoughts that do not serve.
We continue forth speaking the same words over and over … and some of you say you have had
enough of us speaking these same words and you want action. Well, may we say to you with the
deepest respect for who you are … perhaps it is … that the action must come from you.
And some would say ‘Yet, we are trying! For years, upon years, upon years … we ARE giving forth … giving
out that Love which we KNOW WE ARE and still nothing changes!’
Yet, we say ‘This action of Giving and Receiving Love would be far more effective if One Truly knew …
that as an individual … that action was having the Deepest Greatest effect upon The Whole.’
It is time now Dearest souls to KNOW WHO YOU ARE and through that KNOWING … as we always say …
there comes the allowing of the Power to shine through. The Power of the Love that you are.
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Please do not half-heartedly believe that, that which you do as an individual maybe having a little
ripple effect upon the pond. KNOW that every moment you are in LOVE … YOU are changing your
world back into the Love that is TRUTH. Back into a place where smiling and laughter throughout your
Planet … not just in little pockets to the fortunate here and there … but Smiling and Laughter and Giving
and Receiving … is common place for all.
This you are doing … this you are bringing about. You say there are no visible changes and yet, we say
… Again it is given to you to focus upon the negative. That is all you are fed. Yet, remove your thoughts
from this negativity and visualize and imagine all the good deeds that are taking place minute
upon minute, hour upon hour, day upon day … by those who ‘Get it’ Dearest Souls … by those who
understand … like yourselves … that Love is what makes your heart smile. Love fills you with the Joy you
are … and thousands upon thousands, upon thousands, upon thousands are wakening to this fact.
Do not allow yourself to be disheartened by that which you are fed. You KNOW better Dearest Souls. You
KNOW better. Yet, allow yourselves to shine as Brightly as the Light allows you to BE … depending upon
who you know yourself to Be.
Trust in yourselves. Trust in one another. Visualise holding hands which Each One upon your Planet …
joined together as ONE MIGHTY FORCE OF LOVE.
There are terrorists … that are shown to be … … terrorists … which may or may not make sense. Yet,
when you are fed information about such circumstances … do not send hate and sadness. Visualise and
imagine holding their hands. Let they too, become joined AS ONE in the hand holding of all those upon
your Planet.
Every single one of you joining hands in Love … and when you visualise such things … it assists the hearts
of those who are lost.
When you see yourself simply offering your hand in your mind’s eye ... to anyone who seems to not be
reacting in/as/through/of love … offer your hand and imagine them taking it … and then squeeze it …
to let them know it is alright …You are no longer alone … For my other hand is connected to another soul
… and their other hand is connected to another … and their other hand is connected to another … and so
on and so on and so on … throughout this world of ours. Say this. Know this to yourselves.
For the strength that shall be gained by doing so … is the very key to that which your hearts are longing
to FEEL. This is the kind of action to be taken.
We are aware that you long to see something in your skies as upliftment … as hope that things shall
change. And we say to you … These things shall take place. This is our promise to you and yet, Dearest
Souls … we also say that by visualising taking the hands of your brothers and sisters in Love … shall also,
bring you the upliftment and the hope that you are asking for.
And you smile in your hearts as you listen to our words. For you KNOW … you KNOW this is Truth.
Therefore, Let us together … now in this moment … close your eyes … and Breathe deeply with us … as
you visualise your hands holding another’s … and the chain of humanity linking together … and Love
pulsating through the veins into the hands … passing from one to another around the entirety of your
Planet . … … And Breathe in Life … And Breathe out Love … And Breathe in Peace … and Breathe out Love
to all … and once more … Breathe in all Love from one another … feel it in your Being … and send it out
to one another.
We are ONE BEING in/as/though/of Love.
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Light up your world with one single smile from your heart … in the KNOWING as you do so … that this is
taking place.
We now retract our Energy from the Lady Blossom. Being with you all in the deepest place of your hearts
in every Breath that you take … In every Breath that we share.
In Love … in Joy ... in Gratitude.
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INDEX
JANUARY
10th (p.2) Exchange of old energies with New / Affects of this Energy exchange / Analogy - mixing cake ingredients
/ What can we expect with Higher energies? / Explaining "a Higher doorway" / Entering the "Doorway" - how? /
"Open the envelope" - What envelope? / Clarity about one's purpose / Meditation provides the answer(s) / Time
required "opening" instructions / Who created these instructions? / Instructions to assist others in "awakening" /
Deeper understanding and comprehension / Higher level of oxygen in the forest of Light & Love / Analogy - child
opening a present under a tree / Link to video & 17min. meditation
15th (p.5) Video of a Lightship with orbs - real or hoax? / If a hoax can uplift, imagine the real thing / No reason
to let our Vibration go down / Noticing a change in you/who you are? / Are you FEELING more that THINKING? /
What causes disillusion and disappointment? / Urgent - go within in meditation / Higher self "longing to be heard"
/ Accessed within = changes materialize / More of us than meditation / What are we missing about breathing? /
Breath is Love - awareness brings changes / FOL expressing thanks for valiant efforts
23rd (p.8) FOL proposes a new way of communicating / Blossom stops writing, turns on recorder / Is Blossom
disgruntled? = displeased/disappointed / FOL wish Blossom to have full recall / FOL's purpose - help us remember
who you are and why you are here / The only thing that will ever make a difference - Loving ourselves and Love
others / "To be who you are" - nothing else to know/it doesn't matter / Our seeking knowledge amuses FOL / The
New World...is within you, it is you - what is necessary?
25th / 27th (p.11) Link to another video of Light orbs, the so-called "hoax" / Others say it's not a hoax / Blossom
reflects upon her position as channel / FOL sticks to their explanation / Blossom needs to know the Truth /
Blossom's justifying her doubts / Newest videos are not hoaxes / "A dilemma with a new spin thrown in" / The
"curve ball" by the "Council of Light" / Blossom wants proof she's not talking to herself / Blossom is not influenced
to alter channeling - A channel "of a Higher calibre" / FOL explains the nature of communications with/through
Blossom / Doubts that the first video was a hoax - FOL confirming it was / FOL pleased, welcome Blossom's
questioning (27th>) What exactly are these orbs in the 2nd genuine video? / What's the purpose? / But why in the
same place as the hoax video? / How were the orbs sent? / Any other purpose for "Energy Balls" than for display?
/ What does the Light Energy do? / FOL displays will be more common - a small sample of what's possible
28th (p.19) The orb or "Energy Balls" turning into "The never ending story" / The trees in the second video were
blooming, while a reader questions the sequence of videos, since it's the winter season in Massachusetts / FOL
reasoning presented in an audio, with the Link to YouTube provided
30th (p.20) Blossom receives hundreds of emails in response to audio/video explanation / Blossom recalls six
core teachings of the FOL / Blossom rests/reassured by White Cloud's validation of FOL / 9 years of channeling has
gone well - many Feeling the FOL Truth
FEBRUARY
5th / 6th (p.21) When one FEELS Gratitude, vibrations rises / Heart is controlled by FEELINGS / "Mastering" our
FEELINGS = instinctive change all around / The key is FEELING Love / Many claim to have "got it" / FOL says, "Not
quite yet" / Link to video... FOL speaks / FOL do not use names / Blossom is a given Earthly name / Direct Voice
Channeling 2-6-15 + transcript > A different frequency makes communication possible / Truth of the soul-self
resides in the heart / Duality makes it a challenge to BE LOVE at all times / "Switch" the feelings of your choice, it is
an illusion / "Rise above who you think you are" / How to change the world - our purpose / Layers upon layers like
a shell has kept our Love hidden / Shine the Light - nothing else is needed / Sending Light ( Love ) to those suffering
- NOT an illusion / Concentrate on what is good, not what brings you down / FOL intention, to change our world
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15th (p.26) Love - "we choose to speak of nothing else" / Though some complain about the repetition - FOL
enjoys it / Aside from meditation, what leads us in LOVE? / FOL voice channeling brought a reader's children in
to a peaceful mindset / "There is healing in this sound" / Link to FOL Voice Channeling - Blossom apologizes for
audio interference / Transcript of Voice Channeling > Vibration of our name / Our vibration fluctuates, not below
our level / Remembering who we are - by Feeling / We have control of our Feelings / Oneness = Our joy can be
expressed through another / Situations balancing out occurring within duality / Love self = Love everybody = Love
everything
21st (p.30) Bouncing back even better after a low spirit / Humans created - an experiment by whom? / Direct
Voice Channeling Transcript > Answers to all questions lie within / Analogy of a robot / Human programming is
thought from a feeling / Maintenance for the body / The soul is the computer programme / Power of mind brings
about Well-Being / Feelings used as an "eraser" / What to do when you're feeling sick / We programme our body
/ Comparison - A house kept in order / Treat your body like a friend / Did we choose our body, or did our body
choose us?
MARCH
6th (p.34) FOL wish to speak of Bi products = Productive movement / Circumstances to insure productive
movement to Higher Vibrations / Transcript of Direct Voice Channeling + transcript > The Feeling of doing
something = the doing of / Bringing Brightness to your being / More Heart/mind connection - the Feeling of doing
with imagination / The Mind is NOT the Feeler, it's the heart / Feeling downhearted? - Breathe In/As/Through/
Of Love / Repetition of knowledge - it becomes automatic, creates Joy / Joy to come - beyond what we know/can
handle / Assisting the saddened and heartbroken / We are part of the Whole / If the whole world felt the Joy we
Feel / FOL to switch the new communication format with the old
14th (p.38) Blossom requests clarification - a computer program among other people / Blossom uncomfortable
reading a document / If uncomfortable - STOP reading, and why / What if it's because I don't like it? / Only your
Truth will resonate / Confusion - I don't wish to deal with the Truth / Document created a need to know more - is
it necessary/feasible? / How to "beat the system" - setting us free / Freedom expands - understanding/playing The
Game, seeing through the illusion / Are we in a programme "internally"? / External subliminal tactics in our world
affecting us internally / Media and entertainment - subliminal realities / Is "negativity" a never ending battle? /
More awareness of the differences to break through programming / "No one can control who you are" / Struggle
to survive - no joy / Analogy - Blossom's acting / Why are we "acting" in the illusion? / Incredible opportunity to
express Love
19th (p.41) "Can we get to some nitty-gritty about Truth? / An occurrence creates Feelings - a fact it happened, is
it True? / War - does not "ring True" - yet it does for others / FOL - this is a complicated matter / Transcript of Voice
Channeling > Do not dwell on what makes you feel uncomfortable - what's the purpose? / Being True to oneself
- different than an uncomfortable fact that is true / The Truth of your being / Comparison of war and rainbows
/ Invent ( create ) what makes you Feel happy - is True / The Truth of one's reality, what thoughts are chosen to
concentrate on / Some are happier taking the miserable "road"
APRIL
12th (p.44) A scientist's question - Is our reality being restricted/bound to a greater unrestricted universe that
houses it? / Are we controlled in many ways having limited choices? / We are NOT aware of our capability NOT
to be controlled / Analogy - If we go deeper/beyond 2+2=4 about Love / There is "magic" in breathing / Are these
secrets hidden from us? / These secrets are coming to light - how? / So about that Energy Earth bubble question
and the "Afterlife" / Cannot explain "Afterlife" - there isn't one / Is the Earth really a tough school? - FOL's viewpoint
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18th (p.48)
Blossom seeking the Highest good of all / Many more finding self fulfillment, and responsibility
of self / Awareness of Feelings required to activate the soul-self / The "rippling effect" for the Whole / This what
we should do for the great change - choices / Preparing souls for what is to come / Are Light Workers making a
difference? / We knew the challenge, but also success / Do you feel when you're "on track"/"off track"? / Blossom
receives many expressions - "I Love You" / Being happy with/within the NOW - how? / Blossom wonders what she
would do with one week left on the planet / Instant vibrational lift - emotion/Feeling Gratitude / Is the FOL beyond
moods? / What about all the disruptive people? / A choice to Love or hate / If our world isn't appealing - visualise
the New World
25th (p.52) Direct Voice Channeling YouTube Link + transcript / What to speak about - "Love is everything" / What
if there was a graph charting Love thoughts? / The battery of the human body - the soul / Downcast = Low battery,
Love & Joy = Charged battery / Treat our miraculous body as a "temple" / Harmony - Mind/Body/Spirit / What of
the body's rejuvenation? / Why does the body deteriorate? - not the same on other planets / "Switch OFF" - the
growing old mindset / Turn ON rejuvenation - how? / Bombarded with information - gets us "off track" / Do you
Feel the impetus urging you on? / FEEL and visualise the New World now / "Ticket" to the Golden Age
MAY
9th (p.55)
Counteracting all that is of negative thoughts / Making the difference on our planet - through
these 6 things / Can you Feel the change in vibration? / How can we help LIGHT UP everywhere? / Everywhere
= Everything including beyond Earth / FOL suggesting a mass meditation event / Whoa Neddy! A light Show? /
Why is this possible now, when not so previously? / Vast Pillars of Light descended - via another channel / The
momentum of more souls participating makes it possible / I DECREE ( The Invocation ) video from FOL / Excerpt
from whistleblower Corey Re: The Pillars of Light
23rd (p.61) Blossom's "energy slump" - close to giving notice / Interpretations are left to the individual souls /
Many souls are Brighter and Lighter / What keeps us keeping on? / Lightworkers frustrated - seems to be taking
forever / Hold onto your hats - explained / Assignment Planet Earth - a selfless/selfish undertaking / We Know it's
coming - patience is lacking / Analogy - Hanging on, if only by a spider's thread who builds a home / Should The
Invocation be focused upon a date? / FOL - the Change includes The Event / Link to video: The Invocation - We Are
the Game Changers
30th (p.65)
Blossom aware of changes, though it's not The Change, right? / Changes individually - the Truth
of their Being / Where is the change leading to? / What are we to expect ahead exactly? / What does "sameness"
have to do with our topic - Change? / The future cannot be revealed - doesn't the FOL know the foundations of it?
/ We change dramatically, means all things will appear different / The dramatic Change - varies individually / Is it
a gradual happening, or one outburst? / Analogy - rocket ready on the launch pad / Our countdown has begun /
Where is countdown starting from 10 or 10 billion? / Do we FEEL we're almost there? / Ground crew - strongest of
the strong / The Game will not stop - games are for fun / The countdown ticks away - Joy to the world! / Link to The
Invocation video - We Are The Game Changers
JUNE
13th (p.68) There's talk about September 22nd - 28th, is something happening? / YouTube Link Direct Voice
Channeling + transcript > Much speculation - The Rapture and alien abductions / Yes, great changes occurring at
that time / A vast change in energy of Earth / The essence of you are - different / Blossom asking - Is it a gradual
change or an "Event"?...What is taking place?...Just felt, or an historical occasion?...Why hasn't this time frame for
an Event been mentioned? / Remember the Breath, be in your heart / Old issues coming up for a final release /
The expectation of what is to come within our heart / An occurrence before the year is out - Happiness and Joy
20th (p.71) Re: previous channeling saying "we shall take flight" - reader asks what does that mean? / YouTube
Link Direct Voice Channeling + transcript > Listening, close your eyes focusing on your heart space / There are
reports of gloom and doom / Choose for yourselves - Feel Love or fear / Why choose to go downwards? / Some
will be exasperated - will it be you? / Your purpose is to be of a Higher vibration / Tapping into your Truth,
Goodness, Happiness serves Everything and yourself / No need for questions - you are the answers / Teach by
example - Goodness and Love
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JULY
28th (p.74) Blossom reports "an uplifting change for many" / The human condition is turning itself around
/ Outward appearances look the same - newness on the inside / Steadfast Being Love - It is all making sense /
Energies of Love outweigh Lower Vibration Energies / YouTube Link Direct Voice Channeling + transcript > There
are healings that shall emerge / Until conditioning is undone - miracles cannot be performed / Do you feel you're
capable of performing miracles? / You are here on Earth to perform miracles / Go deep within and find yourselves
there / This power is not reserved for outside of physicality / Trust - resonating with messages from other realms
AUGUST
20th (p.77) News spreading about Pillars of Light / FOL confirm the timing is right on / Energy beams to resonate
and blend with Earth atmospherics / Information is contained within them / How is the information received?
/ They are for all - the Highest quality "patents" for New Awareness / Pillars contain "Ground Plans" to enable
renewal / Meaning technology to clean the Planet? / Analogy - a person using a computer for specific purpose /
Reports that weather disturbances created these Pillars / Again, what of the time - the end of September? / An
explosion of Love energy like never before / Pillars of Light will become more noticeable / Why don't they last very
long? / Many more with different energies / Are these Pillars making up the Light Show mentioned in the past? /
What of the "void"/numbness some are feeling - will the emptiness be filled with Higher energies? / Defining the
word "fortitude" / Listing four video Links to Pillars of Light
SEPTEMBER
8th (p.81) YouTube Link Direct Voice Channeling + transcript > A need to remember deep inside / FOL energies
blending with those aware - and doubts persist / Earth is confusing/downheartedness - FOL messages to uplift
/ New energies are unlike other times / Pillars emitting a pulse, a beat of Love/rainbow Light / Instantaneous
Knowing/Feeling completeness / Prepare as you see fit and BREATHE / Many souls are in need of this energy Breathe it in/send it out / We are one family
25th (p.83) In the throes of Wave X / YouTube Link Direct Voice Channeling + transcript > FOL inquiring as to
our well-being these days? / Feeling flat or are you connected - accept Higher Wave Energy / What does it mean?
- "As long as it takes" residing at a level / Some will move up multiple levels / A new Knowing the long journey is
worthwhile / The ONLY Truth = Love / We thank you...being who you are / Analogy - a sailboat with smooth sailing
30th (p86) Monitoring your continual upliftment process of late / How are you reading the FOL messages?
- "Merely reading, or more profound level? / YouTube Link Direct Voice Channeling + transcript > Assisting the
Knowing of who you are / Message of the same vein, at a Higher vibration / Do you accept your Truth - you are
different? / Incarnated repeatedly to experience Love / Higher Vibrational form of Love - does not exist on Earth
/ Why we can only reach Higher vibration of Love - only when we "switch off" the physical? / New Energies lifting
Vibration Higher - deeper in to being / Energies Higher than when Earth went awry / Incredible events - not in
skies, but within you / Blossom asks, how do we discover miracles from within? / Trust in ourselves - nothing else /
Are you damaging your souls by your own self demise? / FOL Light shines brighter due to Light Workers / Analogy
- jigsaw puzzle falling into place
OCTOBER
12th (p.89) Blossom feeling a bit despondent / Previous message of High Energy - wanting to bring something
new/exciting to the table / How did we become so far removed from the Truth? / The Truth locked up inside
due to blockages = Lesser Light / YouTube Link Direct Voice Channeling + transcript > Are you Feeling our Love
transmitted through Blossom? / Is there a system of hierarchy Re: those who volunteer ( Mission Earth plane )?
/ Those choosing volunteers - are of a Higher system - though all equal / Those chosen - more compatible with
situations encountered and awareness / We as a "puzzle piece" not aware of the associated "puzzle" / Part of the
experiment, The Game / Love choosing many forms - Freedom of Choice / Laws needed to be adjusted / Playing
with low vibrations was not anticipated / Great Councils formed - Purest Seeds of Love planted / The atrocities of
freedom of choice displayed / Breaking the low vibration barriers down - Love, Love and more Love / The need to
KEEP ON KEEPING ON / Mission of Highest importance - Love / Volunteers honoured and admired / Grabbing onto
a Golden Rope sinking into a quagmire / Reaching a certain vibration on earth - hopes fulfilled / In 2012 - we were
close to the finishing line / The greatest mission ever taken place on Earth - Its happening
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20th (p.93) YouTube Link Direct Voice Channeling with White Cloud + transcript > Revelations via "whistle
blowers" are "mind blowing" / Ignorance can be bliss, but expansion of the heart takes us beyond / Love was, is,
will continue to be the topic / Answers to specific questions are of little benefit / What is necessary ( matters ) is
simplified and presented / We can change our vibration - how is explained / We can raise the planet's vibration
/ What is it that defines our character? / That KNOWING we Know so well, cannot be put into words - a Feeling /
If we feel good, affects everything to feel better / Consider this when you're having a down day / Why some are
"swimming" in joy, some "swim" in their tears / Analogy - a website's terms of agreement / Focusing on Love - not
a lack of awareness, not insensitive to the world sufferings / How one's Love serves all / Description of the world
to be, what we desire
29th (p.97) Finding our Truth, like finding a "needle in a haystack" / "Letting go of everything, discoveries OF
SELF are made / YouTube Link Direct Voice Channeling + transcript > A reality we feel is real, yet is not ( illusion
) / Avoiding confusion, and a humble surrendering suggested / Nothing else to speak of - except Love / Sewing
a tapestry of our lives - Golden Thread / Why sometimes, things don't make sense / Breathe in/hold Breath of
Life/Love / Finding yourself - finding one another / Connectedness - no disconnect from Source / Trying leads to
Knowing / Analogy - a sweet smell of Home / White Cloud takes us Home for a visit
NOVEMBER
4th (p.100) Blossom is reading - "The Disappearance Of The Universe" by Gary Renard / "Illusions of mind" are
perplexing / Pure Love is forgiveness / Truth being revealed versus the choice of acceptance / The breath - another
example of Truth / Where does the FEELING come from - heart or breath? / Life never began - Life never ends /
A Spirit encased in a body / So, are we "life" outside of this illusion" / What is "life" outside this illusion? / What is
Love's purpose? / "Outside of this illusion is it not perfection? - Is it not what some call God? / A name is just for
the purpose of recognising / If this is an illusion, if it doesn't exist and it doesn't matter - what's the point ( purpose
) of it? / It's just a dream - where does Feeling come into it then? / If this isn't real how can there be any guidance
needed?
25th (p.103) Can we speak more about The Illusion? ? What about the end of year massive changes? / How
can expectation, desiring, hoping, needing "melt away"? / Why mention The Event, Light Pillars, etc., if nothing
matters? / FOL's calendar versus Earth calendar / FOL ratings drop and soar - changing topics / Some ships were
visible October 14th 2008 / Residents of Earth need to "buckle down" to soul searching / Wouldn't visible Ships
change ( awaken ) minds, recognising one's Truth? / FOL's suggestion for easing minds / Time to remember how
to live in Joy
DECEMBER
3rd (p.106) Not a channeling - Blossom speaks to Purest Love from her heart / Planet Earth in disarray - for
what? / Channelers are looked upon in a bad light / Unfulfilled changes = despondency / What to do for Divine Plan
to take shape? / Message of a Golden Age is 50 years old / Requesting a "major breakthrough" / Overwhelming
concern for hearts that hurt deeply / Blossom is acting responsibly - Humanity is lost / Why not a "helping hand'
for Christmas? / What could be done to increase/encourage more Game Changers / A requested birthday gift to
Blossom - Tune into one, or all three Links provided: We Are The Game Changers, Wisdom On Love, An Invocation
12th (p.109) YouTube Link Direct Voice Channeling + transcript > What are Blossom's readers expecting from
FOL? / Earth life is not easy for seekers of Light / Individually there are choices in The Game / Games are played in
Light-Heartedness / Earth life not always fun - one's focus determines results / Sending Love to areas deficient in
Light/lower frequency / What is reported in the media is not the truth - do not be taken in / Take back control being
in The Game - you have power / Displaying ownership of that power through LOVE / Readers want action - FOL
says take action / Greatest affect upon the whole - giving/receiving Love / Everyone's actions contribute / Visualise
all humanity holding hands - including terrorists / Light up the world with a smile
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